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ABSTRACT
]n this thesis, ] propose the following hierarchical representation
for the distinctive features of phonolosy.
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This hierarchy is based on phonetics: Features are grouped according to the
articulator in the vocal tract that they are executed by. Articulators are
9roupe~ according to their acoustic effects on the formant structureo The
hielarchy, which is proposed to be universal, provides a straightforward
explanation for the complex phenomena that surround multiply-articulated
segments, such as labiovelars, labiocoronals, coronovelaTs (e.g. clicks),
and labialized, palatalized, or uelarized consonants. This type of
segment, with unordered or simultaneous multiple articulations, I refer to
as a complex segment. The theory of representation I propose makes it
possible to represent all the complex segments that occur, and provides an
explanation of Why those complex segments that occur are possible in
language, as well as of why those that do not occur are impossible.
Furthermore, it makes possible an account of the derivation of complex
segments, where they are derived, and of their behavior with respect to
phonological processes. In addition, the proposed theory of representation
is shown to account for unrelated phenomena in languages without complex
se9'len ts, whi ch prov ides i ndepend~n t suppor t and shot"'JS that the
representation is universal, rather than particular to complex segment
languages.
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In Chapters 1 and 2, I argue for the hierarchical feature groupings
shown above. (The root, laryngeal, supralaryngeal, and place constituents
were proposed by Mohanan (1983) and Clements (1985).) I demonstrate that
the only complex segments that occur are those combining two OT more of the
hierarchical constituents: labial, corenal, dorsal. I argue, based on
timing, syllabification, reduplication, compensatory lengthening,
prenasalization, and nasal assimilation, that complex segments occupy
single x-slots, and furthermore that the multiple articulations in complex
segments must be represented within a single place node. Complex segments
are contrasted with contour segments, in that the latter involve sequences
of articulations within a single segment -- a distinction which determines
the different behavior of complex and contour segments with respect to
phonological rules. Furthermore, I show that the structure within the
place node required by complex segments find~ independent support in
languages without complex segments. For example, the structure allows us
to account for patterns of blocking and transparency in harmony systems.
Thus, the structure within the place node is a universal property of the
representation of distinctive features, rather than a just peculiarity of
complex-segment languages.
In Chapter 3, I propose a mechanism for assigning the degree of
closure features [continuant, consonantal] to the articulators that execute
them. This representation of degree of closure features is necessary in
order to account for the behaviors of complex segments, and furthermore
allows degree of closure in complex segments to be represented identically
to that in simple segments. The modifications of the feature
representation that are necessary to represent and account for the behavior
of complex segments lead to a concise characterization of the possible
complex segments in human language.
In Chapter 4, I redefine the distinctive features (i.e. the terminal
nodes in the hierarchy) in light of the proposals made in Chapters 1, 2,
and 3, and I define the non-terminal nodes in the hierarchy.
Chapter 5 contains a further demonstration of the possibility of
explaining phonology in terms of external factors. I demonstrate that the
association lines among features and x-slots that connect all the tiers in
the hierarchy must represent the relation of overlap in time, and I show
that when they are correctly defined as representing overlap, the
ill-formedness of crossing association lines follows from the relations
represented in a phonological representation, together with knowledge of
the world, and need not be stipulated as a well-formedness condition in UG.
Finally, in Chapter 6, I discuss two aspects of phonetic
representation that are made possible by the view of phonolo9ica1
representations taken in Chapters 1 through 5 -- degrees of closure of
individual articulators and subsegmental timing.
Thesis Supervisor: Profes£or Morris Halle
Title: Institute Professor
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INTRODUCTION
Fundamental to every theory of phonology is how phonological forms and
processes are represented within it. It should be possible to represent
within the theory any phonological process or form that is possible in
human language, and it should be impossible to represent phonological forms
and processes that do not exist in human language. For example, one type
of form that occurs in language is a sequence of tones within a single
segment -- i.e. a contour tone. Thus, autosegmental phonology is an
improvement over segmental phonology because it allows the representation
of such sequences of tones (see Goldsmith (1976». Conversely, because
doubly-articulated palatal and velar stops do not occur in language, a
theory in which it is impossible to represent a doubly-articulated palatal
and velar stop is more highly valued than a theory in which such a segment
can be represented. For the same reason, autosegmental spreading is a
better representation of the process of assimilation than is changing
values in a feature matrix because it makes it impossible to represent
assimilations in which the target takes on a feature which is not present
in the trigger, a type of assimilation which doesn~t occur.
Another requirement on the theory is that the relative simplicity of
describing in the representation each process or form that occurs ~hould
9
1reflect its relative naturalness, in the sense of its frequency of
occurrence in the languages of the world. That is, more marked forms and
processes should correlate with more marked representations. For example,
the ass'milation of a whole group of features (e.g. place features) is just
as natural in language as is the assimilation of a single feature. This
naturalness is captured by the representation of assimilation as
autosegmental spreading, along with a hierarchical feature representation,
which t0gether have the result that the assimilation of a group of features
is represented just as simply as is the assimilation of a single feature.
This naturalness is ~ot captured by the representation of assimilation as
changing individual features in a feature matrix, in which the two types of
assimilation are not equally simple.
Finally, the structure of the phonological representation is an
hypothesis about the structure of linguistic knowledge in the human brain.
Not all descriptively adequate representations are equal. Rather, in
addition to describing the phonological array of facts, the representation
should lead to explanations, ,~here possible, of why the facts are as they
are, and of why the representation is structured as it is. Therefore, to
the degree that the properties of a repTesentation can be explained based
on such factors as vocal tract anatomy, acoustics, or knowledge of the
world, that representation is more highly valued than another
representation which accounts for the same phonological facts but in an
arbitrary fashion. Of course, this is not to say that all phonological
phenomena will be reduceable to explanation in terms of such factors, but
rather that any phenomena that are so reduceable should be characterized as
10
1such by the phonological theory. The theory should not attribute to
arbitrary aspects of the phonology what is explainable on the basis of
phonetics or knowledge of the world. For example, it was mentioned above
that the representation should reflect the fact that doubly-articulated
palatal and velar stops do not occur. A descriptively adequate theory that
correctly rules out such segments, but which does so in an arbitrary way,
is less highly valued than a theory which Tecognizes that the impossibility
of palatal-velar doubly-articulated segments is simply a result of palatals
and velars being formed with the same articulator in the mouth, i.e. the
tongue body, which obviously cannot be in two places ([-back] and [+back])
at the same time.
The above requirements -- that a theory represent all and only the
forms that occur in language, that it reflect the relative markednesses of
those forms and processes in their representation, and that it account for
the forms and processes that occur in a non-arbitrary manner -- have been
notorjously difficult to achieve with respect to segments with multiple
simultaneous articulations, for example labiovelars, clicks, and labialized
or palatalized consonants. Such segments have long posed problems for
phonological analysis, both for their representation and for the processes
deriving them. This is especially true within such non-autosegmental
frameworks as TTubetzkoy (1958), Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952), and
Chomsky and Halle (1968), in which segments are characterized as
unstructured, homogenous, feature matrices. Such representati~ns require
that every segment have only one primary articulation, so that one of the
articulations in a labiovelar or a corono-velar click has to be treated as
11
1secondary, and must be represented by vowel features. For exampl@, /kp/
can be represented either as a [+round] velar or as a [+back] labial, but
not as both labial and velar. Furthermore, for a corono-velar, there is
not even a choice in these earlier frameworks as to which artic~lation is
primary. A corono-velar can be represented only as a [+back] coronal, i.e.
with primary coronal articulation. However, as I show in Chapter 3,
labiovelars in Nupe must be analyzed as havin9 two primary articulations
labial and velar -- and corono-velar clicks in !Xa must must be analyzed as
having primary velar articulation, with secondary coronal articulation.
Both the labiovelars in Nupe and the cOTono-velars i~ !Xa are impossible to
represent within the non-autosegmental theories. The problem with the
feature matrix representation is that it doesn~t allow the strai9htforward
represent3tion of two equal articulations within a single segment, nor even
always of the proper articulation as primary.
Non-linear phonology,l on the other hand, does allow the
representatio~ of two equal articulations within a segment. Non-linear
phonology has prOVided an excellent representation for non-steady-state
segments such as affricates, prenasaliz~d stops, and vowels with contour
tones, because unlike the feature-matrix representation, it allows
sequwnces of articulations within a single segment, represented by
many-to-~ne mappings such as those in (1).
1. See references in footnote S below.
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Thus, the framework of non-linear phonology might be expected to handle
easily all segments with more than one articulation. However,
representations of the type in (1), in which the two articulations are in
sequence, aTe net adequate fOT segments with multiple simultaneous
articulations (which I will call complex segments), precisely because the
articulations in such segments are not phonologically in sequence.
Non-linear phonology has so far provided a representation for multiple
sequential articulations within a single segment, as in (1), but not for
multiple simultaneous or unordered articulations within a single segment,
as exist in complex segments such as Igbo [kp], Margi [pt], Kinyarwanda
[tkw], and !Xa [!] (corono-velar click).
Thus, non-lin~ar phonology, in its current state, fails as a
representation in that it cannot account for the possible complex segments
in human language. In this thesis, I propose a theory of phonological
representation that is an improvement over previous theories of
representation. Not only does the theory I propose provide a
representation for all and only the complex segments that occur in
language, but it also accounts for the phen~mena surrounding complex
segments -- i.e. their derivation and their behavior in phonological
processes -- and it accounts for them in a non-arbitrary manner, relating
them to aspects of vocal tract ana~omy.
The universal representation of distinctive features 1 argue for in
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1this thesis is that in Figure 1. Figure 1 is a hierarchy which reflects
various dependencies and independencies among the distinctive features, as
well as their groupings into constituents. At the lowest level are the
individual features, such as [continuant], [round], [high], etc. These
will call terminal nodes, OT terminal features, following Clements' (1985)
terminology.
Most of the terminal features are grouped at the next level in the
tree into constituents according to which articulator in the v~cal tract
execut~s the particular feature. For example, [high], [back], and [low]
are all 9roupe~ under the dorsal constituent, becau:.e they are executed by
the dorsum, or tongue body. The lowest level of non-terminal nodes in the
tree thus represent articulators: laryngeal, soft palate, labial, coronal,
and dorsal.
These articulators are fUTthe~ grouped into higher-level
constituents. Labial, coronal, and dorsal are grouped into a place of
articulation cor,stituent~ Th~ place node and the soft palate node are then
grouped into u supralaryngeal constituent. The place and supralaryngeal
constituents do not correspond to articulators, but rather reflect the
different acoustic effects ~f the features they govern. Supralaryngeal
features affect the shape of the formant ~tructure, while laryngeal
features do not. Among the supralaryngeal features, place features affect
the shape of the formants to a greater de9re~ and in a qualitativel~
differen~ manner than do nasal features. Plac~ features change the
formants by changing the shape of the resonator; na~al features by adding a
secon~ resonator.
15
1Finally, the laryngeal and supralaryngeal features are grouped into
the root constituent. The root constituent corresponds neither to anatomy
of the vocal tract nor to acoustic properties. Unlike the other
non-terminal nodes in the hierarchy, which aTe both phonetically and
phonologically motivated, the root node is solely a phonologically
motivated constituent.
The root, laryngeal, supralaryngeal, and place nodes in the hierarchy
have been proposed by Mohanan (1983) and Clenents (1985). The labial,
coronal, dorsal, and soft palate nodes were proposed in Sagey (1984).
[Continuant] and [consonantal] do ~ot occur under any articulator
constituent in Figure 1 because they are not executed by any particular
articulator, but rather may be executed by either the labial, the coronal,
the dorsal, or even, I will a7gue, the laryngeal articulators. Thus, they
are repre5ented as attaching directly to the root node. The arrow in
Figure 1 represents a relation that may exist between the root node and any
articulator node. This relation determines which articulator the degree of
closure features [continuant, consona~tal] apply to.
All of these aspects of the structure in Figure 1 will be argued for
in this thesis. I will show that the structure in Figure 1 allows us to
account naturally for some quite complex phenomena that occur in languages
with multiply-articulated segments. Furtherm~re, I will argue that the
feature hierarchy is independently supported by processes in languages
without multiply-articulated segments, and thus that it is a universal
representation, not just a representation for lan9uages that have
16
1multiply-articulated segments. Finally, the representation of features I
propo~e is grounded in facts of vocal tract anatomy and acoustics. Humans
produce speech using specific articulators in the vocal tract, which
produce characteristic effects on the acoustic waveform; the waveform is
then perceived and processed by the human auditory system. It would be
surpri~in9 if this physical mechanism of speech did not influence the
structures, representatic,ls, processes, and segment inventories found in
phonol09Y·
All theories, of course, acknowledge to some degree the influence on
phonolo9Y of anatomy and acoustics. For example, most would accept that
the reason for the impossibility of [-back,-high] stops is anatomical, it
being" physically impossible to form ~ closure with the tongue when it is in
that position, as pointed out by Halle (1982). Similarly, it is recognized
that the impossibility of [fhigh, flow] segments follows from the fact that
[fhigh] and [flow] require the tongue body to be in two incompatible
positions raised and lowered. However, I propose that much more of
phonology is due to the physical mechanism of speech than is sometimes
aS5umed. Greater understanding of phonology, and a more explanatory
phonological theor~, result from investi9atin~ phonology hand in hand with
phonetics. In phonetics are often found explanations for why phonology is
the way it is. For example, ·place of articulation- is a basic, and
long-recognized, parameter in phonology. Features dealing with place of
articulation form a natural class of features. Is it an accident that
those features we refer to as place of articulation features form a class
in phonology? Could human language just as easily have grouped the
17
1features [constricted glottis], [coronal], and [low] into some parameter?
This would be expected if the grouping into place features were purely
formal, and not grounded in some way in the physical mechanism of speech.
However, the grouping of features into a place constituent is not an
accident, but is due to the physical mechani~ of speech. Place features
are those features that cause the type of changes in formant structure
resulting from changes in the shape of the r~sonator, as opposed to
nasality, which changes the formants by adding a second resonator, OT as
opposed to 12ryngeal features, which don't change the formant shapes at
all. Thus, phonetics can explain why there is a unit ·place of
articulationS in phonology.
In addition to the aspects of phonolo9Y that are explainable ir terms
of phonetics, there are aspects of phonology that may be explained based on
the speaker~s knowledge of the world. I argue in Chapter 4 that the
Well-Formedness Condition which disallows crossing association lines is one
such aspect of the phonol09Y' It need not be stated in any form as a
principle of UG (i.e. an arbitrary, unexplained, aspect of language),
because it derives from the fact that the segments making up a word are in
relations of precedence in time, the properties of which are included in
the speaker's knowledge of the world.
In short, I maintain that by takin9 phonetics and knowledge of the
world into account, much more can be explained about phonology than is
sometimes assumed, and thus that much less needs to be attributed to
arbitrary properties of the phonology.
18
1.1 Non-Linear Representation
1.1 Non-Linear Representation
I assume in this thesis a version of non-linear phonology. I take as
point of departure a phonological representation as in (2).2 (2) is a
three-dimensional structure consisting of a number of half-planes, all of
which intersect in a central line made up of a sequence of timing units, or
x-slots. Some of the half-planes in a non-linear representation are the
syllable structule plane, the stress plane, and the segmental melody plane,
as illustrated in (2) with a partial representation of the word 'ice
cream' .
(2)
Syllable Structure Plane
Stress Plane\
Segmental Melody Plane
---------------/
The representation in (2) assumes certain notational conventions.
First, left-to-right order on a single line represents precedence in time.
2. Arguments for various aspects of the representation in (2) may be found
in: Williams (1971); Goldsmith (1976,1981); Mascaro (1982); Steriade
(1982;1983); Halle and Vergnaud (1980); Levin (1985). I will not reiterate
those arguments here.
19
1.1 Non-Linear Representation
For example, the x-slots in (2) form an ordered sequence, in which xl
precedes x2 , x2 precedes x3 , and so on.
Second, only elements on a single line are related by precedence.
Thus, the multiple lines of representation in a three-dimensional structure
like (2) represent elements that are unordered with respect to each othera
For example, the melodic features repres~nted by the letters ·ai,s,k,r,i,mw
on the segmental melody plane are not ordered with respect to the x-slots.
Third, the structure on the syllable plane encodes dominance: the
syllable node dominates the onset and the rime; the rime dominates the
nucleus and the coda; and the onset, nucleus, and coda dominate x-S!otse
These dominance relations are represented by the lines in the tree, e.g.
the line linking the rime to the nucleus represets that the rime dominates
the nucleus. 3 Structure on the stress plane also encodes dominance.
Finally, the lines on the segmental melody plane linking the features
to the x-slots are association lines. Association lines represent the
relation of overlap in time. 4 Only elements that have internal duration
are capable of overlapping in time. Thus, if association lines represent
overlap, as I argue in Chapter 5 that th~y must, then the elements that
3. I use the constituents onset, rime, etc., to illustrate dominance on the
syllable plane. Nothing hinges on the choice between the type of syllable
structure in (2) and the type argued for by, e.g., Anderson (19__), Levin
(1985), in which the only syllabic constituents are projections of the
nucleus.
4. Association lines have been generally assumed to represent
simultaneity. However, I demonstrate in Chapter 5 that assuming them to
Tepresent simultaneity leads to contradictions of precedence relations in
contour segments and geminates.
20
1.1 Non-Linear Representation
they link -- x-slots and features -- must have internal duration. I will
therefore assume that both x-slots and features have internal duration,
althou9h that duration is inaccessible at the level of phonological
representation. This has been already assumed fOT x-slots, since they
encode timing, or duration. While features do not explicitly encode
duration, however, it is nevertheless natural to assign them internal
duration, for the articulations they specify cannot be produced
instantaneously, but will always occupy some amount of time, or duration.
These issues are discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6.
Phonological representations may not contain association lines linking
features to x-slots as in (3), where [a F] precedes [b F] and Xl precedes
(3)
demonstrate in Chapter 5 that the ill-formedness of (3), in which the
association lines cross, is due to its encoding contradictory precedence
statements. It need not be stated as a well-formedness condition in UG.
An advantage of the representation of features and x-slots in (2) over
the earlier feature matrix approach (as, for example, in SPE) , is that it
allows many-to-one and one-to~any relations between features and x-slots,
Tepresenting, respectively, contour segments and geminates, as in (4):
21
1.1 Non-Linear Representation
(4)
a. Contour b. Geminate
Affricate Prenasalized Tone Se911ent
[-cont] [+cont] [+nasal][-nasal] H L F
\ / \ / \ / / \
x x x x x
Tone
H
/ \
x x
A contour segment is represented as in (ia) to capture the fact that
although it is made up of a sequence of articuations and behaves
phonologically as a sequence of features, it also behaves phonologically as
a single segment. Conversely,a geminate is represented as in (4b) to
capture the fact that although it consists of a single articulation and
behaves phonologically as a sin9le feature specification, it also behaves
phonologically as two segments. Thus, the representations in (4) solve
long-standing paradoxes as to whether affricates and geminates constitute
single segments or sequences of two segments.
Another advantage of one-to~any linkings between features and x-slots
is that it makes possible a characterization of natural assimilation rules
as rules which spread (by adding an association line) a feature
specification onto a neighboring segment. 5 Under this mechanism of
assimilation, rather than feature values being changed in the matrix of the
segment undergoing assimilation 8S in (5a)_ the feature specification of
the triggering segment is s~read onto the target by adding an a~sociation
line between the features of the trigger and the x-slot of the target, as
in (5b).
5. Spreading assimilation ha~ been argued for by, among others, Halle and
Vergnaud (1980), Goldsmith (1981), Steriade (1982), and McCarthy (1984).
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(5) a. Feature Value Changing Assimilation
l~~J [~~J ==) l~~ l~~
b. Spreading Assin,;lation
[~~] [~~J ==) [~~] [~~]
I I ~
x x x x
(5b) captures the fact that in assimilation, a segment changes to
become identical to some segment in its environment with respect to certain
features; that is, the features of the trigger are simply realized on the
target. There is no way for a feature not in the environment to end up on
the target in a spreadin9 assimilation. In contrast, feature value
changing assimilations can, in principle, change neighboring segments to
opposite values of the context feature, or change the value in an unrelated
feature, or even affect segments not in the immediate environment. Such
processes are extremely uncommon in comparison to assimilations where the
target takes on some feature in the environment. Thus, spreading is a more
explanatory mechanism for assimilation than is changing feature values,
because it reflects the difference bptween natural assimilations and the
more uncommon processes that can only be described by changing feature
values.
An interesting class of evidence exists that supports the
autosegmental representation of assimilation as creating a linked
structure, as in (Sb). This evidence concerns the ·inalterability· of
linked structures, meaning that they are often not subject to rules which
should otherwise apply to them. For example, spirantization in Tiberian
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Hebr~ normally applies to post-vocalic stops, but fails to apply to a
post-vocalic stop that forms the first half of a geminate, or linked,
structure, as shown in (6).
(6) 5 i b e b
I I 1\ I I
x x x x x x ==)
sib e B
I I 1\ I I
x x x x x x
[sibbeBJ -he surrounded u
(*[siBbeB])
One explanation of inalterability with regard to feature-changing rules and
deletion rules is that of Hayes (1984), which states that association lines
in phonological rules are interpreted as exhaustive and that structures
having more association lines than the rule do not meet the structural
description of the rule. Linked structures are also impervious to
epenthesis. This follows, as was noted by Kaye (cited in Steriade (1982»,
from the impossibility of specifying the features of the epenthesized
segment without crossin9 the association lines of the linked structure. 6
Although autosegmental representations solve the problem of
representing geminates and affricates, and ~ven lead to the more
explanatory, because more restricted, mechanism of ~~ic~riin9 assimilation,
there is still a maior problem that autosegmentalizing features and
spreading assimilation do not solve. It has 10n9 been noted (sne, e.g.
Thr'insson (1978), Goldsmith (1981), Mohanan (1983), Steriade (19S2), and
Mascaro (1983,forthcoming» that certain groups of features tend to recur
in phonological rules, for exampl~ the set [ant, cor, high, back] defining
place of articulation. However. the evaluation metric predicts that a rule
6. Nothing in my argument hinges on the particular explanation of
inalterability assumed. See also Steriade and Schein (to appear) for a
different account of inalterability.
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spreading all of these should be less highly valued than a rule spreading
some subset of them. The problem is how to character'ze that it/s more
common or natural to spread the whole set of features rather than just a
few of them.
1.2 Feature Groupin9s
To solve this problem, it has been proposed that distinctive features
be represented, not as a feature matrix in which all the features have the
same status and are equally interrelated (or not), but rather grouped
according to parameters such as ·place- and umannerN which tend to recur in
phonological rules. That is, just as the sets of segments that occur
together in phonological processes can be characterized as phonetically
natural classes, so also the sets of features that occur together
phonologically may be phonetically defined as Enatural classe·.· of
features. Neither the featuTes defining natural classes of segment~ nor
the ·features· d~finin9 nat~ral classes of features are arbitra~y. Both
reflect phonetic groupings. Mohanan (1983), for instance, proposes a
universal hierarchy of features to represent the functional groupings:
place of articulation, sonority, and phonation.
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(7) Mohanan (1983)
[[p~onation]]-- /[const~pr~ad~~laX]
[[sonority]]
~~~[son] [cons] [cont] [nasal] [lateral] [high] [low] etc.
x
I
{root}
.-----:
[ [plac~)]
~~I
[ant] [cor] [back] [dist] [round] [ATR] etc.
Throughout this discussion an assumption has been that segmental
melody features are arranged on a two-dimensional half-plane, the segmental
melody plane in (2). This assumption is made explicitly in Archangeli
(1984), who states that ·planes intersect only at the skeleton-. However,
there is no a priori reason for assuming that the segmental melody is
restricted to a two-dimensional representation. In fact, assuming a
three-dimensional representation for segmental melody features enables us
to represent the feature groupings in (7) as part of the geometry of the
phonological repres~~tation (as opposed to representing the feature
9roupings non-structurally, i.e. marking all the features under the place
node in (7) as ·place features· as part of their definition and allowing
subclasses of features to be picked out by rules on the basis of the
content of their definitions).
Clements (1985) makes explicit the three-dimensionality of the
representation of segmental melody features with the representation in
Figure 2 -- a universal, non-linear, hierarchical representation fOT
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sprea.J- .
l!O'1~tr
~C.Cl_(~ ----~
Figure 2 (Clements (1985»
'.
\
\.
\
\
\.
\.
\
\
\
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distinctive features.?
Given a three-dimensional structure as in Figure 2, we must
distinguish two types of multiple linkings. First, there are the
branchings to different specifications on a single tier, as in contour seg-
ments, in which the two specifications are phonologically ordered.
(8) manner
/ \
[-cont] [+cont]
Second, there aTe branchings to elements on different tiers. Since the
elements in such linkings are on different lines of representation, they
are unordered, as in the branching to laryngeal and supralaryngeal in (9).
(9) root
/ \
laryng. 5upralara
It is often necessary to represent both types of branchings at once, but
keep in mind that it is only branchings to specifications on a single tier
that are phonologically ordered.
Henceforth, to make easier its depiction on a two-dimensional page, I
will represent the feature hierarchy, not three-dimensionally as in Fi9ures
1 and 2, but two-dimensionally, from the perspective of looking down the
axis of the skeletal core, what I shall refer to as the 'end view'. Viewed
from the end, Clements~ hierarchy in Figure 2 would appear as in (10).
7. (P) and (5) distinguish primary and secondary place of articulation
features. A different characterization of the distinction between these
features is proposed in chapter 2.
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place
----------:/;7 ~[coronal] ~ / t
( P) [an t er i 0 r ]
(P) [distributed]
(S) [hi gh]
(5) [back]
(8) [rounded]
(P) [labial]
~7man~e.r
[nasal]--- /' / (P)
[sonorant]
[continuant]
[consonantal]
[lateral]
[strident]
(10) Clements (1985): End View
x
I
root
/' \
laryngeal supralaryngeal
[constTl
l /
[ spread]
[voiced]
That is, imagine that the skeletal tier, the class tiers, and all the
feature tiers are perpendicular to this sheet of paper and parallel to each
other. Viewed from the end, as in (10) or in (11), the branching of a
contour segment will not be visible:
(i) Contour Segment: a. Regular, Front View b. End View
x
/ \
[-cont] [+contj
x
,
[-contJ
Consider now the various constituents in the hierarchies proposed by
Clements and Mohanan. Clements' hierarchy is explicjtly meant to reflect
only those groupings or relationships among features that are justified by
phonolo9ical processes, ~nd none that are justified only on articulatory or
acoustic grounds. S Following Mohanan (1983), he proposes that the
8. Clements argues against an articulatory explanation of the relative
independence of features, and for the -autonomy of phonology·, by which
-the ultima~e justification for a model of phonological features must be
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following type of constituency be considered evidence for the feature
geometry.
If we find that certain sets of features consistently behave as
a unit with respect to certain types of rules of assimilation
or resequencing, we have good reason to suppose that they
constitute a unit in phonological representation, independently
of the operation of the rules themselves (p. 2).
Thus~ rules affectin9, e.g., place of articulation can refer to the unit
·place of articulation features·, rather than each rule that affects place
of articulation having to list all the features for place of articulation.
Mohanan (19E2) and Clements (1986) propose that the constitutents in
the feature hierarchy may be spread, delinked, etc. by phonological
rules. Thus, there should exist three equally-valued types of spreading:
"total assimilation pTo~esses in which the spreading element A is a root
node, partial assimilation processes in which A is a class node, and
sinqle-feature assimilation processes in which A is a single feature. More
complex types of assimilation, in which more than one node spreads at once,
can be described by thi~ model, but at greater coste (Clements 1985:7).9
drawn from the study of phonological and phonetic processes, and not from!
priori considerations of vocal tract anatomy or the like- (1985:6).
9. Thus, while phonological rules may exist which spread two separate
constituents, such rules will be evsluated as twice as costly as a rule
spreading a single constituent, and hence grammars will tend to eliminate
them. On counterexamples to the constituent-spreading hypothesis, Clements
argues: lIt is unlikely that all palatalisation rules will be susceptible
to such an analysis. The endpoint of rule interaction is rule telescoping,
by which two or more originally independent rules become synchronically
indissociable. Such rules are typically lexicalised and/or
grammaticalised, and may show other irregularities •••• We will not relax
the empirical claim~ of our theory in order to provide simple descriptions
of rules such as these, since if we did so we would f~il to draw a correct
distinction between the common, widely recurrent process types that we take
as providing the primary data for our theor~, and the sort of idiosyncratic
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Representing assimilation as a spreading of the assinilated features, plus
allowing spreading of constituents larger than sin91e features, provides a
characterization of the fact that natural, or common, assimilations always
involve a segment taking on a feature or a well-defined set of features
from some other segment in the environment. Assimilations in which the
target takes on a well-defined set of features are, on this view, just as
simple, and therefore just as highly valued, as assimilations of only one
feature.
To summarize, if we assume that in general only constituents spread or
delink, then evidence from phonological rules on what features need to
spread together will tell us what the constituent~ are. That is, which
features tend to function as blocks in rules is evidence for feature
constituency. In the following subsections I present arguments for four of
the class node constituents in Clements J hierarchy in (10) -- the root,
laryngeal, supralaryngeal, and place nodes. As Clements suggests, there is
no motivation for the manner features constituent. A different
representation for manner features in the hierarchy will be proposed in
Chapter Threer
1.2.1 Laryngeal and Supralaryngeal Nodes
The first major subdivision of the features is into laryngeal and
supralaryngeal groups. This division is supported by proc~sses which
affect either only the laryn~eal features or all but the laryngeal features
phenomena whose explanation is best left to the domain of historical
linguistics· (Clements 1985:22).
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(i.e. the supralaryngeal features). First, the reduction of full
consonants to [?] and [h] throughout the history of English (as discussed
by Lass (1976), cited in Clements (1985» is simply a delinki~g of all
supralaryngeal features.
(11) root
/ ~
laryng.~
5upralar.
The complementary case, where all laryngeal features are delinked, is
attested in the neutralization of laryngeal contrasts in certain
environments in Th~i and Klamath, also cited by Clements:
In Thai ••• voiced stops, voiceless aspirated stops and
voiceless unaspirated stops contrast in syllable-initial
position; this contrast is suppressed finally, where only
unreleased voiceless stops appear •••• In Klamath, a three-way
contrast among voiced, voiceless and glottalised obstruents is
neutralised immediately preceding another stop, leading in this
case to morpheme alternations ••• (1985:235).
In both of these processes, the consonants lose their distinctive laryngeal
features, which is represented as in (12), a delinking of the laryngeal
node.
(12) root
~ \
~ supralar.
laryng.
Not only delinkings, but also spTeadin9~, provide evidence for the
laryngeal anj supralaryngeal nodes. In Icelandic preaspiration (as
discussed by Thr~insson (1978), Clements (1985» a geminate aspirated stop
diphthongizes into a sequence of Ihi and an unaspirated stop. In other
words, its laryngeal and supralaryngeal features are split, the laryngeal
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featur~s spreading to the x-slot on the left, from which the original root
node is delinked, and the 5upralaryngeal features alone remaining in the
second se9T'ent.
ruot
I
laryn:,
( 13)
x x
\ /
root
laryn~. \
supralar.
==)
x x
\ I
root
" I'laryng.
supralar.
==)
x
,
4
x
I
root
supralar.
Note that in (13), the laryngeal node which is spread to the left does
not link directly to the x-slot. Rather, a root node is Uinterpolated lt as
part of the linking process. A class node such as laryngeal,
supralaryngeal, or place (or fOT that matter an individual feature) cannot
link directly to the skeleton, because that would render the claims of the
feature hierarchy vacuous. MOTe generally, no feature or class node may
link except to the nodes which are adjacent to it in the hierarchy. If
ever features or class nodes were allowed to link outside of the hierarchy,
as in the linking of [coronal] directly to the root node
(14) root
[COrOnal~ \
5upralaryngeal
"place
I
[anterior]
in (14),
then the constituency of the hierarchy would be destroyed. In (14),
spreading the place node would fail to spread the place feature coronal.
Thus, features and class nodes may link only through the paths of the
hierarchy, and never outside it. This means that if ever a feature is
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spread to a segment lacking the node to which that feature must link, then
that node will be -interpolated- as part of the spreading. This should not
be looked at as adding a node to the representation. Rather, the hierarchy
is simply part of the geometrical representation of the features, and it
defines the paths through which features may link to the skeleton. Thus,
it would be more proper to say that the laryngeal node in Icelandic
preaspiration links to the skeleton through the Toot tier, rather than
saying a root node is added to the representation.
Complementary to the spreading of laryngeal features in Icelandic,
there exist cases of spreading supralaryngeal features. In Acoma, for
example, when separated only by glottal stop, two vowels are nOTmally
identical (Miller (1965:11,79», for eXMople, ya?aana 'skunk brush',
huu?uuka 'dove' etc. Since /?/ lacks supralaryngeal features, being
specified as only £fconstr 91.] on the laryngeal tier, this distribution
of vowels is easily stated in terms of the vowels sharing supralaryngeal
features, as in (15).
(15) (a) (?) (a)
root root root
/ \ I /" \laryng. laryng. laryng.
supralaryng.
The sharing of supralaryngeal features in (15) is possible because /?/ has
no supralaryngeal node to block spreading of the vowel's supralaryngeal
node.
Further evidence for the laryngeal node as an independent, unordered
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node with respect to supralaryngeal features is found in the behavior of
prenasalized voiceless stops in Kinyarwanda. Voiceless stops in
Kinyarwanda are aspirated. When a voiceless stop is prenasalized, what
surfaces is a voiceless or aspirated nasal with the place of articulation
of the original stop. There may also be a brief oral stop between the
nasal portion and the aspiration. 10
(16) /in-papuro/
/n-toora/
/in-kal
[imhapuTo]
[nhooT a]
[il)hal
IMpaper·
·vote for me M , 81 vote·
·cow·
Since we represent the aspiration of the oral stops on an independent,
unordered tier (the laryngeal tier), this realization of the aspiration of
the oral stop on the added nasal portion is predicted, given that
prenazalization is a merging of [fnasal] into the root node of the stop,
resulting in the structure in (17):
(17)
root
laryn~. \
/ supra
[fspread] / \
soft-pal place
/ \.
[fnasal] [-nasal]
Furthermore, in prenasalized, labiovelarized, voiceless stops, as in (18),
(18) /ku-n-tuari./ [kuunf)whaara] -to take me-
the voicelessness and aspiration of the stop are spread over the entire
segment. This is predi~ted by aspiration being represented as [+spread
10. See Appendix A at the end of this chapter for notational conventions,
such as [Q] in (16) for a velar nasal.
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glottis] on the independent, unordered laryngeal tier.
Thus, both del inking and spreading processes in phonology support the
existence of laryn9@al and supralaryngeal constituents in the feature
hierarchy. This division has phonetic motivation, too. First of all, the
laryngeal node corresponds to an independent articulator in the vocal
tract. The grouping of features executed by the larynx into a single
phonological constituent is thus motivated by the anatomy of the vocal
tract. There is no articulator corresponding to the supralaryngeal
constituent, of course. Rather, the supralaryngeal constituent is
motivated by acoustics. In contrast to laryngeal articulations, which do
not change the shape of formants, supralaryngeal ayticulations change
the formants by changin9 the shape of the oral resonator or by adding a
second resonator -- the nasal passage. Thus, the division between
supTalaryngeal and laryngeal is an acoustic division between features which
distort formant structure and those which do not. i1
11. Ohala (1974:259-261» states that the articulation of spreading the
glottis for /hl causes a lowering of contiguous vowel formants because it
essentially changes the resonator from a tube that is closed at one end
(the glottisj to one that is open at both ends. The effect of laryngeal
articulations on the shape of formants deserves further investigation. In
light of the hypothesis above, I would expect to find that the distortions
produced by /h/ are much smaller than those produced by supralaryngeal
articulations, or that they are qualitatively different. Morris Halle
(p.r ~ ~u9gests that another explanation for the supralaryngeal
con Jent may be that it corresponds to a single pathway at some point in
the neural circuitTy governing speech production, but until more is known
about this neural circuitry, such an explanation must remain conjecture.
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1.2.2 Place Node
Under the supralaryngeal node in the hierarchy is the place node,
uniting all place of articulation features. Abundant phonological evidence
exists for the constituent of place of articulation featuTe~. One of the
most common phonological processes in language, and one which exists in
practically every language, is assimilation in place of articulation,
especially of nasals to following stops. A few examples will suffice to
establish the place node constituent.
First, in Kpelle, nasals assimilate in place of articulation to a
following stop or fricative, as shown in (19) (Data from Welmers
(1973:65,67»:
(19) IN-po!u/ [~bolu] 'my back'
IN-tial [rldia] 'my taboo'
IN-kODI [~900] 'my foot'
/N-kpiQ/ [~~9biQ] 'myself'
IN-fela! [~vela] 'my wages'
IN-sua/ [~1ua] 'my nose'
Three aspects of the data in (19) require the spreading of a place
constituent. First, the nasal assimilates in place regardless of what the
following segment's place features are. Thus, the process in (19) cannot
be any more specific than spreading the place node. That is, it cannot be
a rule spreading the feature [coronall, or [labial], etc. Second, only
place features, and not manner or laryngeal features, are spread onto the
nasal. If/ conditions a labial nasal stop, not a labial nasal fricative.
Thus, the process cannot be spreading a higher node in the tree, such as
the supralaryngeal node, which would include manner features, nasality,
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etc. Third, the prefix nasals which are assimilating in place of
articulation are tone-bearing and syllabic. Thus, the nasal-consonant
sequences in (19) cannot be p.,enasalized stops, which would be derived by
spreading [+nasal] onto the following stop, but rather must be derived by
spreading the place features of the following stop onto the nasal, as in
(20):
(20) su~ralar. supralar.
place place
In Pame, also, nasals assimilate in place of articulation to following
stops, fricatives, and liquids without losing their [-cont] degree of
closure before the fricatives or the liquids (data from Gibson and
Bartholomew (1979:310»:
(21) Q90bE?Et 'fla~~ mbE?Et (pl.)
Q90dEoc? 'bridge' ndEoc? (pl.)
Q90kwhe? 'bean' Qkhwe? (pl.)
Q90saon 'night' nsaon (pl.)
Q901 hwa 'ear of corn' nlhwa (pl.)
Thus, the assimilation in (21) must be spreading a constitu.nt containing
all the place features, but n~ne of the manner features ~- in particular,
the manner features [cont] and [nasal] are not spread. Therefore, the
constituent spread in (21) must be the place node.
Another example of pI.c. assimilation which must involve spreading the
place node is that of Sanskrit, discussed in Steriade and Schein (to
appear:47) and Steriade (1982:62). This rule optionally assimilates /s/ to
the place features of a following obstruent, as the examples in (22)
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show. 12
(22)
Indras
tas
divas
Nalas
~uras 'the hero'
'those-fern' $at
'god-GENsg' putras
kamam 'at will'
'six'
'son'
--)
--)
--)
--)
lndras surah
ta$$at
diva. putrah
Nalax kamam
In the assimilations in (22), just as in the Kpelle and Pame
assimil3tions, it must be the place node that is being spread. First, the
/s/ as~imilates to whatever place features there are: [coronal],
[anterior], [distributed], [labial], and so on. Therefore, the
assimilation in (22) cannot be spreading a particular place feature, but
must rather be spreadin9 the place node, containing all the place features
of a segment. Second, only the place features of the following obstruent
are spread onto the /s/. lsi remains [+continuant] even when assimilated
in place of articulation to a following stop, as in diva; putrah and Nalax
kamam. Thus, the process cannot be spreading a higher node in the tree
which would include manner features. Third, there is no question of the
clusters in (22) being a merger of the features of /sl onto the following
obstruent (unlike Kpelle, where it had to be argued that the
nasal-consonant sequences were not prenasalized segments). Thus, the
process shown by the data in (22) must be a spreading of the place node, as
in (20).
present further phonological evidence for the place node in my
12. All of these have alternate ~@alizations in which the optional place
assimilation fails to apply and the Visarqa rule, deleting the
supralaryngeal features of post-vocalic word-final/51, applies instead,
yielding Ih/. The Visar9a rule is also the source of the [h] in Indras
~urah and diva' putrah.
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discussion of complex segments in Chapter 2.
The place node is also motivated by phonetics. Like the
supralaryngeal node, the place n~de does not correspond to any articulator,
but rather has acoustic motivation. Within the 5upralaryngeal node in the
hierarchy, the place node is opposed to the soft palate node. While both
nasality and place of articulation distort the shape of the formants, and
hence are grouped under 5upralaryngeal, the distortions caused by each are
quantitatively and qualitatively different. The distortions produced by
place features have to do with changing the shape of the resonator, while
those produced by nasality have to do with adding a second resonator.
1.2.3 Root Node
The last of the class nodes proposed by Clements is the root node, a
constituent containing all the fe3tures of a segment. Clements argues that
the Toot node is required for (i) total assimilation processes which create
geminates by spreading the root node and (ii) bein9 able to characterize
the ·phoneme- as the set of features dominated by the root. Other
arguments for the Toot node can be found in the association to the skeleton
of underspecified segments in root-and-pattern languages.
Root-and-pattern morphology means that the syllable structure, number
of skeletal slots, etc., in a word are specified indepenaently, as a
different morpheme from, the features of the units in the root melody. The
root melody then associates one-to-one left-to-right to the independently
specified skeleton, as in (23).
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(23) abc
I I I
x x x
I
R
root melody
automatic !-to-r association
independent skeleton
For details on Toot-and-pattern morphology, see McCarthy (1979), Archangeli
(1984).
I will assume the theory of underspecification developed in Archangeli
(1984), by which only one value for any given feature may be specified in
UR. I take this underspecification to apply to class nodes, also, so that
if a segment is not distinctive for any glottal features, and if there is
no contrast between having a laryngeal node without any features and having
no laryngeal node, then it will not be represented with a laryngeal node.
I shall argue that underspecification in UR will then require the existence
of the root node in order to keep the features for each segment together
prior to association to the skeleton.
illustrate with an example from Yawelmani. Yawelmani has three
series of stops: aspirate, glottalized, and intermediate (voiceless
unaspirated). These will be represented in UR as £fspread), [+constr] and
absence of laryngeal features (no laryngeal node), respectively.13
13. Yawelmani data is from Archangeli (1984). It is not crucial to my
argument which series of stops is taken to be unspecified for laryngeal
f ••tures, only that one of them be.
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(24)
a. Aspirate: It I
root
laryn9~ 0\
I supralar.
[+spread gl]
b. Glottalized: It'/
root
laryn9~ \
I supralar.
[+constr. gl]
c. Intermediate: /d/
root
\
supralar.
Similarly, Yawelmani sonorants, which may be either g!ottalized or plain,
will be represented with either [+constr] on the laryngeal tier, as in
(24b), or with no laryngeBl node at all, as in (24c). Finally, Yawelmani
may have the segments I?,h! in UR, These will be represented as simply
[+constr] or [+spread] on the laryngeal tier, with no supralaryngeal node
at all, as in (25).
(25) a. I/?I root
I
laryngeal
I
[+c:onstr. gl]
b. Ih/ root
I
laryngeal
I
[+spread gl]
Given the underspecification in (24,25) above, the association of
melody to skeleton in Yawelmani requires a root node. If there were nu
root node, then the laryngeal and 5upralaryngeal nodes would each associate
independently, one-to-one and left-to-right, to the skeletal slots. The
first laryngeal specification in the root would necessarily surface on the
first ~keletal slot, as would the first supralaryngeal specification. for
ex~ple, without a root node, Yawelmani I?il/ 'fan ' (p.27) would ansociate
to the skeleton as in (26a), yielding an initial [I'], rather than as in
(26b) , the corrpct association: 14
14. Glottalized [1] is a possible underlying segment in Yawelmani.
ATchangeli argues that consonants associate independently, on a different
tier from vowels; thus the medial Iii in /?ill will not ensure the correct
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(26) a.
*
b. [fconstr] [lateral, . ~ .]
[lateraI, ..• ] I I[+constr] I supralary ngeal
I supralaryngeal laryngeal /larynge~1/ \root root
\ I
C x C x x C C x C x x C
Similarly, without a root node, /do~'ee/ 'bad' (p.337)15 would
associate yielding *[t'oqee], as in (27a), the [+constT gl] laryngeal node
that should belong to the second consonant associating independently from
left to right, and associating to the leftmost skeletal slot.
(27)
*
[+constr g1J
\ [+cor] [+eor]
1aryng I I
\ ;upra supra
/
C x C x x C
[t'] is a possible initial consonant, as in /t'ull 'burn' (p.127) or
It'it'iit'/ 'anus' (p.146). Thus, we could not prevent the incorrect
associatio~s in (26a) and (27) by preventing laryngeal and supralaryngeal
from linking to the same x-slot, for they clearly would need to in order to
form the initial It'l of /t'ul/.
Note that without a root node, /do~'eel would associate incorrectly
even if vowels and consnnants were on the same tier, since /0/ would have
no laryngeal features to block the [+constr gl] laryngeal node of It'/ from
associating to the leftmost slot, as shown in (28a). The correct
mapping of /?/ and /1/. C and x are shorthand used by Archangeli to refer
to unsyllabified and rime x-slots, respectively. [ll is alveolar, [t] is
den tal.
15. ['1 represents an alveolar stop, a£ opposed to dental [t].
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association, with root nodes, is shown in (28b).
(28)
a.* [+constr 91 ] b. [+constr g11
I d 0 Q d 0 I d
laryng. / / / I \ laryng. /
I~UPTa'~UPTa)tsupra. su~ra. su~r~. \ supra.I I /
root root root
C x C x x C I I /
C x C x x C
(/d,Q/ plus [+constricted glottis] in (28) equal [t',~'].)
Analogous to 91ottaliz~tion is aspiration. In /bint/ 'ask' (p.257),
the first distinctiv~ specification of laryng.al features is the [+spread
gl] on the final It/. Associating that laryngeal node independently from
left t~ right would result in it associating to the leftmost slot in the
skeleton, yielding *[pindl, in exactly the same manner as in (28a).
Thus, we have seen that in a root-and-pattern language like Yawelmani,
underspecification forces the root node, because if segments in the root
melody are unspecified for either laryngeal or supralaryngeal features,
then association one-to-one left-to-right without a root node will result
in the leftmost skeletal slots being specified on both laryngeal and
supralaryngeal tiers, followed by increasingly unspecified segments.
Unlike the laryngeal, supralaryngeal, and place nodes, the root node
has no phonetic motivation. It is motivated solely by phonological
phenomena such as those di~cussed above.
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1.2.4 Manner Features
As mentioned above, the feature hierarchy Clements proposes divides
the supralaryngeal features into two constituents: ~ manner node and a
place node. The evidence presented above argues for the place
node. However, there is no evidence from spreading processes, as Clements
admits, for a constituent comprised of the feature~ that Clements groups
under -manner": continuant, consonantal, sonorant, nasal, lateral,
strident. Thus, I will not assume a manner node under the supralaryngeal
node, but will instead, given the absence of evidence as to the place or
grouping of manner features in the hierarchy, make the simplest assumption
-- that the individual manner features do not form a constituent, but are
each linked directly and independently to the Toot node, as in (29):16
(29) root
_____I~
laryng. supra. [cant] [cons]
I shall distinguish between the manner features in (29), [cont] and
[cons], which specify articulatory degree of closure, and the manner
features [sonorant] and [strident] which refer to acoustic properties of
crteL
the se9'len~whichmay be implemented by different articulatory means. For
example, [+sonorant] must be £+cont] if [-nasal], but may be [-cont] jf
16. There is no evidence determining whether manner features should attach
to the root node as in (29) or to the supralaryngeal node, as suggested in
Clements (1985). For purposes of discussion, I represent the manner
features on the root node here and throughout the thesis, but nothing
hinges on this choice. All of the arguments would hold if they were
represented on the supralaryngeal node.
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[+na~al]. I propose a treatment for the degree of closure features
[cont,cons] in Chapter 3, but will not deal with [son,strid]. The
remaining manner features are [lateral] and [nasal]. [Lateral] will be
discussed in the following chapter. As for [nasal], there is evidence that
it must be represented under the supralaryngeal node, and not on the root
node with [cont) and [cons]. This evidence comes from a set of processe~
in Klamath which have the effects in (30) (discussed in Clements
(1985:234»:
(30) n1 --) 11
nL --) Ih ([L] = voiceless 1.)
n1' --) 1?
lL --) Ih
II' --) 1?
As Clements shows, the processes in (30) may be characterized by the rules
in (31a,b) (ignoring structure within the supralaryngeal node).
( 31) a. root root
~
supra supra
I I
[
f50n] [flat]
teor
+ant
b. root root
\
.L \
T laryngeal
supra
I
[flat]
(31a) spreads the supralaryngeal node of a lateral onto the segment to its
left provided that segment is an alveolar sonorant. (31b) delinks the
supralaryngeal features of the right half of a geminate lateral if it has
distinctive laryngeal features specified. What concerns us here is (31a).
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Note that spreading the supralaryngeal node a~ in (31a) results in the
deletion of the nasal features of the first segment in the fir5t three
examples in (30). Since it is the supralaryngeal node that is spread,
triggering the delinking of the original supralaryngeal node of the first
segment, this shows that [+nasal] must be specified within the
supralaryngeal node. If it weren't, then in order to automatically delink
[+nasal] we would have to spread and delink the root node, including
laryngeal features, which would be incorrect. This process also shows that
[lateral] must be under 5upralaryngeal in the hierarchy, and not linked to
the root nodR with [cont] and [cons].17
Rather than representing [nasal] as a terminal feature linked directly
to the supralaryngeal node, 1 introduce a class node, the soft palate node,
which links to the supralaryngeal node and to which [nasal] links. The
soft palate node is analogous to the laryngeal node which refers to the
independent articulator, the larynx, and to the articulator nodes labial,
coronal, and dorsal, to be argued for in Chapter 2. The hierarchy J propose
contains a class node for each independently functioning articulator in the
vocal tract. Since the soft palate is an independent articulator, there is
17. An alternative would be to spread the entire root node in (31a), and
then to diphthongize 5upralaryngeal and laryngeal features as in Icelandic
Preaspiration. This alternative would not necessarily entail that nasal
and lateral are within the 5upralaryngeal node, because the
diphthongization could be a spreading of the laryngeal node to the right,
rather than a spreading of the supralaryngeal node to the left. Note that
this alternative would have the welcome result of explaining why
diphthongization does not occur if there are no distinctive laryngeal
features and no laryngeal node. If there is no laryngeal node, there is
none to spread. In (31b), Clements' version, however, the laryngeal node
is an added stipulation on the rule.
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a class node in the hierarchy for the soft palate. Since the soft palate
node dominates only the feature [nasal], there will be no evidence for it
from spreading two features at once» as there was for, e.g., the place
node. Spreading the 50ft palate node will be indistinguishable from
spreading the single feature [nasal] under it in almost all cases. The
only case of spreading which would provide evidence for the soft palate
node as a constituent would be one where a prenasalized segment spread both
(-nasal] and £fnasal] onto an adjacent segment -- i.e. where the branching
structure £fnasal][-nasal] , or prenasalization, were assimilated, as in
(32):
(32) root root
I I
su~ra
soft-pal soft-pal
/ \
[-nas] [+nas]
J know of no such example. Nevertheless, I will maintain the hypothesis
that there exists a class node for the soft palate articulator.
Therefore, the hierarchy argued for so far is that in (33) (ignoring
featuTes within the laryngeal and place nodes):
(33) x
I
root
_______I~
laryngeal supra. [cont] [cons]
/ \
soft-pal place
I
[nasal]
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1.3 Contour Segments
Recall that a contour segment is represented as branching for some
feature, i.e.
(34) a. x
/ \
[-cont] [+cont]
b. x
/ \
[-stiff] [fstiff]
c. x
/ \
[fnasal] [-nasal]
(34b) represents a contour tone rising from mid to hi9h, under the feature
proposals in Halle and Stevens (1971) whereby high pitch in vowels is
represented by the feature [+stiff vocal cords] and low pitch by the
feature [fslack vocal cords]. Evidence for r~pTesentin9 the tones of
vowels on the laryngeal tier with the same features as are used for
consonants, rather than on a separate tonal tier with unrelated features,
comes from languages wher~ 1:ones and laryngeal features intelact. For
example, in Chinese and in Nama, voiced consonants lowered the tones of
following vowels. (For further discussion, see Beach (1938), Greenberg
(1970), Halle and Stevens (1971).)
However, with phonological features represented hierarchically, as
argued in this chapter, contour segments can no longer be represented as in
(34), in which the branching features link directly to the skeleton,
because features no longer link directly to the skeleton. Rather, in a
hierarchical representation, there will be ambiguity as to e~actly at which
level in the hierarchy the contour segment is branching. (34a,b,c) will be
ambiguous in the ways shown in (35,36,37).
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(35)
a. x
/ \
roo t root
I I
[-cont] [+cont]
(36)
a. x
/ \
root root
I I
laryn. laryn.
I I
[-stiff] [+stiff]
b. x
I
root
/ \
[-cont] [+con t]
b. x
I
root
/ \
laryn. laryn.
I I
[-stiff] [+stiff]
c. x
I
root
I
laryng.
/ "[-stiff] [+stiff]
a.
(37) i
x b. x I c. x d. x
Toot/ ;oot T~ot! T~ot T~ot
sup~a s~PTa SUPT~ ~UPTa I sU~Ta su~ra
I I I I I i / \ I
soft-pal soft-pal! soft-pal soft-pal! soft-pal soft-pal soft-pal
I I ; I I ! I I I / \
[+nasal] [-nasal] I[+nasal] [-nasal] l [+nasal] [-nasal] [+nasal] [-nasal]
Obviously, no language makes use of the distinctions among, e.g.
(37a,b,c,d). It would therefore be preferable if our feature
representation did not predict a distinction among them. As a means of
restrictin9 the possible types of contour segments predicted by the
hierarchical representation, I make the following hypothesis:
(38) Contour segments may branch for terminal features only. No branching
class nodes are allowed.
I malf.e the restl·iction in (38), rather than, for example, restricting
contour segments to branching root nodes, because it can be demonstrated
that b\"afJching terminal features are required. For eXM)ple, in Guarani,
prenasalized stops are derived by a process of nasal harmony that spreads
just the feature [nasal]. Thus, the resulting prenasalized stop must be
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branching just for the feature [nasal], and not for any class nodes. The
derivation of prenasalized stops by the linking of [-nasal] from a
following oral vowel onto a nasal consonant is shown in (39) (from van der
Hulst and Smith (1982:325»:18
(39) a. +
I
ne-tupa ==)
+~I
ne-tupa [ndetupa] 'thy bed'
b. + +
I
ne-tupa ==> i~ne-tupa 'thy god'
3ince the prenasalized stop in (39a) is derived from a nasal consonant by
spreading of just [-nasal], it must be represented as branching only fOT
the feature [nasal], as in (37d) , and not as in (37a,b,c).
Also, it is clear that contour tones must be represented as branching
just for the features [stiff] and [slack], and not for the laryngeal or
root nodes, because tone spreading is not blocked by intervening laryngeal
or Toot nodes.
Thus, since there exist contour segments which must be represented as
branching for a terminal feature, I will restrict the possible branchings
in contour segments by ruling out all but branchings to terminal features.
Also, since each branching in a contour segment complicates the
structure, we may consider each branching to come at a cost. Limiting
branchings to terminal features thus explains why contour segments
generally branch only for one feature, for example, usually sharing
18. Thanks to Donca Steriade for pointing out this example.
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laryngeal features. By contrast, if branchin9 root nodes were allowed, we
would expect any two segments in totally random combinations to occur on a
single x-slot as a contour segment, possibly having no features at all in
common.
1.4 Overview
In the following chapters, I will offer evidence for other aspects of
the representation in Figure 1, namely, the structure within the place
node, the representation of manner features on the root node, and the
relation between the root and articulator nodes. Crucial t~ my argument is
evidence for the feature geometry of a different type than has been
presented so far: evidence from segments with multiple articulations within
the place node, or complex segments, which make unique demands on the
feature geometry.
In the following chapter, J investigate the representation of place of
articulation features in complex segments. I show that they mu be
analyzed as having phonologically unordered articulations within a single
place node, unlike contour segments, which have phonologically ordered
articulations. Furthermore, I show that the structure within the place
node required by complex segments finds independent support in languages
without complex segments, and thus that it is a universal property of the
representation of distinctive features, rather than a peculiarity of
complex-segment languages.
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I then propose, in Chapter 3, a representation for degree of closure
features that can account for the behaviors of complex segments. Complex
segments offer crucial evidence regarding the role of degree of closure
features in the hierarchy, a problem that has until now remained unsolved.
The modifications of the feature representation that are necessary to
r.present and account for the behavior of complex segments lead to a
~oncise characterization ~f the possible complex segments in human
language.
In Chapter 4, I redefine the distinctive features in light of the
proposals made in Chapters 1, 2, and 3. Chapter 5 contains a demonstration
that the association lines among features and x-slots that conect all the
tiers in Figure 1 must represent the relation of overlap in time. I also
show in that chapter that when association lines are correctly defined as
representing overlap, the ill-formedness of crossing association lines
follows from the relations represented in a phonological representation,
together with knowledge of the world, and need not be stipulated as a
well-formedness condition in UG. Finally, in Chapter 6, I discuss two
aspects of phonetic representation that are made possible by the view of
phonological representations taken in Chapters 1 through 5 -- degrees of
closure of individual articulators and subsegmental timing-
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Appendix A
Notation
ThroU9hout this thesis, unless otherwise noted, J use the following
notation:
Nasals
Fricatives
Affricates
ro labiodental nasal [~]
rr palatal or palatoalveolar nasal
I) velar nasal [9]
t bilabial fricative, voiceless
B bi labi a1 fricative, vo iced [f]
~ retroflex fricative, voiceless [~]
; retroflex fricative, voiced [z]
.
! palatoalveolar fricative, voiceless [ ~]
f palatoalueolar fricative, voiced [~ ]
~ lateral fricative, voiceless [4-]
t lateral fricative, voiced [~]
~ palatal fricative, voiceless
;- palatal fricative, 'Joi ced
y velar frictive, voiced [1]
~ alveolar affricate, voiceless
I alveolar affricate, voiced
e palatoalveolar affricate, voiceless [~]
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Stops
Vowels
c
j
~
~
I
E
o
U
t
y
palatoalveolar affricate. voiced [rl
palatal stop, voiceless
palatal stop, voiced
fronted velar stop, voiced
fronted velar stop, voiceless
lax high front vowel
lax mid front vowel
lax mid back rounded vowel
lax high back rounded vowel
hiQh ba~K unrounded vowel
lax high back unrounded vowel
high front glide
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Chapter 2
C01PlEX SEB1ENTS AND PLACE FEATURE GE01ETRY
As shown in the previous chDpter, the many-to-one linkings within a
single segment made possible by autosegmental representations have proved
useful for two classes of segments. First, contour segments such as
affricates and prenasalized stops are represented by many-to-one linkings
of sequences of articulations within a single segment. Second, the common
combination within a se~lent of simultaneous ~nd independent laryngeal and
supralaryngeal articulations (or nasal and place articulations) is
represented by the hierarchical feature geometry of Clements, in which
laryngeal and 5upralaryngeal features (or nasal and place features) are
independent of each other in the hierarchy and thus may cooccur freely.
There is, however, a class of segments which is accounted for neither by
the sequential multiple linkin9s in a contour segment, nor by th2
simultaneous multiple linkings in Clements' hierarchy. This is the class
of segments involving multiple articulations withi~ a single segment which
are not in sequence but which may not be split into laryngeal and
supralaryngeal (or nasal and place) articulations. These segm~nts~
involving multiple simultaneous articulations within the place node, I will
call 'complex segments', Some examples of complex segments are given in
(1).
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a. labial + coronal Bura [pta] / (an an i mal) /
b. labial + velar Yoruba [ akpa] ~ arm/
c. coronal + velar Nzema [opti] / i t is thick/
d. labial + coronal + velar Shona [tkwanal ~little children/
e. labial + velar click !Xoo [e?6o] /be stuck/
f • coronal + velar click Nama [ lui) 'one/
In this chapter, I propose a geometry for place of articulation
features based on the requirements of representing complex segments, of
deriving them correctly where they aTe not underlying, and of accounting
for their behavior with respect to the phonological processes of the
languages they occur in. Furthermore, the representation I propose -- a
hierarchical structure within the place node with an independent node fOT
each articulator -- is shown to have independent support in languages
without complex segments. Thus, articulator n~des under the place node are
~roposed to be part of the universal hierarchical representation of
features, and are not restricted to the feature representations of complex
segment languages. The articulator nodes representation also provides us
with a strai9htforwa~d characterization of the dependence of features such
as [round] and [4~teriDr] on the features [labial] ~nd [coronal],
respectively, where specification for the former implies positive
specification for the latter.
2.1 Structure within the Place Node: Articulator Nodes
Consider the types of complex segments that are attested in human
language. It is certainly not the ca£e that any two consonants that occur
inhuman language ma~' :"'e combi ned in some language as a complex segmen t.
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Rather, the possible complex segments in human language form a restricted
class, including such segments as listed in (1) above, but excluding such
combinations of articulations as bilabial plus labiodental (e.g. rtf]),
alveolar plus dental (e.g. [8s]), or palatal plus velar (e.g. [ck). The
reason for these gaps in the class of possible complex segments is
explained by Halle (1982) as follows:
Consonantal occlusions are thus produced by three distinct
active articulators: the lower lip, the front part of the
tongue, and the tongue body. Since the position of each of
these three articulators is independent of the other two it
should be possible to produce consonants with more than one
occl~sion. Since there are three active articulators and since
a given articulator can be only at one point at a given time
there should exist three types of consonants with double
occlusion and a single type of consonant with triple
occlusion. As shown in (2) all double occlusion consonants are
attested, but I have been unable to find an example of a con-
sonant with triple occlusion.
(p.98-9)
(2) labio-velars
labia-coronal
corono-velar
labio-corono-velar
[kp] Yoruba
[pt] Margi
[I] (click) Zulu
(unattested)
[akpal
[pt~l]
[Iala]
-arm-
"chief P
·climb-
In Sagey (1984), I propose an analysis of Kinyarwanda involving such
consonants with mUltiple occlusion, or complex segments. The complex seg-
ments 1 propose there for Kinyarwanda not only conform to the types of
multiple occlusions that Halle presentG as articulatorily possible, but
they also fill the 9ap that Halle lists as unattested: the initial conso-
nant in Kinyarwanda [tkwaaQga] 'we hate' is exactly the labio-corono~velar
that the articulatory facts predict should exist.
Thus, the class of possible complex segments in human language is
explained by the fact that speech is produced using several independently
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functioning articulators in the vocal tract. Of course, this anatomic
independence need not in itself have entailed any phonological independence
amon9 the articulators. Universal Grammar could have been such that even
though the articulators are physically independent, the language faculty
could make no use of that independence, being capable only of representing
linear sequences of single articulations. However, the facts just noted
show this is not the case, and that the phonol~9ies of human languages do
make use of the independence of these articulators. Thus, our feature
geometry needs to reflect the articulatory independence of the lips, tongue
front, and tongue body.
To capture this articulatory independence in the feature geometry, in
Sagey (1984) I propose a feature geometry with an independent tier foY each
independently functioning articulator, and with manner features represented
independently for each articulator. The structure I propose is that in
(3). (The -Articulator-Tiers· in (3) are: LA = labial (lips), NA =nasal
(soft palate), GL = glottis, T8 = tongue body, and CO =coronal (tongue
front).)
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(3) Articulator-Tiers
[constr]
(GL)-[ spread]
\
[ ant]
I ;dist]
[strid]~(CO)---[lat]
/ \
[son] [cant]
[nasal]
I
I
(NA)
L-
x
[cont]
[son( I
[cons]---(TB)---[high]
/ \
[strid] [low]
[round] [con t]
, /
[son]---(LA)---[cons]
[dist]/ I
[strid]
[back] [cons]
However, the arguments presented in Chapter 1 for the hierarchical
constituents root, laryngeal, supralaryngeal, and place show that the
geometry in (3) is not quite correct. Rather, the articulator tiers in (3)
must be grouped hierarchically. Thus, I adapt the structure in (3), with
independent tiers for the 91ottis, soft palate, lips, tongue front, and
tongue body, into the hierarchical structure argued for in Chapter 1,
yielding the structure in (4).1 (I abandon in (4) the representation of
independent manner features fOT each articulator shown in (3). I will
discuss in Chapter 3 the position in the hierarchy of manner, or degree of
closure, features.)
1. See Halle (1986) for a similar proposal.
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dorsal
I\ 'baCk
high low
coronal
/ ,
ant dist
root
/ \
laryngeal supralaryngealII I / \constr soft-palate place
spread I I \
stiff nasal labial
slack /
round
(4)
Given the structure in (4). a complex segment will be represented as
havin9 two articulator nodes under the place node, as does /kp/ in (5).
( 5) /kp/ x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
labi~l 0\
dorsal
Under the assumption that only terminal ~odes, and not class nodes, may
branch in a contour segment, which was argued foy in the previous chapter
as necessary in order to restrict the possible contrasts emong contour
segments, it is impossible to represent /kp/ as a contour segment, with
phonologically ordered articulations. Such a representation would have to
be as in (6a), (6b), or (6c), all of which contain branching class nodes
and are thus excluded by the assumption argued for.
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( 6) a.
*
x b.
*
x c.
*
x
/ \ I I
Toot root root root
I I / \ I
supra supra supra supra supra
I I I I / \
place place place place place place
I I I I I Idorsal dorsal dorsal
labial labial labi al
Thus, the representation on a single x-slot of multiple articulations
formed bV different articulators requires that those articulations are
phonologically unordered, a result that is supported by evidence ~o be
presented below.
The restriction against branching class nodes also rules out contrasts
between, e.g., (7a) and (7b), or among (Sa), (8b), and (8e). Only (7a) and
(8a) are allowed.
(7)
(8)
a. x
I
root
laryn~ \
supra
a. x
I
root
I
supra
SOft-P~l \
place
b. x
/ \
root root
lar~n9 I
supra
b. x
I
root
/ \.
supra supra
sOft-~al I
place
c. x
/ \
root root
I I
supra supra
sOft~pal I
place
In the following sections, I present phonological arguments for the
structure within the place node in (4).
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2.2 ATticulatoTy Independence -- Possible Complex Segments
First, as already noted, the articulator nodes structure in (8)
provides an explanation for the class of possible complex segments in human
language. Consider a representation without articulator nodes, i.e. with
the standard place of articulation features proposed in SPE. Such a
representation, as assumed by Clements in his hierarchy, would represent
place features under the place node as in (9):
( 9) ~lace
[coronal] ~7
[anterior]
[distributed]
[high]
[back]
[low]
[round]
The set of place features in (9) distinguishes labials, alveolars,
alveopalatals, and velaTs by the feature values in (10):
(10)
a. labial
[ +anterior ]
-coronal
b. alveolar
l-+anterior ]+coronal
c. alueopalatal
r-anterior-J+coronal
d. velar
r -anterior-I
L-coronal
.",.
One problem with (10) is that it provides no characterization of the
fact that alveolars and alveopalatals may not combine in complex segments,
while any other combination in (10) is possible. With the articulator
nodes structure in (~), however, this fact is characterized by the fact
that complex segments are possible only for combinations of two different
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articulators. Alveolars with alveopalatals aTe impossible because both are
formed with the coronal articulator.
A more serious problem with the representations in (10) is in the
actual feature representation of a complex segment. Consider, for example,
a labiocoTonal such as MaTgi [pt] or Nzema Cpt]. By the feature
representations in (10), a labiocoTonal must be both £+anterior,-coronal]
and [+anterioT,+coronal]. I show below that the two articulations in,
e.g_, Margi Cpt] must be simultaneous (to account for [pt] becoming [mnpt]
when prenasalized); therefore, we cannot represent [pt] as a contour
segment as in (11).
(11) (+an ter i or] [fan ter i or]
-coronal +coronal _
\/
place
However, we cannot represent the feature specifications in (11)
simultaneously, either, because that would require the segment to be
simultaneously [-coronal] and [+coronal], as in (12), where the two
specifications for [coronal] are unordered.
(12) (-coronal]
\ ;+COTonall
place
A structure such as (12) would be impossible to interpret phonetically.
The feature specifications [-coronal] and [fcoronal] contradict each
other.
The solution to this problem lies in realizin9 that it is really
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irrelevant to the articulation of the labial closure (i.e. to the behavior
of the lips) whether or not there is additional [+coronal] closure. There-
fore, a lack of coronal closure should not be part of the universal
definition for a labial, indeed its defining characteristic, as it is when
we define a labial as [+anterior, -coronal).2 We might solve this problem
by introducing a feature [labial], as has been proposed by many
researchers. But then we would have to specify the coronal as [-labial],
and [pt] would contain the feature contradiction [flabial] and [-labial].
Again, however, it is irrelevant to the articulation of the alveolar
closure (i.e to the behavior of the tongue front) whether or not there is
additional [flabial] closure. Therefore we should remove [-labial] from
the definition of the alveolar. In short, the problem with the feature
specifications in (9) is that they define segments, not simply in terms of
what constrictions or articulators are involved, but also in terms of what
is not invol~ede
What is required, therefore, is that the place of articulation
features for an articulation must contain only positive specifications of
articulations required and relevant to that articulation, and not features
for what articulations ate absent. The representation of complex segments
requires the following degree of underspecification: the ~bsence of an
articulation is never specified. If the absence of an articulation is
specified as part of the representation of a segment, that is equivalent to
claiming that that articulation may neU~T cooccur as a coarticulation ~ith
2. Language-particular restrictions may, however, disallow the ccmbination
[+labial, +coronal].
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that segment.
This requirement is satisfied as a natural consequence of the
representation proposed above, by which labial, coronal, and dorsal are not
features, which may be specified + or -, but are class nodes, which may
only be either present or absent in the representation. There is no
representation for [-coronal] under the articulator nodes represe~tation in
(11). Rather, a labial simply contains a labial class node under the place
node. Likewise, a coronal simply contains a coronal class node under the
place node, and is not specified as [-labial]. The combination of a labial
and a coronal articulation in a single segment, therefore, is represent
by a place node with uoth a labial node and a coronal node. Since labials
and coronals are defined just by the presence of a labial or a coronal
node, respectively, and not by the absence of any other node, there is no
contradiction in a representation with both.
~
Under the representation in (I), labials, alveolars, palatoalveolars,
and velars will be distinguished as in (13):
(13)
a. labial b. alveolar c. alveopalatal d. velar
place place place place
I I I I
labial coronal coronal dorsal
I I
[+anterior] [-anterior]
This interpretation of articulator nodes -- as being present only when
the articulator is involved as an active articulator in the segment --
entails a basic difference between class nodes in the hierarchy, such as
articulator nodes, and standard features -- the terminal nodes in the
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hierarchy. While the features on the terminal nodes, such as [anterior],
[round], etc., may be specified as either '+' or '-', the class nodes may
not. Rather, class nodes are either present (denoting active involvement
of an articulator), or absent (denoting no active involvement by the
articulator), as shown by the representations in (13), in which, e.g., the
labial segment contains neither the coronal nor the dorsal articulator
nodes.
An advantage of the representation in (13) is that it allows a
straightforward structural characterization of languages which allow no
complex segments. Such languages simply allow only one articulator node
under the place node, resulting always in simple segments only. This
characterization is not easy to represent if [coTonal], [labial], etc. are
just like the other features, which may cooccur in such languages, e.g.
[+spread glottis] and [fback], or [+nasal] and [+anterior].
Also easily characterized are restrictions such as exist in the
languages in (14), in wh~ch only labial consonants may be rounded, not
coronals or dorsals. In (14) ar. given the relevant parts of the consonant
inventories, from Ruhlen (1975).
(14) a. Aneityum
b. Dogrib
p
~
m
mw
t
n
s
k
x
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b d
bw
m n
mw
W n0
mw
0
p t
pw
ph th
p~
mb nd
m~
m n
mw
m n
mw
c. lai
d. Nenema
e. Ulithian m
mw
m:
m:w
n
d
c
ftj
9
Q
Q
~
k
kh
Q9
Q
Q
h
~
Q
Q:
Under an articulator nodes structure, the restriction in the languages
in (14) is simply that there may be only one articulator under the place
node. Since [round] entails specification of the labial articulator node,
combining round with coronal or dorsal would result in two articulator
nodes. Only adding [round] to a labial can be done with a single
articulator node, since [round] is under the labial node. In Nenema, shown
in (14d), it is clear that the restriction is on the number of articultors
under the place node, and not, e.g., that only labial~may be labialized.
For in addition to the labialized labials in Nenema, there exists a
labialized [h). Since [h] lacks 5upralaryngeal features, in particular
lacking any articulator node, adding £+round] and a labial articulator node
to [h] results in a place node with only one articulator node under it
the labial node added with rounding_
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In the following sections, I establish that complex segments have the
the following properties: First, like contour segments, complex segments
are not consonant clusters, but are in fact single segments. Second,
complex segments are distinct from contour segments in that their
articulations are not phonologically in sequence, but aTe simultaneous or
unordered. Third, the multiple articulations in a complex segment must be
represented under a sin9le place node, rather than being, e.g_, two root
nodes linked to one x-slot. I will show in each instance that the
articulator nodes structure proposed above provides a strai9htforward
characterization of the above properties.
2.3 Clusters us. Contour or Complex Segments
In this section, I establish that complex segments are like contour
segm~nts (and unlike consonant clusters) in that they must be represented
on a single x-slot.
2.3.1 Syllable Structure
The representational difference between a cluster of two consonants
and a contour or complex segment is that the former is mapped onto two
x-slots, and is hence syllabified as two segments, while the latter is
mapped onto a single x-slot, and hence i~ syllabified as one segment.
Thus, evidence from syllabification can tell us whether we are dealing with
a consonant cluster or with a contou~ or complex segment.
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Consider, for example, the syllable structure of Kinyarwanda, an
eastern Bantu language spoken in Rwanda. Like many Bantu languages,
Kinyarwanda has only open syllables (cf. Kimenyi j p.S; Sibomana. p.12); the
only branching rimes allowed are geminate vowels. However, a first look at
a typical word in Kinyarwanda seems to suggest quite complex consonant
clusters, of which all the consonants would be syllabified into the onset,
since Kinyarwanda has only open syllables.
(15) u.mu.ga.bo
i.m~ee.ru.mQe
u.bgaa.n~wa
kwaa.ka
(16)a. tkwaa.Qga
mQaa.nho.re.ye
nda.me.sa
b. ka.rii.ndgwi
-man-
-male dog M
·beard-
-to ask-
·we hate 8
·you (pl.) worked for me·
-I wash-
·seven"
The words in (15) are 9ive~ by Kimenyi (p.?) as illustrations of
syllabification. The initial clusters in the words in (16a) confirm that
the clusters in (15) (if they are clusters) can indeed be
syllable-initial. (16b) illustrates an apparent four-segment onset. 3 The
syllabifications postulated in (15,16), if they involved consonant
clusters, would be extremely rare among the world's languages, and hence
would be marked.
On the other hand, the syllabification in Kinyarwanda of loan words
with consonant clusters shows a pattern in which almost no clusters are
allowed. This contrasts with the complex clusters seen above. Thus, the
3. In Kinyarwanda, nasals cannot be in the riMe; they do not bear surface
tone~ and are not syllabic.
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rg and the i1 in BUTgerm~ister are split by epenthesis, yielding
[burugumesitiri]. Similarly, the ks in Alexander is split, yielding
[aregisaanderi].4 Even loan-word clusters which would, by any theory of
markedness, be less marked as onset clusters than the apparent clusters in
(15,16) are split by epenthesis, as shown by the syllabifications in
Kinyarwanda of the German loans in (17):
(17)
Republik
PrAsident
Patrizia
)
>
)
repuburika
perezida
paatirisiya
Petroleum
PrAfekt
)
>
peeteroori
perefe
Thus, the pattern of syllabification in loan words points to a different
inventory of possible syllable types for Kinyarwdnda than that proposed by
Kimenyi: Tather than CCCCV(V) syllables, we see a maximal syllable of iust
CV(V).
These data from the loan words are consistent with Sibomana~s
description of the syllable structure of Kinyarwanda. He states:
8das Kinyarwaanda hat zwei Silbenarten: V-Silben, die nUT aus
einem Vokal bestehen, und KV-Silben, Verbindung eines Vokals
mit einem Konsonanten· (p.12, emphasis added).
I therefore conclude, based on syllable-structure markedness, loan
word syllabification, and Sibomana's description, that CCV, CCCV, and CCCCV
are not possible syllables in Kinyarwanda. However, if the maximal
syllable in Kinyarwanda is CV(V) , the words in (15) and (16) cannot be
analyzed as containing consonant clusters: a syllable such as ~kwaa in
4. I will argue below that the [nd] in [aregisaanderiJ is a single,
prenasalized, consonant, and not a cluster.
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(16a) does not conform to the requirement for a maximum onset of one
consonant if [tkw] is analyzed as a consonant cluster. Rather, the
evidence from syllabification in Kinyarwanda sU9gests that the onsets in
(15,16) must be either complex or contour segments -- single segments with
multiple articulations.
Another Bantu lan9uage~ similar to Kinyarwanda in the types of comp ex
onsets it allows, is Shana. In Shana are found such syllabifications as
those in (18):
(18) m~a.na
nQwa
pka
r~a
nzYwa
i.mbYa
hu.skwa
'child'
'(to) drink'
'(to) dry up'
'(to) fight'
'(to) hear'
'dog'
'grass'
As in Kinyarwanda, however, there is evidence that the complex onsets in
(18) must be single segments, rather than clusters. This evidence is the
fact that Shona has strictly CV syllable structure, disallowing all coda
consonants and onset clusters, which can be clearly seen in its
syllabification of loan words. As Doke notes, ·when foreign words are
imported into a 8antu language it is the rule that such words should be
made to conform to the phonetic principles which govern the language. For
this reason all European words which ~nd in closed syllables demand a final
vowel in Bantu ••• [and] non-Bantu combinations of consonants must be
divided by vowels- (p.226). That is, one of the ·phonetic principles·
which govern Shona is that closed syllables and onset clusters are
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disallowed, as is shown by the syllabifications of loan words in (19):
(19) a. No codas: book > buku
kat (AfT i kaans) ) i:k~a:t~i
lamp ) rarnbi
pump } mbombi, pop i 5
tent ) tende
location > ruki~eni
baptise > babatiia
doctor > dokotera
b. No onset
clusters: ~ronk (Afr.) > torongo
broek (Afr.) > buruku
knoop (Afr.) > konobo
Again, note that the onset clusters split by epenthesis in (19b), ItTI,
ibr/, and /kn/, are, by any measure of syllable structure markedness, less
~,rked than the onsets in (18) would be if they were consonant clusters.
Thus, the syllable structure of Shona requires that the onsets in (18) be
single segments, i.e. represented on sin9le x-slots.
2.3.2 Compensatory Lengthening
Another source of evidence for the complex onsets in the previous
section being represented on single x-slots, i.e. as either contour or
complex segments, is the distribution of the complex onsets with respect to
compensatory lengthening.
For example, in Kinyarwanda, complex onsets are derived from
underlying sequences of segments, on more than one x-slot. That they are
on the surface represented on single x-slots is shown by the fact that they
5. The nasal consonant sequences in these words are single segments
prenasalized stops.
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are always accompanied by compensatory lengthening of either the preceding
or the following vowel, depending on the type o~ complex onset. The types
of complex onsets (contour or complex segments) in Kinyarwanda are those
derived from a sequence ~f a consonant and an unsyllabified vowel, and
those derived from a nasal-consonant sequence. Some fall into both
classes, being derived from a preceding nasal as well as a following
vowel.
The consonant-unsyllabified vowel type of complex onset in Kinyarwanda is
d~rived from an und~rlyin9 sequence of a consonant followed by two vowels.
In such a sequence, the second ~f the two vowels syllabifies as the
nucleus, taking the consonant as its onset. That the first vowel is not
syllabified as a separate segment, i.e. a glide, is shown by the fact that
there is always compensatory lengthening of the second vowel in this
environment. 6 1 analyze this in Sagey (1984) as follows: The fir~t vowel's
features surface by being linked to the x-slot of the consonant. The
original x-slot of the first vowel is then filled by spreading the second
vowel's features, resulting in compensatory lengthening.
6. Compensatory lengthening fails to show up only word-initially and
word-finally, in which environments there ar~ never long vowels, whether
underlying or derived. The failure of compensatory lengthening in these
environments is therefore irrelevant.
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(20) c V V
I I I
x x x
I I
o N
, /
6
=:::=)
c V V
II I
x x x
I I
o N
, /
6
Cl
===>
c V V
1/ /1
x x x
, \1
o N
'I6
Some examples of the process shown in (20) are given in (21) (from Kimenyi
p.16):
(21 ) /ku-i-Bon-a/
/ku-gu-ir-al
[kwiiBonaJ
[kugwiira]
4'to see oneself"
"to fallon"
k u 9 u ira
I I I I I I I
XXXXXXX
CSF
===>
kuguira
I I 1/ I I I
XXXXXXX
CL
===>
k u 9 u ira
I I 1/ /1 I I
XXXXXXX
Similarly, the nasal-consonant type of complex onset, which is derived
from a sequence of a nasal and a consonant, is always accompanied by
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. In the derivation of
nasal-consonant clusters, then, the features of the nasal are realized on
the x-slot of the consonant, and the features of the preceding vowel spread
to fill the original x-slot of the nasal, resulting in compensatory
lengthening_
Examples of this compensatory lengthening are
(22) V N C
I I I
x x x .a.
I I
N 0
I \ /
cS 6
==>
V N C
I \1
x x x
I I
N 0
I \ /
6 0
V N C
CL 1\ \1
==> a •• X X x
1/ I
N 0
I \ I
d cS
given in (23).
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( 23) /imi-nsil
/ba-nde/
/ku-ngana/
[imiinsil
[baandel
[kuul)gana]
• days·
·who?"
-to be equal-
k u n 9 a n a
I I 1 I I I I ===>
x x x x x x x
k u n 9 a n a
I I \1 1 I I
x x x x x x x
CL
===) k u n 9 a n aI 1\ \1 I I I
x x x x x x x
An identical process of compensatory lengthenin9, both with
nasal-consonant sequences and with consonant-vowel sequences, occurs in the
related Bantu language of Luganda. Compensatory lengthening in Luganda is
discussed by Clements (1978,1986), who independently arrives at a similar
analysis to that given in Sagey (1984) for Ki~yarwanda. Thus, in (24a)
below, the features of the first vowel in each word link to the initial
consonant, and in (24b) the nasal features link to the following
consanant. These linkings are accompanied in both cases by compensatory
lengthening, which spreads the neighboring vowel's features onto the empty
x-slot. Clements gives the examples in (24a,b), which are derived
structurally as shown in (25a,b):
(24) a. /li-ato/
/mu-iko/
b. /ba-ntu/
/ba-N-gobal
(Cf./ba-gobal
[lyaato]
[rm-Jiiko]
[baantu]
[baaf)90 ba]
[bagoba]
, boat'
'trowel'
'people"
'they chase me'
'they chase')
(25) a. 1 i a t 0
I I I I I
x x x x x ==>
1 i a t 0
II II I I
x x x x x
b .. ban 9 0 b a
I I I I I I 1
x x x x x x x ==)
ban gob a
I 1\ \1 I I I
x x x x x x x
2.3.3 Urhobo Nasal Harmony
In Urhobo, there is a process of nasal harmony which distinguishes
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between a labialized consonant on one x-slot vs. a sequence of consonant
plus Iw/ on two x-slots. Nasal harmony spreads nasalization over a st1-~tch
of vowels or over the consonants IB,y,r,w/. (/BI in Urhobo is a bilabial
approximant, not a fricative (Ladefoged (1968:26).) Examples of nasal
harmony are given in (26) (data from Kelly (1969»:7
(26)
a. /uyoBin/ [av~~r] 'head'
b. /ewanl [lQll 'to clear bush'
c. /ewenl (IQ@] 'breath'
d. /oRwen/ [oRQ@] 'hunter'
e. /iRirin/ [iRrrr] 'nine'
f. lev un/ [eva] 'belly'
(26a) shows nasalization spreading over 18/. (26b,c) show nasalization
spreadin9 over /w/. (26d) shows that Iw/ need not be intervocalic in order
to become nasalized. It is nasalized in [oR~@], despite the preceding
non-nasalizable voiceless IRI. (26e,f) show that nasal harmony is blocked
by non-nasalizable /R,v/. ThUS, the data in (26) show that Iwi may be
nasalized either intervocalically or after a consonant.
Considers however, the form in (27), in which Iwl fails to nasalize: 8
(27) liYwrenl [iYwUrl] 'seven'
(27) shows that if Iw/ is part of the labiovelar fricative IYw/, it is not
nasalized. If IYwl were simply a sequence of IYI plus /w/, analogous to
the sequence IRw/ in (26d), then the [w) would nasalize as it does in the
7. /B/ -) (~] / [V,-back]. ([~] is a front rounded glide.) [R] is a
voiceless trill or tap, in contrast to [r], which is a voiced flap.
8. The vowel between [Yw] and [r] in this example is due to a process
inserting a vowel between the labial consonants IB,w,Ywl and Ir/.
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sequence /Rw/. We may account for the difference between /Rw/, in which
/w/ nasalizes, and IYwt, in which it doesn;t, by analyzing tRw/ as a
two-segment sequence of /RI followed by /w/, and IYw/ as a single,
labiovelarized fricative represented on a single root node, as in (28a,b).
(28)
a. /Rwl
x
I
root
I \
supra [+con5]
I
place
I
coronal
/ \
[-an t] [-di st]
x
I
root
I \
supra [-cons]
I
place
I
labial
I
[+Tound]
b. IYwl
x
I
r,")ot
I \
supra [+cont,+cons]
I
place
/ \
labial dorsal
I
[+round]
Since in Urhobo nasal harmony, nasalization may link only to
[-consonantal) segments, the fact that it links to /w/ in /Rw/ but not in
/Yw/ is explained by the structures above. In /Rw/ j /w/ is an independent,
[-consonantal] segment, to which nasalizatin may link. In IYw/, a
multiply-articulated labiovelar fricative, /w/ is merely on~ of the
articulations in a [+consonantal] segment, and Iw/ may not be nasalized
because only [-consonantal] segments may be nasalized.
2.3.4 Timing
Another source of evidence for distinguishing between consonant
cl~sters and contour or complex segments is their relative durations. The
representation of contour and complex segments on single x-slots makes
certain predictions regarding their phonetic durations relative to other
consonants (on one x-slot) and to consonant clusters (on two x-slots).
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As discussed above, x-slots encode segmenthood for the p~Jrposes of
syllabification. However, the x-tier is also a -timing tier,Y each x
representing a unit of phonological timing. Clements (1986), for examDle!
calls it -an abstract tier or level of representation which characterizes
phonological timing relations· (p.2) and which -is related in an obvious
way to phonetic duration- (p.4).9 For example, a geminate consonant or
vowel consists of a single articulation but has the length of two
segments. Geminates are represented as in (29b). They differ from their
short counterparts only in the number of timing units their features are
associated with «29a) us. (2gb».
(29) a. [ F ]
I
x
b. [ F ]
/ \
x x
Thus, in geminates, the timing units correlate directly with phonetic
length. 10 If contour and complex segments are phonologically associated
with single timing units, therefore, then we would expect them to have the
phonetic length of single consonants, rather than the length of consonant
clusters, which occupy two timing units. Preliminary investigations
indicate that indeed, contour and complex segments have the phonetic
9. See Clements (to appear), McCarthy (1983), and references cited there.
Others, e.g. Archangeli (1984), call this tier the ·core skeleton· to avoid
making claims about its relation to phonetic timing.
10. Note, however, that timing units correlate directly with phonetic
l~ngth only when other effects on duration (e.g. segment type and
environment) are held constant. Thu5, vowels are usually longer than
consonants, and stressed vowels are longer than unstressed vowels. The
point is not that timin9 units are the only factor determining phonetic
length -- they aren~t -- but rather that they have a regular acoustic
correlate of length, and thus encode timing in addition to segmenthood.
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durations of single segments, as is predicted by their representation on
single timing units.
2.3.4.1 Prenasalized Stops
Prenasalized stops aTe a type of contour segment, i.e. a sequence of
articulations represented on a single x-slot, as in (30).
(30) x
I
root
I
supra
sOft-~al '\
/ \ place
£+nasal] [-nasal]
Herbert (1975) has investigated the timing of prenasalized stops in
Luganda. He finds their length to be ·only slightly greater than [that of]
~ilits· (p.ll0). He does not pres~nt his results quantitatively, but does
give graphs of relative durations like that in (31) (p.113):11
(31)
.1 ku t aa ~ a L ku taama Ito gr ow f i erce I
l--k-u--+--"--t-a-:---I-n-ld--r -~--a~----..;I I kuta: nda Ito be tray I
11. The extremely short durations of the first syllables in the words in
(31) are due to the fact that prefix vowels are -extra short U in Luganda, a
phenomenon also reflected in the frequency with which prefix vowels aT~
deleted in Luganda and related lan9uages. See Herbert (1978:152) for
discussion.
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2.3.4.2 Affricates
An affricate is also represented as a sequence of articulations on a
single timing unit, as in (32).
(32) x
I
root
/
supra [-cont] [fcont]
I
place
The length of affricates us. stop-fricative clusters in Pol~sh has
been investigated by Brooks (1965). Brooks shows ·on acoustic grounds that
[contrary to Bloomfield~s (1956) assertion] the phonetic distinction
between [~] ••• and [tCl in Polish cannot be discussed in terms of the
occurrence of close and open transitions· (p.207). Rather, Polish
/~,f,!/, which are ·unit affricates functioning as unit phonemes,· are
·produced with close transition,· while /ts,tC,df/, which are ·sequential
affricates consisting of two consonantal phonemes· and sometimes but not
always separated by a word boundary, are ·produced with either closed or
open transition- (p.209).12 In my terms, /~,~,,/ each occupy a single
x-slot, while Its,tl,dfl each occupy two x-slots (which explains why only
the latter may be separated by a word boundary). Brooks concludes that
'the relative length of [I] was found to be the only consistent element of
distinction between [tIl and [e]· (p.209). That is, the only distinction
12. Brooks does not investigate the durations of [I) and [dzl because [dz]
occurs only at morpheme boundaries (p.210).
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between the clusters and the contour segments is th,at the clusters
consistently have a longer fricative portion than the affricates do.
Brooks' results aTe given in (33) (= Brooks' Table 2, p.209).
(33) Total Average Lengths of [~] and [t~] (in seconds)
--------~-- --~------~-------~~-----~----,----~----~-~-------
Informant Initially Mediall'"
tl
Finally
8M 0.17
JG 0.18
0.24
0.24
0.13
0.14
0.20
0.21
01115
0.19
0.17
0.23
The contrasts in (33) occur in minimal pairs such as:
(34) [~]: ezy
Czech
dzyi
'whether'
'Czech"
'whose'
[t~]: trzy
trzech
trzyi
, three'
'of three"
'rub"
In Sagey (to appear), I repol t on the results of an experiment
comparing the length of affricates in English to that of English stops,
fricatives, and stop-fricative clusters. J show that the affTicates [~,J]
are significantly shorter than the stop-fricative clusters [g2, ks, ts, ps,
p!l in English. While all consonants are shortened to some extent in
clusters (in my data the consonants in stop-fricative clusters are
shortened to between 90 and 98 percent of their durations in VCV context),
the affricates [1] and [~] are far shorter than the effects of shortening
in clusters alone could explain. The duration~ of [~] and [~] are 62 and
69 percent, respectively, of the sum of the durations in VCV context of [d)
and [fl and of [t] and [Il, respectively. The average durations obtained
for [t,d,C,f,e,~] are given in (3S).
(35) d
f
,.
88
125
133
91
139
159
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If [1] and [e] were two-segment clusters of stop plus fricative, we would
expect their durations to be around 192 ms. and 207 ms., respectively
(because that would be 90 percent of the sums of the durations of [d] and
[f] and of [t] and [I], respectively).
Finally, Kuipers (1960) reports that in Kabardian there is a length
distinction between the affricate [I] and the sequence of two segments
[dz]. For example, the difference between [las] 'it has been thrown' and
[dzas] 'we have filtered it' is that -in the latter word the dental
friction is of a markedly longer duration,·13
2.3.4.3 Labiovelars
There have been experiments showing that complex segments, like
contour segments, have the durations of single x-slots. This is to be
expected, given the representation of complex segments on single x-slots as
in (36):
(36) x
I
Toot
I
supra
I
place
labi~l "dorsal
13. Kuipers notes that lin the sequences ts, dz (as opposed to i,l) there
is always ~ morpheme border between the two consonants· (p.20). This need
not be evidence against a structural difference between the affricate and
the cluster; more probably, the structural difference arises because of the
morpheme boundary.
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For example, Garnes (1975) presents an acoustic analysis of the
doubly-articulated plosive [kp] in the Nigerian lan9uage Ibibio. 14 She
compares voiceless [kp,k] and voiced [b], as in the words [akpal 'the open
sea' and [aka] and [abak], both names of towns. She finds that
although in phonation and voice onset time the three types of
plosiues differ, there are similarities. The duration from the
end of the first vowel to the onset of the second vowel is
nearly identical fOT the double articulated and voiceless velar
plosiues. The total vowel to vowel duration is 261 ms. in the
words with [kp] versus a total of 249 ms. in the words with [k]
••• This similarity indicates that the two types of plosives
are programmed similarly and provides evidence that the double
articulation constitutes a single unit of timing (p.48).
Ibibio has no consonant clusters against which to compare the duration of
[kp],
Maddieson (1983) gives waveforms illustrating the durations of
intervocalic /kp/, Ik/, and It I for a speaker of Yoruba. He states that
-all the Yoruba closures are of approximately equal duration (about 130
msec.) regardless of whether they have single or double articulation-
(p.296).
!~ addition, preliminary investigation shows that 19ho labiovelar [gb]
also has the duration of a single segment. The Igba words in (37), which
recorded for one speaker, had the durations given in (37) (measured on
Specto spectrograms to tho nearest 5 msec.):
(37) agadi
iba
agba
'elderly person'
'malaria'
'jaw'
[9]
[b]
[gb]
90 msec.
110 msec.
112 msec.
14. [kp] in Ibibio is an allophone of /p/ in certain environments.
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The duration of the complex segment [gb) (112 msec.) is virtually the same
as that for [bl (110 msec.). Igbo has no consonant clust~rs against which
to compare the complex segments, but based on the data in (37), we may
conclude that the phonetic durations of Igbo complex segments support their
phonological representation on single timing units.
2.3.5 Reduplication and Association t~ the Skeleton
As I discussed in Chapter 1, association to the skeleton in
root-and-pattern morphology and in reduplication provides evidence for
!
cp~tain sounds behavin9 as single melodic segments, i.e. on single r~ot
nodes. Such data also descriminates between consonant clusters, on two
x-slots, and contour or complex segments, on single x-slots. If a segment
is on a single Toot node, then, unless it/s a gentinate, it must also be on
a single x-slot. The model of reduplication assume is that outlined in
Chapter One, following Marantz (1982).
Reduplication in Ewe, described by Ansre (1963), provides clear
evidence that the labiovelars, affricates, and palatalized segments in Ewe
are on single rout nodes. Ewe verb stems may be of the forms: CV, CLV, and
CiV, which red~plicate as: CVCV, CVCLC, and ~'CiV, respectivelya That is,
clusters of consonants and vowels do not reduplic3te together. However,
t~,e data in (38) show that palatalized Iny/, labiovelar Ikp,gb/, and the
~ffTicate lei are all preserved in reduplication, not split up as are the
clusters CL and Ci. Therefore, Iny,kp,gb,eI must be single segments.
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(38) Verb --) present participle (wi th /-m!) , adjective, or noun:
(CV) fo ~to beat~ fofo 'beating"
20 "to walk~ zozom 'walking"
aha + no 'liqu..or + to drink' ahanono 'liquor drinking"
~i ~to grow' ~i~i i 'grown up"
(CiV) fia 'to burn" fafiaa "burnt"
bia 'to ask' babiam 'asking'
avo + sia "cloth .. '0 dry' avosasia ~cloth drying'
(CLV) fle " to buy" feflee "bought"
kplo 'to lead' kpokplo 'leading"
gbla ... to exert oneself'" gbagblam "exerti n9 oneself"
nyra 'to rave" nyanyrala ,. a raver"
In Alagwa (described by Tucker and Bryan (1966:575», the plural of a
noun is formed by suffixing /~Cu/ and spreading the root node of the final
consonant onto the suffixed onset slot, as shown by the data in (39):
(39) kebi
iliba
kebabu 'cooking stone(s)'
ilibabu 'milk(s)'
k e b k e b
I I I I I I"'"x x x - x x x ==> x x x x x x
I I I I
a u a u
This spreading treats labiovelar /kw/ as a single segment, as shown by the
form in (40):
(40) yakwa yakwaku "calabash(es)'15
Thus, /kw/ must be repre£ented on a single root node, as in (41), in order
for both /k/ and /w/ to spread.
15. [yakwaku] is derived from /yakwakwu/ by deletion of [w) before [ull
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(41) root
I
supra
I
place
labi~l \
dorsal
If /kw/ were not represented as in (41), but instead were represented on
two root nodes, then the spreading process would spread just /w/ alone,
yielding *yakwawu, which doesn~t occur.
That this ~ould be the result if /kwl were two root nodes is shown by
a similar process in Hausa, in which /ny/ is a cluster, with two root
node~, rather than a complex segment. In Hausa, the plural is formed by
suffixin9 /ooCii/ and spreading the root node of the final consonant onto
the suffixed onset slot (data from GTegerse~ (1967»:
(42) z aak i i /lion~ zakookii
However, unlike Ikwl in Alagwa, Inyl in Hausa behaves as a cluster. Only
/yl spreads:
(43) hanyaa ~road' hanyooyii 'roads'
Thus, /ny/ in Hausa must be represented on two root nodes (and by the
assumption of no branching class nodes, also on two x-slots), as in (44).
(44) x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
coronal
x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
dorsal
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The contrast between Hausa /ny/ and Alagwa /kw/ shows that Alagwa /kw/ must
be represented on a single root node.
2.3.6 Lack of Gemination
In Kinyarwanda, as discussed above, theTe are processes transforming
underlying sequences of nasal plus consonant and of consonant plus
unsyllabified vowel into prenasalized segments and labiovelarized/
palatalized segments, respectively. Evidence was presented from syllable
structure and from compensatory lengthening showing that these processes
must result in single segments, i.e. segments represented on one x-slot.
Further evidence that these processes result in single segments can be
found in cases of prenasalized nasals or labiovelarized velars.
Consider, first, the prenasalization data in (45), from Sibomana
(p.lll):
(45) a. /si-n-dod-a/ [siindodal I I don't sew'
lsi -n~rnes-a/ [siimesal ' I don't wash'
b. /si-n-a-dod-a9a/ [sinadodagal I I didn't Se\AJ'
/si-n-a-mes-agal [sinamesaga] I I didn't wash'
The forms in (45b) show that the vowel in /si-I is underlyingly short, and
thus that the length of [ii] in (45a) must be due to compensatory
lengthening accompanying the prenasalization. Thus, [siimesa] in (45a)
contains a prenasalized /mI, which is realized simply a~ em], and not as a
geminate [mm]. This provides evidence that the [nd] in [siindodaJ is also
a single segment, for if prenasalization created two-segment sequences of
homorganic nasal followed by a consonant, then we would expect a
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prenasalized Im/ to result in [mm], not [m). Of course, it would be
possible to derive the correct result under an analysis of prenasaJized
stops as two-segment clusters, but it would require an additional process
of degemination. However, under the analysis of prenasalized stops as
single segments, derived by linking [+nasall to t~e stop, no degemination
process is required. Rather, the fact that a prenasalized nasal is simply
a (non-geminate) nasal is predicted.
Since x-slots, and not features, represent the tirnin9 of the word, a
figure such as (46) can be interpreted only as a segment of unitary length
which happens to be redundantly specified for cE-rtain features. 16 It
cannot be interpreted as a geminate.
(46) [+n~sal] [+nasal~
\ /
x
Nor, 1 maintain, is there any need for a ·clean-up· rule of the form in
(47).
(47) [a F) [a F)
\ /
x
==>
[a F]
I
x
Rather, the structure in (46) is itself a ~ell-formed repre~entation for a
nasal consonant of unitary length.
Similarly, cases of labiovelarized velars show that the results of
16. In this context, Iredundant l specification of features refers to a
structure such as (46), in which the value for a certain feature is
actually specified twice, or redundantly. I do not refer to the filling in
of predictable feature values by redundancy rules.
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labiovelarization, [pk], [tkw], etc., must be single segments. Consider
the data in (48).
(48) a. /ubu-okol (ubgooko] /race/
b. /umu-anal [umQaana] / chi Id/
c. Itu ....ec:.el [tkweese] /all of us/
d. Itu-angal [tkwaaQga] /we hate/
e. /ku-i~-w-a/ [kwiiewa] /to be killed"
f • /ku-ak-w-a/ [kwaakwa] .Ito be asked"
In (48a-d), if labiovelarized [bg], [mQ], and [tkw] were multi-s~gmental
seqyences of which the 5econd consonant were a velar, then we would expect
labiovelarized underlying /kl to be also a sequence of segments, [k] plus
[k], i.e. resulting in *kkwaakkwa instead of [kwaakwa] in (48f), and in
*kkwii~a instead of [kwii~a] in (48e). That the result of
labiovelarizing a velar is not a geminate velar shows that the
labiovelarized complex onsets in (48a-d) must be single segments, derived
by linkin9 [+backl to the consonant, as in (49a). In (49b)
is shown the result of velarizin9 a velar -- a single segment that is
b.pl"-Ce
/~dors~1
'coronal J
[+back]
a.
redundantly specified as [+back], not a geminate. ,Idee.
I
Jor~AI
[+back~ \
[+bac~\ ]
(49)
2.3.7 Dan (Santa)
In Dan (Santa) there is a contrast between labialized consonants (on
one x-slot) and sequences of consonant plus /w/ (on two x-slots). Dan
(Santa) has extensive palatalization and labialization of consonants, but
most of these are best analyzed as Ow and Cy clusters in which the /w/ and
the Iy/ occupy their own x-slots. Only Ikwl and /gwl are underlyingly
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represented on single x-slots. Thus, the representation of the Ow and Cy
clusters is as in (SOa), while the representation of /kw,gw/ is as in
(50b~.
(50)
a. x x b. x
I I I
Toot root root
I I I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
I I labi~l \(articulator)
labial dorsal
or dorsal
Evidence for the structural distinction in (50) is that in a labialized or
palatalized consonant, according to Bearth and Zemp (1967), -by auditory
judgment, the segment following C may sometimes -- except in the sequences
/kw/ and /g,J/ -- be identified as a vowel-like sound, sometimes as a
labializing or palatalizing modification of the initial consonant U (p.15).
If we assume that the underlying representations of Ow, Cy, and Ikw,gwl are
as in (50), then we may account fo:" the difference no(ed by Bearth and Zemp
as follows. In (50a), the labial or dorsal glide may be realized as a
vowel, or it may be merged with the preceding consonant and realized only
as a modification of the consonant. In (50b), on the other hand, there is
no possibility of /w/ being pronounced as a vowel because it is
underlyingly just a labial modification of /k/ or /91.
Another distinction between /kw,g...J/ and the other labialized and
palatalized consonants is the following: ·Phonemi~ length is realized
differently according to the type of syllable-initial consonant. If the
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syllable-initial consonant is unmodified, or /kw/ and /gw/, the vowel is
lengthened, [whereas] after all labialized and palatalized consonants,
except /kw/ and Igw/, lengthening of the vowel fluctuates with
'vocalization', i.e. lengthening of the pre-nuclear margin- (pc21). A /w/
on its own x-slot may ·vocalize-, whereas /w/ on the same x-slot with a
consonant may not. Examples are 9iven in (51), in which I ignore structure
within the root node:
(51 ) a. Cy cluster: /bye:/ [bye: ] N [bi e) , cord'
0 d
/ \ / \
0 R 0 R
I / \ I / \
x x x x x x
I I J 1\ \ I
b i e b i e
b. labialized k: /kwe:/ [kwe:] 'loom'
0
/ \
0 R
I / \
x X '1
1\ \ I
k w e
2.4 Contour us. Complex Segments -- Ordered vs. Unordered
The evidence presented in the pr~vious section proves that certain
segments are represented on single x-slots. In this section, I will
distinguish between two types of segments with multiple articulations on
single x-slots: contour segments, in which the articulations are
phonologically in sequence, and complex segments, in which the
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articulations are not in sequence. While both contour and complex segments
are represented on single x-slots and thus share certain properties with
respect to syllabification, compensatory lengthening, and reduplication,
there is a crucial difference between them: the multi~le articulutions in a
contour segment are phonologically ordered; the multiple articul.9tions in a
complex segment, while they may be pronou~ced in a phonetic order, are
phonologically unordered. This difference affects the way contour and
complex segments behave with respect to rules of phonology.
2.4.1 Contour Segments
First, I establish that the two articulations in a contour segment --
e.g. affricate or prenasalized stop -- are phonologically ordered, based on
their behavior with respect to phonoJogical processes in the languages they
occur in.
Affricates are made up of sequences of two articulations: stop +
fricative. They behave as stops with respect to phonological rules
sensitive to their left edges. For example, there is a rule in Zoque which
voices a non-continuant after a nasal:
(52) Zoque: [-cont) --) [+voice] / £+nasal]
The rule in (52) applies to both stops and affricates, as noted by
Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979:35), and as shown by the data in (53)
(Wonderly (1951:120»:
(53) /mi n - pal
/min - tam!
/pf\n - ~"ki/
Ip"n - kOsi/
[minbal
[mindam"]
[pf\n""ki]
[pflngf\sil
'he comes'
, come! ( pl. ) ,
'fisure of a man'
'on a man'
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IN - pamal
IN - tatah/
IN - ~o?ngoya/
IN - kayu/
[mbamal
[ndatah]
[rr"o?ngo~ "]
[f)9ayU]
~my clothing'
'my father~
"my rabbit'
'my hOTse'
In contrast, sequences of nasal and fricative are either left unaffected,
or the nasal is deleted.
(54) [winsa?ul 'he received" (112)
[?al)si 5] ~lips' (112)
[wo?mSOI)] 'quail' (114)
IN - sftk/ [s"k] 'my beans' (121)
IN- Capun/ [~apun] "my soap' (121)
The data in (53,54) is explained by the representation of affricate~
as branching for the feature continuant, as in (5~b). Since the voicing
rule is s~nsitive to a nasal followed by a [-cont], the fact that voici~9
appiies in (55a;b) but not in (55c) is entirely predicted.
x
I
root
/\
(55)
a. stop
x x
I I
root root
SU~Ta I
I [-cont]
soft-pal
I
[+nasal]
b. affr i cate
x
I
root
I
supra
I [-cont][+cont]
soft-pal
I
[+nasal]
c. fricative
x x
I I
Toot 100"(
I
supr3
I £+cont]
sof t-pal
I
[+nasal]
On the other hand, affricates behave as fricatives with respect to
phonological rules sensitive to their right edges. One eX&mple of such a
rule is the English plural rule inserting schwa between strident fricatives
and the plural /-5/, which inserts schwa after both fricatives and
affricates. Another rule sensiti~e to the right edge and which treats
affTicates as fricatives is labialization in Kuteps where the result of
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labi al i zat i on i So a labi oden tal af ter fr i cat i ves and affr i cates, in con tr as"
to a bilabia! after stops (Ladefoged (1968:31,62».
(56) fTicatives
affricates
stops
basta
nsazvakkwa
ba!ve
bafvam
ac;fapal')
ba.efap
batr;fak
bapwa
bambwa
batwap
bandtJap
nsazvakkwa
bal)gwa
baskwap
~they kn~el/
/the water is hot'
'they washed'
Ithey begged'
'gToundnuts'
Ithey chose~
Ith~y sleep'
'they grind'
'they tasted'
'they picked up'
Ithey wove'
'the water is hot'
'they drink/
'th~y are foolish'
Finally, in Sierra Popoluca, stops are aspirated at the end of a
syllable, while affricates and fricatives are not (F,s~er and Foster
(1948».
(57)
stoP$ /h~p/ [ h~ph] 'mouth'
/?ampat/ [ ?ampathl '1 met'
/m'bk/ [m~kh] If 09'
affric. /maU [mail 'grasp' (*ma~h)
/?api~ [?ap i~] Ithorn l (*?api~h)
fric;I /w-asten/ [w~sten] Itwo' (*washten)
/pi~t~k/ [pi~t~k] Iflea' (*pi~ht~k)
If this rule is stated as applying to a [-cont] at the end of a syllable,
as in (58), then it will automatically fail to apply to affricates, which,
although they contain a specification [-cont], are phonologically [+cont]
on their ri~ht edge, to which the rule is sensitive.
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(58) x ]
I d
Toot
laryngeal I
I [-cont]
[+spread gl]
For these reasons, autosegmental phonology represents affricates as
sequences of two elements on th~ feature tier, although they are single
elements un the timing tier:
(59) x
I
root
/ ,
[-cont] [+cont]
Like affricates, prenasalized stops consist of sequences of
articulations: nasal + non-nasal, represented a~ in (60).
(60) x
I
root
I
supra
I
soft-pal
/ \
[+nasal] [-nasal]
Prenasalized stops behave phonologically as nasals with respect to segments
preceding them, and as non-nasals with respect to segments following them,
as evidenced by t~,e distribution of pre- and post-nasalized consonants and
nasal us. oral vowels in Kaingang (noted by Herbert (1975:107»:
(61) n / 0 V
"",-
nd / V V
do / V =f!
dnd / V V
Another case where a prenasalized stop behaves as non-nasal with
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respect to a phonological rule sensitive to its right edge is in Land
Dayak, where vowels are nasalized after nasal consonants (possibly
separated by glottal stop) (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979:146-148»:
(62) reot
I
supra
I
soft-pal
I 7'
[+nasal]
root
su~ra\
[-cons]
==)
root root
sU~Ta su~ra\
I I [-cons]
soft-pal soft-pal
\ /
[+nasal]
The process in (62) is not blocked by an intervening glottal stop because a
glottal stop has no supralaryngeal node. See Chapter 1 for arguments for
-interpolating- the soft palate node in (62).
The rule in (62) does not apply after prenasalized stops. Instead,
the distribution of nasalized vowels that results is that shown in (63)
nasalized vowels after simple nasal consonants in column one, vs. oral
vowels after prenasalized stops in column two:
( 63) mllu
nlbur
3nlk
'strike'
'sow'
,. chi Id'
sampE:
suntOk
sUl)koi
'extending to'
'in need of'
"cooked rice'
This distribution of nasalization is explained by prenasalized stops being
[-nasal] on the right ed~e, as shown in (60),
As demonstrated by Kenstowicz and Kis~eberth, the vowel nasalization
process in (62) must apply at a relatively abstract, phonological level.
Thus, it provides evidence for the phonological representation of
prenasalized stops as in (60). That is, (60) is not merely a
representation of the phonetic realization of a prenasalized stop, but is
the actual phonological repre~ent~tion. Vowel nasalization must be
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phonological in Land Dayak because it is sensitive not to the phonetic
representati~n, or pronunciation, of the prenasalized stop, but to its
phonological representation. In Land Dayak, underlying voiced prenasalized
stops surface phonetically as simple nasals; nevertheless, they behave as
[-nasal] with respect to the nasalization of the following vowel. Thus,
nasalization must apply at a relatively abstract, phonological, level,
prior to simplification of voiced prenasalized stops.
(64) Nas.
/ambun/ ===}
/m~ndarnl ===)
ambun
mandam
Simplifc
===)
===)
3mun
m~nam
~==)
:~=)
[~mudn]
[manabm)
~dew'
~sic:kne45s'
The last step in (64) is a process which derives phonetic postnasalized
stops from phonological nasals word-finally after an oral vowel. These
postnasalized stops, unlike the prenasalized stops, do not occcr
underlyingly in Land Daya~.
(65) /p~lam/
/ntakan/
/padaJ)/
[p~labm]
[n ta~adn]
[padagl)]
'mangel ~
'taste"
"field'
Thus, the phonological behavi~r of prenasalized stops, like that of
affricates, provides evidence for their representation as in (66) --
sequences of two elements on the feature tier, although single elements on
the timing tier.
(66) x
I
Toot
I
supra
I
sof t-palate
/ \
[+na"·al] [-nasal]
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The data prE~ent~d in this section show that phonological rules
applying on level where contour segments are branching Will apply ~o the
adjacent part of the contour: e.g. an affricate will behave as [-cont]
with respect to rules on the left and zs [+cont] with respect to rules on
the right; and prenasalized stops will behave as £+nasal] on the left and
as [-nasal) on the right. This phonological behavior is evidence for the
two articulations in a contour segment being phonologically ordered, and
G1
represented as in (~) and (66).
2.4.2 Complex Segments
Unlike contour segments, complex s~gments involve articulations which
are not phonologically ordered. Even where phonetically the artiLulations
may be (or seem to be) ordered, phonologically they are unord~red. A
complex segment such as labiovelar [kp] will behave phonolosically as both
labial and velar with respect to processes both on the left and on the
right.
I show in this section that not only must a complex segment be
represented on a single x-slot and root node i~ order to capture its
behavior with respect to syllabification, reduplication, association to the
skeleton, and timing; but also, complex segments differ from contour
segments in that tneir multiple articulations are phonologically unordered,
and must be represented within a single place node constituent. That is,
t~ey must be represented as in (67a), and not as in (67b,c,d):
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( 67)
a. x b. j: X c. * x d. * x
I I I / \
root Toot root root root
I I I \ I I
supra supra supra supra supra supra
I / \ I ! I I
place place place place place place place
/ \ I I I I I I
dorsal labi al dorsal labial dorsal labial dorsal labial
The ill-formedness of (67b,c,d) has already been argued for on the basis of
disallowing branching class nodes within a segment. However, will argue
below that there are further reasons to assume the structure in (67a) over
those in (67b,c,d).
2.4.2.1 Nasal Assimilation and Prenasalization
For example, preceding nasals will assimilate to both the labial and
the velar articulations of /kp/, This can be seen in the nasal
assimilation data from Kpelle given in Chapter 1, repeated below, in which
tone-bearing nasals assimilate in place of articulation (Welmers 1962), and
In/ is doubly articulated in velar and bilabial positions before /kp/,
providing further evidence for a place node uniting labial and velar
articulators (p.79).:
(68) IN-polu/ [mbo!u] "my back"
IN-tial [ridia] "my taboo"
IN-kOO/ [r5 gOO] 'my foot'
IN-kpil)/ [mr)gbil)] 'myself'"
/N-fela/ [mvela] 'my wages'
IN-sua! [ri!ua] 'my nose'
Given that labiovelar /kp/ is represented on a single x-slot, a.,d
therefore with unordered labial and velar articulations under the place
node, nasal assimilation must assimilate both the labial and the velar
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articulations, as shown in (69):
supra supra
/ \ /==> place
soft-pal / \
I labial
lfnasal) dorsaldorsal
supra
/
supra
N
place
soft-pal / \
I labial
lfnasal]
(69)
Given the representation of Ikpl in (69), there would be no way for place
assimilation spreadin9 the place node to spread just the dorsal, or just
the labial, articulation.
In Yoruba, also, nasal assimilation provides evidence that the two
articulations in a labiovelar segment in that language are both contained
under a single place node~ In YOTuba, a syllabic and tone-bearing Irn/,
which is therefore on its own x-slot, assimilates in place of articulation
to a folloWing consonant or /0/ (Bamgbose (1969»:
(70) m --) m / b,m
rp / f
n / t,d,s,r,l,~,,.
ff 1 Y
I) / k,9,w,h,o
When the following consonant is a labiovelar, the 1m! assimilates to both
places of articulation, becoming [r)m] :
m --) f)m / _ kp, gb
Examples are~
(71 ) a. Imc.- m bol [mo m boJ / I am coming/
b. /0 m fo/ [0 ro fo] ,. he is jumping"
c. 10 m 101 [0 n 10] 'he is going'
d. 10 m jol [0 f( jo] / he is rejoicing'
e. 10 m kel [0 r) ke] /he is crying'
1m 0 101 [I') 0 10] , I did not go~
f • /0 m gbo/ [0 r)m gbo] 'he is hearing'
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In the same manner, in Dan (Santa), a syllabic nasal assimilates to
the place of articulation of a following consonant, including labiovelars,
as shown in (72, 73» (BeaTth and Zemp p.19):17
(72)
(73)
N --) m / labi~l
n / alveolar
ff / Y
Q / velar or pause
Qrn / labiovelars
ya N pu [ya m pu] 'he has tied me'
N d3 [n d~] 'my father'
N y~ [~ y~] 'my eyes'
ya syaN ga [ya syaQ gal 'he has looked at the plant'
N gbe [Qm gbeJ 'my ~rm'
The nasal assimilations in YOTuba, Dan, and Kpelle provide evidence
for the multiple articulations in a complex segment being represented under
a single place nod~ because the nasal which becomes LQm] in each of these
languages is and remains syllabic. Thus, it must be represented on its own
x-slot, and in order for it to take on the labiovelar articulation of the
following consonant, the features for the labiovelar place of art\culation
of that consonant must be spread onto it. Thus, in contrast to
prenasalized [~mgb] which is derived by spreading [+nasal] onto a [gb], the
sequence [Qmgb] with a syllabic nasal must be derived by spreading the
place node of [gbl onto the nasal. The fact that both the labial and the
dorsal articulations assimilate is evidence for the place of articulation
node uniting the independent articulators labial and dorsal. Spreading a
single constituent, the place node, spreads both labial and dorsal
17. Bearth and Zemp state that the assimilations in (72) occur when the
nasal is not preceded by a non-low front vowel, and that Nit is not clear
whether and to what extent /NI, preceded by front vowels, assimilates to
following consonants· (p.19).
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articulations.
Consider now what happens wh~n complex segments are prenasalized --
the nasal portion assumes both articulations. This is a necessary result
of the repres~ntation of complex segments as having two (unordered)
articulator nodes under the place node. As argued above, a prenasalized
segment contains the sequence [+nasal] [-nasal] under the soft palate
node. Combining this representation with the two articulators of a complex
segment yields the representation in (74) of a prenasalized complex
segment.
x
I
Toot
I
supra
SOft-P~l "
/ \ place
[+nasal] [-nasal] / \
dorsa!
labial
In (74), since the labial and dorsal nodes are unordered, the sequence
[+nasal] [-nasal] applies to both of them, resulting in a sequence of a
dOUbly-articulated nasal, followed by a doubly-articulated oral stop.
This happens, for example, in Margi prenasalized labiocoTonals, as
shown in (75) (Ladefoged (1968:65»:
(75) mpa
mba
nta
ndal
'split'
'throw'
mnptagU
mnbda
'bush'
'surpass'
The prenasalization data in (75) shows that Margi [pt,bd] are both labial
and coronal with respect to their left edges, i.e. that the labial and
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coronal articulator nodes in /pt/ are unordered, so that both labIal and
coronal characterize the left context of the segment. Evidence that they
are also coronal on their right edge~ exists in a process which raises /3/
between an alveolar and an /1/. This process applies both after plain
alveolars and after labiocoronals, as shown by the data in (76) (from
Ho f f man (p. 19) ) :
(76) ,/a/ -) higher / [+coronal ] _ [+lateral]
+anterior
/dal/
/pt~l/
[dtl]
[pti-lJ
"river"
"chief'"
These vowel raising data, together wi th t:le prenasalization data, thus show
that Hargi [pt,bd] are phonologically [+coronal) both on the left and on
the right, and thus that [pt,bd] cannot be contour segments, but must be
complex segments, with unordered coronal and labial articulations, as in
(77):
( 77) x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
labi~l \
cOTonal
Similarly, prenasalized labiovelars are always pronounced with
labiovelar nasal portions. lS Some examples of this are given in (78):
18. But see discussion in Chapter 6 of postnasalized [gb) in Dan (Santa).
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( 78)
a. Tiv aa mbe /she suckled/
a ndera "he began"
a f)gohor "he rec:ei ....'ed"
a f)mgbahom "he approached" (Ladefoged p.61)
b. Sherbro mbaf)k "beads"
ndO /where/
f)mgbal)mgbaf) /rib" (Ladefoged p.47)
c. Gbeya mba " to greet"
ndak "to chase"
Q9u t i " to become burnt"
I)mgbars /to uproot" (Samar i n (1966:19)
d. Gwandara Jir)ka "thatched roof"
gbol')mgboro "steep river bank' (Matsushita (1972:6»
e. Sango mbi " I '
nda /end"
IJga ' also"
I)mgba "to remain' (Samarin (1967) ) 19
2.4.2.2 Spreading and MHetathesis U
The unordered character of the articulations in a complex segment is
also shown by some cases where they are derived from simple segments.
Often, a palatalized or labialized segment WIth, apparently, a palatal or
labial offglide following the segment, will be derived from a preceding
front or round vowel. Such derivations show that the palatalization or
labialization in the resulting complRx segment is actually a phonolo~ically
unordered additive articulation on the segment. ]f it were phonologically
ordel,oed after the other articulation, then the derivation of the
p~latalized or labialized segment would require, not iust spreading [-back]
19. Although Samarin writes the last two as nga and nqba, he states clearly
that Mthe symbols ns and nqb are convenient representations of phonemes
which are more accurately repr~sented as ••. phonetic [Q), i ~e. a velar
nasal, and [ijm], i.e. a coarticulated velar-bilabial nasal u (p.32).
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or [+round] onto the segment, but also metath~sizing the p,alatal or labial
with the other articulation. If, howeveT, we consider the additive
articulation to be phonologically unordered, but simply for acoustic or
articulatory reasons perceived or articulated as an offglide, then it may
be derived straightforwardly by just spreading [-back] or [+round] onto the
segment.
Let us consider some concrete examples. First, consider the process
of palatalization in Zoque by which a /y/ before a consonant causes
palatalization of that consonant to [Cy), with an apparent [y] offglide in
some cases. This process is treated by Wonderly (1951:117-119) as
metathesis. Examples are given in (79,80,81):20
20. /c,i/ here symbolize blade-articulated alveopalatal stops, i.e. stops
with the same place of articulation as /~,1/ -- [-anterior].
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( 79)
a.
b.
c.
d.
(80)
a.
b.
c.
d.
y - pClta
y - pyesa
y - buro
y - faha
y - mula
y - wa[<.as
y - tatah
y - til1
Y - du'r a~"hk
y - ~fthk
Y - s"k
y - swerte
y - nanah
y - ~o?n90ya
y - ~iJpUn
y - kama
y - gayu
y - ?a.ei
y - hayah
y - huy
poy - pa
kuy - mny
poy - wa?a
tey - tih
ylty - tih
kuy - t"m
huy - tam
pay - .tu?kum
kuy - su?~-moni
kuy - nft? - mf\
tay - kf\si
takay - ?ah
pyata
pyesa
byuro
fyaha
myula
wyakas
catah
n" cihu
n" jurut)hku
~ahku
~~k
~erte
ffanah
~o?n90ya
~apun
kyana
gyayu
?ya.ci
hyayah
hyuyu
popya
kumy~y
powya?a
tel'cih
yf\ycih
kuycftm
huycamt\
po~u?kumu
ku~u?.anoni
kunfl?mf\
~akyl\si
taka?ya
"his mat'"
"'his room"
"'his burro"
"his belt"
"his mule'"
,1his cow.!
,1his father,l
,1he is arriving"
'it is lasting"
't-':e did it'
'his beans'
'his fortune'
"'his mother'
'his rabbit,l
-'his soap"
,1his cornfield'
'his rooster"
'his older brother'
"' her husband,l
,1he bought it,l
-'he runs,l
"a week hence,l
,1he already ran'
"right there'
,1right here'
'avocado (wood + seed)'
,I bu y f (p1 • ) ,.
J h,S' wen t 0 uti
'species of tiny mushroom"
'Coaptlla (place name)'
,Ion the vine'
"it became bitter"
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(81 )
a. Ny - puht mbyuht -'you wen t ou t-'
Ny - burla.cflhk mbyurlatf\hku -'you scoffed"
Ny - wiht nwyihtu -'you walked'
b. Ny - t i h n()mih fljihu -'you are arri~in9-'
Ny - .cir) n1ir)u -'you bathed-'
c. Ny - ken ngyenu "you looked"
Ny - gusta.el\hk ngyustaef\hku -'you enjoyed yourself"
d. Ny - hayah nhyayah J you are the husband'
The data in (79-81a,c,d) show that a labial, dorsal, or laryngeal
consonant is palatalized by the addition of a palatal offglide, while the
data in (79-81b) show that a cOTonal is palatalized by becoming [-anterior,
+distributed). We may represent these palatalizations as a spreading of
[-back] from the Iy/ onto the following c~~sonant, as in (82).
(82)
a. labial x x ==) x x
I I I I
roc- t root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
t I I / \
dorsal labi al dorsal dorsal 1 abi al
I;;, \ /
[-back] [-back]
b. coronal x x ==) x x
I I I I
root root root Toot
I I I I,
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I I I / \
dorsal coronal dorsal dorsal coronal
~ \ /[-back] [-back)
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c. dorsal x x ==) x x
I I I I,
root root root root
I I i ,
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I I I I
dor :.al dorsal dorsal dorsal
~ \ /[-back] [-back)
d. laryngeal x x ==) x x
I I I I
root root root root
I I I I \
supra I supra supra \
I laryng I I laryng
place place place
I I /
dorsal dorsal dorsal
b \ /[-back) [-back)
(82a,b,d) are the proper representations fOT, e.g., /py/, /ky/, and
/?y/, respectively. (82c), the palatalized coronal, is not yet correct,
however, for it represents [tV], not (cl. What is at work is a process
reanalyzing (82c) as a [-anterior] coronal, rather than as a [+anterior]
coronal doubly-articulated with a [-back] dorsal glide. This, then, is the
common process whereby adding the feature [-back] to a coronal results in
the coronal becoming [-anterior]. Within the standard feature matrix
representation of place features, this process has always been an anomolous
one. For It I is already [-back), under tois representation, so adding
[-back] should have no effect on it at all. However, within the
articulator nodes structure am proposing, this process is completely
natural. It I is not [-back] normally, nor is it --dorsal". Rather, it is
represented simply by a place node with a coronal node under it. Adding
[-back] is not, then, adding a feature already present in It/.
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Furtnermore, adding [-back) entails adding a dorsal articulator nod: to the
place node, as shown in (82c). That a fronted dorsal articulation should
have an effect on a coronal articulation is natural. What s~ems to occur
is that the coronal and dorsal articulations, because they are so close to
each other, are not pronounced as two independent constrictions, but rather
fuse to a single, [-anterior] coronal articulation -- halfway between the
original coronal articulation and the dorsal aTticulation. 21 Thus, the
fact that adding [-back) entails adding a dorsal articulator explains why
adding [-back] to consonants must result in an additional dorsal
articulation. This result is unexplained under an analysis where lablals
and coronals are redundantly [-back), for then adding [-back] has no
effect.
If the articulations of [p) and [V] in [py] were considered to be
phonologically ordered, then that order would have to be derived by
metathesizing [y] and [p), as Wonderly assumes, for the [V) articulation is
clearly derived from a preceding morpheme. However, if the [p] and the [V]
are considered phonologically unordered in [py], then no metathesis is
required, and [py] is derived simply by spreading the [-back) feature of
[v] onto the x-slot of [p], as in (82a).
Thus, J analyze the fact that the palatal articulation in [py), [ky),
[?y], etc. is perceived ~s an offglide as sjmply an acoustic effect of the
21. In Zoque, where a [-anterior) stop is part of the inventory, the
process results in the palatoalveolar stops /c,j/. However, in most
languages, which lack [-anterior] coronal stops, the [-anterior] stop
derived by palatalization is then affricated by redundancy rules.
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transition to the following vowel. The palatal articulations in [py], [?y)
are unordered wi th respect to [p], [?] ~ l.loreovpr, in 01Y analysi s, in [ky]
there is only one articulation -- a [-back.] dorsal articulation -- so there
is no possi bi 1 i ty of a phonologi cal con tour se':JYlen t. No te t~lat the
realization of the palatal offglide after dorsals requires that
palatalization be a process spreading [-back), as shown in (82), rather
than a process spreading the entire dorsal node, as in (83~ For if the
dorsal node were spread, then the [-back) articulation would be ordered
before the original dorsal articulation (by the ordering of the two dorsal
nodes), predicting *[yk] rather than [ky].
( 83) x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
L:t
dor sal
I
[-back]
x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
dorsal
==) x x
I I
root root
I I
supra supra
I I
place pl~ce
L-----------I
dorsal dorsal
I
[-back)
There is further evidence that the palatal offglide is a phonetic
effect of the transition from the palatalized consonant to the following
vowel. Namely, the palatal offglide fails to occur when the following
vowel is Iii, as shown by the data in (84):
(84) kuy - pit
kuy - ?is
y - kiht
Y - hiti?
kupit
ku?is
kihtu
hiti?u
~with a tree"
"of a tree'
'he tore it.l
.lhe pulled it'
The disappearance of the palatal off91ide before Iii is automatic under an
analysis in which the palatal offglide is nothing more than a transition
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from a [+high,-back] con~onant to the following vowel. Since Iii is also
[+high,-back], there is no transition.
Palatalizations like that in Zoque, where a consonant with a palatal
offglide results from palatalization by a Rrecedinq high front vowel Iii or
glide /y/, occur in many languages. One such language is Pame, which
displays the alternations shown in (85) (data from Gibson (1956:260),
Gibson and Bartholomew (1979:313,315».22
(85)
a. 1abi al s
ni-mohi? [nimmyohi?J "'his/her squash" no-mohi? [nofMlohi?] 'my squash"
ri-m?ao? [r im?yao?] 'his/her months" ro-m?ao? [rom?ao '?] 'my months"
ni-wot [nilNWyot] "'his/her bark' no-wot [no'NWot] 'my bark'
ni-bE [nibbyEl "his/her bed" no-bE [nobbE] 'my bed'
b. coronals
ni-nas [rtiQyas] "your citrus' no-nas (nor.1) as) 'my cit r u ~,'.
ki-da?a [ki99ya?a] 'his/her 1ai r' ko-da?a (kodda?a) "my 1ai r"
ri-da?a [rig9ya?a] ;his/her lairs" ro-da?a [rodda?al "my lairs'
rai-t?E? [niky?E?] 'his/her blar.ket' no-t?E? [not?wE?) 'my blanket'
ni-thE?E [nikkyhE?El 'his/her tanale'" no-thE?E [notthE?E] 'my tamale '
ski-tahan?
ki-doa
ki-na
ki-ndEhEdn?
ri-nthoi-t
c. dorsals
[skikyahan?l
[kigyoa]
[kir)yaJ
[ ki IJ9yEhEdn?]
[ril)khyoiky]
"'your (sg.) soap (S9.)'
'you walk (sg.)'
'your tongue'
"'your money'
"women"
~i-kao
ni-k?e~
[~ikyao)
[niky?e~]
'his/her ear"
"'his/her paper'
~o-kao
no-k?we~
[~okkwao]
[nok ?we~]
'my ear'
"my paper'
The palatalizations in (85a,b,c) are derived as in (B6a,b,c),
22. The gemination in some of these examples is due to an independent
process of stem-initial conso~ant alternation. See Gibson and Bartholomew
(1979) for details.
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respectively. (The argument given above for Zoque (see (83) for spreading
just [-high] rather than the dorsal node applies to Pame, also.)
(86)
a. 1sbi al x x ==> x x
t I I I
root root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I I I /
"dorsal labial dorsal dorsal labial
t;, \ /
[-back] [-back)
b. cOT('!nal A x ==) x x
I I I I
root root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I I I / ~
dorsal coronal dorsal dorsal Cc (0 (I:~ \
L--:, \ /
[-back] [-back)
c. dorsa! x x ==) x x
I I I I
Toot root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place plsce place
I I I I
dorsal dorsal dorsal dorsal
l?f \ /[-back] [-back]
The data with palatalized coronals in (85b) show that in Pame, just as
in Zoqu~~ the combination within a segment of discrete coronal and dorsal
articulations is disallowed. However, whereas in Zoque a coronal and
dorsal combination is resolved by fusion of the two articulations into one
[-anterior] coronal articulation, in Pame the combination is resolved by
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the deletion of the coronal node, as shown in (86b).
The data in (86) show that a conSOLant will become palatalized with an
apparent palatal off-glide following a high front vowel in Pame. I analyze
this palatal offglide in Pame as simply a transition between the palatal
consonant and the following vowel, just as in Zoque. The palatal
articulation in [py] is represented on the unordered dorsal articulator
node, so there can be no phonological ordering between the labial and
dorsal articulations. In the palatalized dorsals f as well as the
palatalized coronals which surface identical to the palatalized dorsals,
there is only one articulator -- the dorsdl articulator -- which is
specified as [-back]. Thus, here, too, there is no possibility of
phonological ordering. 23
The derivation of palatalized [by) with a palatal offglide is
predicted not to occur, or at least to require the application of
metathesis (a marked rule), if segments such as [by] are considered to be
contour segments, with phonologically ordered articulations of labial
fnllowed by palatal. Note, also, that the required metathesis process
could not be easily stated. Since the Iii that triggers palatalization and
whose features are spread remains before the palatalized segment, in order
23. The only way for there to be phonological ordering in a palatalized
dorsal would be if there were a sequence of [+back][-back] linked to the
dorsal node. However, this would be incorrect in this case since the
apparent offglide is derived from a preceding Iii. Therefore, to represent
the result of palatalization, [ky], as a sequence of [+back][-back] would
require a phonological metathesis from the original ord~r [-back)[tback].
Rather, I analyze /k/ before palatalization as unmarked for [back] (i.e.
with a bare dorsal node), and palatalization simply adds [-back], as in
(86c).
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to metathesize th~ palatal features as required in this analysis we would
have to split apart the linked structure created by spreading [-back], as
shown in (87) where] assume, for discussion, that the palatal and labial
articulations may be ordered.
( 87) Pal Met
x x ==) x x ==) x x
I I I I I I
root root root root root root
I I I I I I
supra supra supra supra supra supra
I I I I I I
place place place place placE' place
I I I / \ I / \
dorsal 1 abi al dorsal dorsal 1abi al dorsal labial dorsal
l;, \ / I t
[-back] [-back] [-back] [-back]
However, the data in (85) is entirely expected under an analysis which
treats the two articulations in, e.g_, [by] as phonologically unordered.
Once the feature [-back] from [i] has spread onto [b], it may be realized
phonetically in either order or simultaneously.
A similar process occurred in the development of Ese?exa from
Proto-Takanan, as discussed in Girard (1971:38), who states that JI*i in
sequences (C)iCVback causes palatalization of the consonant immediately
f ollowi n9; *i in s.equences (C)Vi CVback causes pal atal i zat i on and becomes
absorbed in the palatalization of the following consonant.- Girard gives
the examples in (88):
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(88)
a. labial
b. coronal
*a(?)i-puki > apyoxi /why/
*iba > ibya / jaguar /
*bizu > bi~o I shame/
*ina > iffa /to grasp'
*e-ina > etfa "hair/
*bita > bikya I sweet I
*a(?)i-kwana ) akyana /things/
*bikwe > bikye 'heavy/
This development may be analyzed in exactly the same manner as the
.
synchronic palatalizations in Zoque and Pame. Note, incidentally, that
although in most of the examples of palatalized coronals jn (88b) , the
coronal and dorsal articulations are merged to a single [-anterior) coronal
articulation, as in Zoque, there is one eXafllple, [bikya] /sweet/, in which
the coronal plus dorsal combination is eliminated by deletion of the
coronal node, as in Pame.
have shown above that palatalizations triggered by preceding palatal
vo~els and glides discussed above have certain properties. In particular,
they may result in phonetic off91ides, which shows that the palatal
articulation must be unordered with respect to the other articulation in
the segment. This property holds also of labializations triggered by
precedin~ rounded vowels or glides.
In Margi, for example, there is an optional process of labialization
of consonants following the vowel /q/,. This labialization is realized
phonetically as a -labial offglide·. However, the derivation of the
labialization makes it clear that this labialization is not merely a Iwl
following the consonant, but rather is a rounding throughout the consonant,
analogous to the palatalizations discus~ed above. Exarr.ples of
labialization are given in (89) (from Hoffman,p.42):
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( 89) Itubi/ [tubi] [ tubwi ] 'to repent'
Itumbil [tumbi] [tumbwi] 'big belly'
lr)wad~9-ubi/ [I)wad~gubi] [l)wad~9ubtNi] 'common vulture'
/hyi-r-ubi/ [hyir bwi] (an apology)
/ali-u-fa/ [alifwa] 'into the farm'
/muka/ [mt.,ka] [mukwa] 'a mute person'
/u ?i/ [u?i] [u?wi] 'on the ground'
The forms in (89) may be derived by a spreading of [+round] from the
preceding lui, as shown in (90a,b,c) for a labial, a dorsal, and a
laryngeal consonant, respectively.24 To simplify the representation, I
omit the dorsal node of lui in the structures in (90), which would dominate
the features [+high,+back]. It is irrelevant for the process of
labialization being illustrated.
x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
labial
(90 )
a. labial x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
labial
~
[+round]
==) x x
I I
root root
I I
supra supra
I I
place place
I I
labial labial
\ /
[+round]
b. dorsal x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
labial
L?7
[+round]
x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
I
I
dorsal
==) x x
I I
root root
I I
supra supra
I I
place place
I I \
labial labial \
\ / dorsal
[+round)
24. Hoffman cites only the forms in (89), not including any labialized
coronals, which I consider merely an accidental gap.
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c. laryngeal x x ==) x x
I I I I
root root. root root
I I su~ra"supra supra
I laryng I I laryng
place place place
I I /
labial labial labial
~ \ /
[+round] [troundJ
In a labialized dorsal, as in (90b), the labial and dorsal articulations
are unordered. No metathesis is required to allow the phonetic
pronunciation of the labial portion after the dorsal portion. In the
labialized labial in (90a), there is only one articulation -- a rounded
labial -- hence there is no possibility of phonological ordering, and the
realization of a phonetic rounded offglide after the labial stop requires
no metathesis. Finally, in the labialized laryngeal in (90c), the
laryngeal and labial articulati~ns are unordered, and may be pronounced
phonetically in the order laryngeal - labial without any phonological
metathesi~.
As with palatalization in Zoque and Parne, this process of
labialization in MaT9i must be a spreading of a terminal feature, [+round],
rather than an articulator node, labial. In the palatalization examples,
this was required in order to avoid the ordering between the two dorsal
nodes that would result from spreading the dorsal node onto a dorsal conson~nt)
as shown in (83) above. Analogously, in the labialization in Margi,
spr~adin9 the labial node would result in a sequence of labial nodes on a
labialized consonant, predicting, e.g., *Cwb], as shown in (91), rather
than [bw].
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(91 ) x x ==> x x
I I I I
root Toot root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I . I II
place place place place
l/1 I ~
labi al labi al labial labial
I I
[+round] [+round]
There is also, in Margi, a process rounding [~] to [U] before either
/w/ or a labialized consonant, as shown in (92) (from Hoffman (p.19,40):
(92) /d~ wudu/
Id~ wagu/
/bd~l waf
/d~ I)kwa na I I II
lana I)kwa 9~ya/
[dU wudu]
[dU wagu]
[bdUl wa)
[dU I)kwa na ••• ]
[anU Flkwa g~ya]
"with pregnancy"
'in the evening'·
'to set (a bone)"
'then that girl ... "
'for my daughter"
In (92), the labi al i zed consonan t /kw,1 tr i 9gers roundi n9 on a precedi n9
/~/, just ~s a simple /w/ does. The fact that /kw/ is able to spread its
rounding to a preceding vowel shows that it is not a contour sQgment,
composed of ordered articulations of /k/ and /w/, but rather is a complex
segment with unordered articulations of /k/ and /w/. The derivation of
rounding before /kwl is shown in (93). (In this case, it is not crucial
whether the labial node or just [+round] spreads. However) since only
~~fY\~rtt.
[+round] segments, rather than any labia~, trigger the process, I represent
it as a spreading of [+round].)
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(93) x x ==> x x
I I I I
root root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I ;I 'labial ;lla~ial ~ 'labial
dorsal dorsal dorsal ~ dorsal~
~
[fround] [fround]
Since there is no ordering between the labial and the dorsal
articulations in /kw/, it is possible to spread [fround) from /kw/ onto a
preceding segment. This shows that the labial offglide in /kw/ is not
phonologically ordered after the /k/, which is exactly the result shown by
the labialization data in (90), where a consonant is labialized by a
preceding rounded vowel. Thus, both the labialization of consonants in
(90) and the rounding of vowels in (92) provide phonological evidence for
the labialized consonants in Margi not being phonological contour
segments. This is further supported by Hoffman:s description of labialized
consonants in Margi as having Usimultaneous lip-rounding- (Hoffman
(p.27».
I have argued in this section that in many cases, palatalization and
labialization in consonants should not be represented with phonologically
ordered offglides of palatality or labiality. Rather, they should in many
cases be considered only to sound like they have offglides, i.ea as a
consequence of the transition from the consonant to the vowel. Consider in
this regard the following process in Cora (from Campbell 1974:53). In Cora,
the (unrounded) labial stops /m,p/ are realized wjth labial offglides, i.e.
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[mw, pw), before the vowel Ia/. Thus, in exactly the environment where
palatal or labial offglides aTe most frequently cited in palatalized and
labialized consonants (i.e. before the low, non-patatal, non-labial vowel
laI), the simple labial stops Im,pl in Cora are pronounced with labial
offglides. This appears to support the argument that the phonetic
pronunciation of an offglide need not entail the phonological
representation of a contour segment with [-cons, +round, ••• ) as the
second half. As Garnes (1975) notes, all that is necessary for the
perception of an offglide is a slower transition to the following vowel.
GaTnes (1975) analyzes the formant transitions of labiovelar [kpl in
Ibibio. She states:
It is important to note the duration of the tr~nsltl0ns. The
transitions following the bilabial and labial-velar occur very
rapidly ••• It might seem that with the gTeater frequency
difference between the hub and steady state following the
labial-velar, the duration of the transition would be longer.
This does not happen, and indeed, if it did, the resulting
perceptual effect would be characteristic of a different manner
of articulation -- a glide -- rather than a plosive. The
observed rapid transition is essential, and natural for the
plosive manner of articulation (p.52).
Another type of evidence that the articulations in a complex segment,
and hence the articulator nodes representing those articulations, are
unordered comes from a process of labialization in some dialects of Shona
in which merger of a velar with a following Iw/ results in pre-labial
closure COoke (1931:122».
(94) Zezuru: kwete Karanqa: pkwete
The realization of the [p] in [pkwete] phonetically before the [k],
although it derives from an underlying /wl following the /k/, does not
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require metathesis. Rather, when the labiality of the /w/ is added to /k/,
it results in a compl~x segment with unordered labial and dorsal
articulations, which may be realized in either order phonetically without
requiring phonological metathesis:
(95) x
I
root
I
supra
I
place
dOTS~l \
labial
Similarly, the data in (96) illustrate a very common process in Bantu
languages by which merger of a labial with a following /w/ results in velar
closure before the labial:
( 96)
a. s. Sutho: roma / send/ rOr)wa /be sent/
khomo 'ox' khol)wana ' small ox ...
~.elerne 'tongue' lelel)wana ' small tongue'
b. Ronqa: kuma 'find' kUl)wa/kumiwa 'be found'
homu 'ox' hOf)wana ' small ox'"
noma 'mouth' nOf)wen (locative)
In (96), the feature [+back] (or equivalently, for these data, the
entire dorsal node) spreads from /w/ onto the preceding labial, yielding a
structure in as in (95). Since the labial and dorsal nodes are unordered,
the realization of the dorsal closure before the labial does not require
metathesis. 25
25. On the change in degree of closure of the dorsal and labial
articulations, see Chapter 3. On the phonetic ordering between them, see
Chapter 6.
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In (97) are data from other S~lona dialects showing an alternation in
the order and in the degree of closure of the labial and dorsal
articulations j~ labiovelar complex segments.
(97) Kalanga Lilima
hapxa hakl-l.-la -armpit-
bYe gwe "stone"
mbYa I)gwa -dog-
imr)i ir)wi lI you -
If we assume that the two articulations in a complex segment are
phonologically unordered, then such variation in the order in which they
are phonetically pronounced is not surprising. The phonetic realization of
a labiovelar in one language as a velar followed by a labi~l and in another
as a labial followed by a veldT does not require a phonological process of
metathesis. Rather, the two languages simply have different processes of
phonetic interpretation for complex labiovelar segments. (See Chapter 6
for further discussion of phonetic interpretation and the ordering of the
articulations in complex segments.) Thus, although such articulations may
be pronounced in a phonetic order, that order will never be distinctive.
No language will contrast [pkl and [kp].26
Indeed, in some languages there is free variation in the order in
26. This conclusion relies on the assumption argued for in Chapter 1 that
there may be no branching class nodes in underlying representation. This
assumption prevents a distinction between [pkl and [kp] as being,
respectively, (i) and (ii) (ignoring structure within the root node):
(i) x
/ \
root root
I I
p k
( i i ) x
/ \
root root
I I
k P
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which the articulations may be pronounced. For example, in Venda, a
velarized /nv" may surface as ei ther [J)w] or [mf)] , as illustrated in (98):
(98) Venda: luma lUl)wa/lumJ)a Abite/be bitten U
Similarly, among the dialects of Kru, the word for QQg has the variants
shown in (99):
(99) gbwe: gbe (Westerman and Ward, p.l0B)
Further evidence for the articulations being phonologically unordered
is the fact that often they are pronounced simultaneously, unlike the
articulations in a contour segment which must always be pronounced in a
particular order. For example, in labialized consonants in Suto-Chuana,
the labialization spreads over the entire segment, rather than being
pronounced just as an offglide: Westerman and Ward report that Mthe
w-element goes through the whole of the consonant H (p.l03)a
Thus, the spreadings discussed above of palatality, velarity or
labiality over an entire segment, so that each may be pronounced at 3ny
point in the ·c!uster,U are not examples of metathesis or of feature
copying. They simply result from thE lack of phonological ordering between
the two articulations, which is predicted by an analysis in which
labiovelarization consists of creating a complex (not contour) segment.
Another interesting type of complex segment is that formed from a
labial and a palatal. The following data from two mutually intelligible
dialects of Yatye show that ·where Alifokpa has the lab~alized palatals ow,
jw, and njw, .•• Ijiegu has changed the labialized palatals to the
palatalized py, by, and mby· (Stahlke (1976:55».
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(100) Alifokpa Ijiequ
icwEndE ipyEndE "pot"
ecwu epyu -head-
iwu byu IIdrink u
injwi imbyi -germinate-
This process occurs synchronically in some dialects of the Sutho group
of southern Bantu languages. In these dialects, when a diminutive is
formed on a stem which ends in a front vowel, the front vowel palatalizes
the preceding consonant. If this consonant is a labial, what results is
not a palatalized labial, but a labialized palatal (Herbert 1977:162».
(101) Sutho S. Sutho Tswana
lemat i lema~ana lema~ana "door"
6Jhene .fwhetrana ~wherrana -babboon w
lehofi leho.ewhana lexo~ana ·palm of hand-
selEpE sele.ewana selEewana • axe U
seropha seio6Jhana set%hG~hana ·troop·
The palatalized forms may be derived as in (102):
(102)
a. coronal x x ==> x x
I I I I
root root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I I / \ I
I dorsal dorsal dorsal
coronal ~ coronal \ /[-back] [-back]
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b. labi al x x ==) x x
I I I I
root root root root
I I I I
supra supra supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I I / \ I
labi al dorsal dorsal dorsal
I labial
"
/
[-back] [-back]
Although the palatal articulation in (102b) originates in a vowel
which follows the labial consonant, once [-back) has linked to the labial
consonant, it is unordered with respect to the labial articulation. Thus,
it may surface as a palatal consonant preceding the labialization without a
phonological metathesis. Actually, Herbert (1977) states that in the
palatalized labials in (101), which surface as labialized palatals, "the
labiality runs throughout the consonant articulation' (p.162). Whether the
labiality represented by [w] is a phonetic offglide following the palatal,
or a phonetic labialization throughout the palatal, or both, the conclusion
remains the £Moe: the labial and pdlatal articulations in the segments in
~101) are not ordered. In a complex segment, the original order of the
segments it was created from is not preserved. (On the degT&eS of closure
of the labial ana palatal articulations in the segments in (101), see
Chapter 3.)
2.4.2.3 !Xoo Clicks
The phonology of ,x6o provides clear evidence that the coronal and
dorsal articulations in a click must be phonologically unordered. The
processes to be discussed in this section concern the d~ntal clicks shown
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in (103).
supra
I
place
/ "-
coro."Ial \
/
\ dc.rsal
[tan t]
[-dist]
(103) [ I ] root
I
.
[f] root
I
supra
I
place
corona/ \
/
\ dorsal
[fan t]
[+dist]
The coronal articulations in the clicks in (103) are identical to those in
the corresponding clicks in KOTana and Nama 9 which I argue in Chapter 3
have tne values for [distributed] and [coronal] given in (103).
In !X6~, the dental clicks in (103) behave as both coronal and dorsal
with respect to phonological processes and restrictions. First ~f all,
thele is a process in :Xoo which raises and fronts the vowel /a/ in certain
environments. Traill states that
the greatest assimilatory effect on /a! is e~erted by the
combined effects of a precedin9 dental consonant such as
/t,l,f/ and a following li,n/. In this environment fa/ is
pronounced either as a lowered-high and slightly centralized
vowel [f), or as a raised-mid c~~tTal [ale In certain cases
it may assimilate fully to the high tongue position of t.he
surrounding consonants and [i) yielding a 10n9 [i ~]. The
presence of fa! in the succeeding mora is suffici@nt to block
this assimilation even if other conditions for assimilation are
present (p. 70j.
Examples are given irl (104):
(104) Dental Assi~ilation
a.
b.
a ---)
/tan/
/,ali/
~,f / dental
[tan)
rfflil
i ,n
'to it'
'fold Cl. l'
(73)
(70 )
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The examples in (104) show clearly that the click If/ in !Xoo behaves
phonologically as a dental with respect to its right edge. This is
captured by the representation in (103) where the click has the unordered
articulator nodes coronal and dorsal. Since coronal and dorsal are
unordered in (103), the click satisfies the environment for Dental
Assimilation, which is sensitive to segments which are coronal on their
right edge.
Another process in !Xoo is sensitive to dorsal articulations. This is
a morpheme structure constraint requiring that a vowel following a dorsal
consonant must ~e £+back] (/a,o,u/). This aBack Vowel Constraint- applies
also to clic~s, one of whose articulations is always dorsal, as shown by
the representations of II ,fl in (103), and as argued extensively in
/NChapter 3. In 'Xoo, most wores begin with clicks -- 72.5~ of all stems
(Traill p.161) -- so most word initial consonants in !Xoo are dorsal.
Together with the Back Vowel Constraint, this leads to most initial
syllables having a back vowel. In fact, Traill states that 96~ of !Xoo
words have a back vowel in the first syllable (p.90). The fact that this
constraint on syllables beginning with dorsal consonants also applies to
the clicks, which include dorsal articulations, shows that clicks in ,x6~
are not sequences of dorsal followed by coronal, but rather must be
unordered combinations of dorsal and coronal. Clicks behave phonologically
as dorsal with respect to their right edges.
Taken together, Dental Assimilation and the Back Vowel Constraint show
that the corono-velar clicks in !X6o must be complex segments comprised of
unordered coronal and dorsal articulations. The fact that the click If/
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behaves as dental with respect to a phonological process on the right,
dental assimilation, shows that it is not a phonologic~l sequence of dental
followed by velar. for complexes which are phonological sequences, i.e.
the contour segments examined earlier, behave differently with respect to
processes on the left or on the right. Similarly, the fact that the click
It/ behaves as dorsal with respect to a phonological process on the right,
the Back Vowel Constraint, ShOl~S t;lat it is not a phonological sequence of
velar followed by dental. The only remaining possibility, given that it is
neither a dental-velar contour segment nor a velar-dental contour segment,
is that it is a complex segment made up of unordered dental and velar
articulations, represented by coronal and dorsal nodes as in (103).
An interesting class of apparent exceptions to the Back Vowel
Constraint arises as a re~ult of the application of both the Back Vowel
Constraint (which is sensitive to dorsals) and Dental Assimilation (which
is sensitive to dentals) in words with the dental clicks 11,,1, which, as
argued above, combine both dorsal and dental articulations. 1hese
exceptions are listed in (105) (from Traill p.91):
(105)
I?· -i 'lover' I?a -ba te (pl.)I 1
Iqhi -i 'buffalo' Iha -ba te (pl.)
+i -i 'stet::tnbuck' fa -ba te (pl.)
+?" -i "shoot it' (el.l)' +?a -a sa nomi nal i z .. 1
,qhi -i "dog' ,ha -ba te (pl. )
:t=qhe -e 'sp. bush (term. seT.)" +qha-m
As Trail! notes, the altprnatioo5 in (105) show that the vowels of the
stems in (105) do not violate the Back Vowel Constraint underlyingly, for
they surface as fa/ in the plural or nominalized forms in the second
column. Rather, in the first column, -the vowel of the stem in the
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singular has assimilated completely to the Class 1 noun suffix l-i/ M
(Traill p.91). That is, the assimilation of lal to [i] in (lOS) is just an
extreme form of Dental Assimilation, (104). Thus, the only surface
exceptions to the Back Vowel Constraint are those with the properties in
(105): the consonant is a dental click (not a labial, lateral or alveolar
one), i.e. dental in addition to dorsal; and the underlying back vowel
following the click is laI, not 101 or lui, because only lal is subject to
Dental AssImilation. There are a few non-alternating exceptions to the
Back Vowel Constraint, but all of these have the ·same phonetic shape as
the examples in (105), namely a If/ or 11/ series click followed by d long
front vowel, [and thus] have probably arisen by the sam~ assimilatory
process that gave rise to the singular forms in (lOS)" (p.91). One example
of this type is the copulative or stative morpheme fliil 'be' .27
Another piece of evidence against clicks in !Xoo being sequences of
velar followed by coronal is that the first person singular pronoun In-I,
as well as the verbal formative /-n-I, assimilate to the coronal
articulation of the click. Traill concludes, and I agree, that it is
-necessary to specify clicks simultaneously but independently for an ~
anterior and velar closure M (p.122).
27. The only exceptions to the Back Vowel Constraint not containing dental
clicks are the forms Iki/ and Ikel of the grammatical particle IkV/,
derived by filling in the vowel Iii for Class 1 and lei for Class 3. Traill
notes, however, that -the [Back Vowel] constraint is so powerful that even
/ki/ and Ike/ may be subjected to it to yield a frequently heard
alternative pronunciation /ti/ and /te/. This reinterpretation of
sequences that violate [the Back Vowel Constraint] can also be seen in some
recent loan vocabulary where the Afrikaans words baadiie [baicil 'jacket'
and donkie [dOQki] ~donkey' are incorporated into ,x6~ as Ibaatil and
/tonti/ respectively. The constraint is therefore productive U (p.90).
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2.5 Phonological Processes Applying to Articulator Nodes
Phonological evidence from the spreading of constitu~nts for the
articulator nodes in the feature hierarchy is difficult to come by. In the
maiority of languages, segments involving two or more articulators under
the place node are disallowed. In these languages, any segment will have
only one articulator node under the place node, in which case spreading the
articulator node will be indistinguishable from spreading the entire place
node in terms of which features are spread. (Other factors, such as
blocking effects in long distance assimilations, may nevertheless provide
evidence for the spreading of an articulator in such languages, as shown by
Steriade~s analysis of Sanskrit retroflex assimilation, discussed in the
following section.) On the other hand, in languages where complex segments
are allowed, syllable structure tends to be very restricted (often CV), so
that assimilations between consonants do not occur. Low-level
coarticulations with vowels are not usually remarked upon, just as the
rounding of English consonants before lui is seldom discussed. What would
also demonstrate the constituency of articulator nodes would be cases of
segments with two articulator nodes, i.e. complex segments, where only one
of the articulator nodes spreads. There would also in such a case need to
be more than one feature under the node that spreads, or it would be
indistinguishable from spreading a single feature. I know of no such
cases, however.
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In the following sections, 1 discuss phonological processes in various
languages which I analyze as spreadings or deletions of articulator nodes.
Since many of these examples ~re drawn from languages which do not allow
complex segments, they provide independent justification for the
articulator nodes structure as a universal ~roperty of phonological
representations, and not a property confined to the representations of
complex segment languages.
2.5.1 Coronal Articulator Node
2.5.1.1 Sanskrit N-Retroflexion
Steriade (1986) analyzes an assimilation in Sanskrit which has the
necessary properties to provide evidence for an articulator node, in this
case, the coronal node. The crucial properties of this assimilation are
that it spreads more than one feature (so it cannot be characterized as
spreading a terminal node), that the features it spreads are only those
under the coronal node, and that it spreads these features across
intervening segments, blocked only by coronals (so it cannot be
characterized as spreading the place node).
The evidence from Sanskrit in favor of the coronal node as a
constituent in phonological processes of spreading is as follOWSa In
Sanskrit n-Retroflexion are found long-distance spreadings of [anterior]
and [distributed], by which In/ becomes [D] after I~/ or ITI, as long as
no coronal sound intervenes. Data (from Steriade and Schein (to appear:39)
is 9iven in (106).
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(106) Applies Blocked
-na- 'present' i$-Da- 'seek'
pr-ga- mrd-na-
-na- Ipassive pur-r.a- Ifill l bhug-na- /bend/
partic:iple' vrk-ga- 'cut Upl
-ana- 'middle pur-aDa- Ifill l marj-ana- 'wipe/
par tic i P1e' k,ubh-aDa- , quake' k~ved-ana- 'hum/
cak,-aDa- 'see'
-mana- 'middle krp-a-maga- 'lamen t' krt-a-mana- ,. cu t'
par t i c:i pIe'
First, the data in (106) show that n-Retroflexion is not blocked by
intervening vowels (pur-aDa), labials (krp-a-maDa-), or dorsals
(vrk-Da-). Thus, it cannot be a spreading of the place node, for vowels,
labials, and dorsals all have place nodes that would block such a
spreading_
(107)
*
supra supra supra
place place place
r k n
However, n-Retroflexion is blocked by intervening coronals (mrd-na-',
k~ved-ana-), which blocking effect should be characterized by the formation
of the rule. Furthermore, the data in (10~) show that both [anterior) and
[distributed] are spread by n-Retroflexion. The inventory of coronal
consonants in Sanskrit is argued by Steriade to be represented by the
features in (108):
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(108) anterior distributed
I
t,s,n + +
~,~tg,r - -
~,s,ft
- +
Both [-anterior] and [-distributed] must be spread in order to change
[n] into [D]. Because both [anterior] and [distributed] are spread, in
order for the rule to spread a single constituent, it must be a node in the
tree higher than the individual feature nodes that is spreading_ Spreading
the terminal features [anterior] and [distributed] would require a
spreading of two constituents. However, as shown above, it cannot be the
place node that spreads because spreading is not blocked by intervening
labial or dorsal segments. Rather, the fact that more than one feature
spreads, together with the fact that labials and dorsals do not block
spreading, argues that it is the coronal node that spreads. Moreover, if
the rule is characterized as spreading the coronal node, then we have an
explanation for why intervening coronals block the rule. Coronals block
the rule by virtue of having a coronal node.
For these reasons, Steriade proposes the rule in (109), which spreads
the coronal node of a [-distributed] continuant (~,r) onto the place node
of a coronal nasal:
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(109) Sanskrit n-Retroflexion (Steriade (1986)
root
I \
supra [+cont]
I
place
cor
I
[-dist]
root
I
supra
L~ce\
nasal
cor
This rule will not be blocked by intervening labials or dorsals because
they have no coronal node to interfere with the spreading, and because
there is no requirement that the target and the trigger occur on adjacent
skeletal slots.
2.5.1.2 English Coronal Assimilation
Clements (1985~235) cites English coronal assimilation, by which a
coronal assimilates in anteriority and distributedness to a following
coronal, as evidence for the place node. This process could, however, be
represented as spreading the coronal node, as noted by Halle (1986).
(110) x x
I I
root root
~s~pra su~ra"
[-cont] I I [teons)
place place
~
coronal e(Jronal
I
[+ant]
Data illustrating (110) are given in (111) (from Clements (1985:236».
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(111) It I
e eighth
~,f whit~ shoes
r tree
/d/
hundredth
red shoes
dream
/n/
tenth, enthuse
inch, hinge, insure, enjoy
enroll
The data above could be accounted for by a spreading of the place
node, because the segments in question are adjacent, so there will be no
blocking effects, and because the only articulator node under the place
node is the coronal node, so that spreading the place node is
indistinguishable from spreading the coronal node. However, if the rule is
characterized as a spreading of the place node, then there is no
explanation for why it applies only between two corona!5. Usually
spreadings of the place node apply regardless of the articulator under the
place node, as in the nasal assimilations in Kpelle, Dan, and Yoruba
discussed above. 28
2.5.1.3 Karanga Labio-Corono-Velar Simplification
In Karanga, in a labiovelarized coronal, the cOTonal articulation is
delet€d, as in (112) (data from Doke (p.211».
(112) txw,sxw --) xw
rYw --) gw
nf)w --) r)w
The process in (112) is easily represented as a delinking of the coronal
articulator node, as in (113):
28. While English /t,d,nl may assimilate to non-coronals, as in a possible
pronunciation of hit Ken as [hIkken], or of hit Peter as [hlppitr], such
assimilations are optional, as opposed to the obligatory assimilations in
(111), and so do not bear on the formulation of the rule in (111).
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(113) root
I
supra
I
place
/1\
labi al r dorsal
coronal
We might view this process in Karanga as yet another instance of the
incompatibility of coronal and dorsal articulations in a language, as
discussed above.
2.5.2 Labial Articulator Node
2.5.2.1 lulu Vowel Rounding
There is a rule in lulu which rounds Iii to [u) after either a round
vowel or a labial consonant, as shown in (114) (from Campbell (1974»).
(114)
i --) u I
f~ [V, +round] (C (C» 'I
( ')
\ [C, +labiall /(
Campbell gives the rule in 114), among others, as an argument that
labial consonants and vowels must share some feature. Whatever feaeture
labial consonants and round vowels have in common is the feature that
spreads in (114). Campbell notes that -nothing in the feature system of
shows that these 'labial attractlO.. !'lIles' are at all natural. There
is no reason why [+anterioy, -coronal] consonants (labials) should cause
vowels. to becol..e [frour.d] II (p .53). In my system, the ·feature- they share
is the class node [labiall. Thus, Tulu rounding may be stated as in
(115).
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(115) place place
I .," I//~ dorsal
~
labial I
[fhigh]
redundancy
rules
===)
place place
~ ;I d~Tsal
labial '\
/ '[thigh]
[+round] [+back]
I assume that redundancy rules will interpret (i) a labial node in a vowel
as [+round] and (ii) a dorsal node in a vowel with a labial node as
£+back]. The spreading of labial in (115) is not blocked by intervening
non-labial consonants, for th~se will have no labial node.
Rounding in lulu must be a spreading of the labial node, as in (115).
If the whole place node spread, then intervening consonants which are
specified for place of articulation would block rounding, because their
place nodes would block the spreading of the place node of the rounded
vowel across the consonant(s).
(116)
*
supra supra supra
place place place
J i I
u C
The rounding rule cannot just spread the feature [fround], on the
other hand, because the labial consonant that triggers the rule need not be
£fround]. Thus, the labial node, which unites labial consonants and round
vowels, is what must be spread, in order to capture the fact that both
(nonround) labial consonants and round vowels trigger the rule. These
data, therefore, provide evidence for the need for a spreadable
constituent, a class node, intermediate between the place node and the
feature nodes. This intermediate class node is the articulator node
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2.5.2.2 Chukchee
In Chukchee, there is a process of epenthesis which provides evidence
foy the class node labial. The epenthesized vowel in Chukchee is normally
[1]. However, when the epenthesized vowel occurs in certain environments
with labials, it becomes rounded. 29 Examples with epenthesis are given in
(117), where the epenthesized vowel is set off by hyphens. (Recall that
/c/ symbolizes a palatal stop.)
( 117)
[ I ]
[u]
gel-!-tcin-I-c
ffalvOl-I-~hIn
n-)-np-u-kin
tIL-I-tIl
eleut-I-c~
tlmc-I-leut
c-u-c-I-l
tire-I-tir
kerg-J-ker
it~-I-pIlvlntln
pilh-I-pil
t-I-mnen
n..uL-I -mul
p-I-r9~?n
p-I-nlonen
p-I-fi-l-l
kerrl~v-I-n
w-I-yowi
itf!-u-wil
eul-u-walat
~-u-wiplt
wukw-u-n
t Imarakw-u-t
mul-u-mul
c-u-c-J-l
Jon the top of the sea-ice/
Jthe herd'
'old one/
Jthe entrance'
Jwithout head'
'hunmock head'
'one-eyed man J «eel)
, sun J
Jlight J
'precious metal (i.e. gold)J
'famine J
'he killed him'
'blood'
'thou hast plucked it'
Jhe asked him J
, news J «pfil)
JboyJ
Jsling' «wyo)
'precious ware'
'long knives J «/iwl+valat/)
'piece cut off J «~vi)
'stone'
, I blaned thee'
#' blood'
'one-eyed man' «eel)
(658)
(658)
(658)
(658)
(658)
(658)
(665)
(689)
(689)
(658)
(689)
(663)
(658)
(663)
(663)
(665)
(692)
(664)
(658)
(658)
(664)
(692)
(749)
(689)
(665)
29. Epenthetic [I] also becomes lowered (or backed) to [~] in the
environment of dorsals, as in lelanpIna~h-~-kai 'eyes (had) the small old
man J (658), nit~-~-kin 'heavy, dear J (658), and mitc-~-mit Jblubber/ (689).
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[0] n-I-np-O-kin
p-O-cirg~?t
m-O-ci~in
v-a-iaarkin
kenanm-O-e?
n-a-plukin
'old one' (658)
'they came' (663)
'more numerous' (663)
'he let~ 90 (an ani~al)' «vya) (664)
'kill me!' «kena-tm-gi?) (749)
'small one' (658)
The exact circumstances under which the rounded vowels [u,O] surface
instead of [I] are not clear. A necessary but not sufficient condition fOT
[0] seems to be the occurrence of [p] in the same syllable (either onset
or coda). Similarly, in most of the cases with [u), the epenthesized vowel
is either preceded or followed by [w] or [kw].30 There even seems to be
some optionality at work. Consider the pair in (118).
(118) mlnunelm-l-k
mInragtlm-O-k
'let us gather fuel'
~let us go home'
(751)
(751)
The forms in (118) show that in the same enviroment, between 1m! and Ik/
(and even, it is likely, in th~ same morpheme), in one case the epenthetic
vowel surfa~es as [I] and in another case as [0].
Nevertheless, even without knowing the details of the conditioning, it
is clear that both the [fround) labials /w,kw/ and the [-round] labials
Ip,m,v/ condition rounding in the epenthetic vowel. Since [-round] labials
cause roun1ing of the vowel, the process cannot be one spreading [+round).
Rather, the process must spread the class nodR, labial. This is thus
evidence that /w/ is not only [+round], but also contains the labial
articulator node, and that rounding of epenthetic vowels in Chukchee is a
process which spreads the labial node, as in Tulu.
30. [kw] is a labialized (k), not a sequence of [k) plus [w), as Bogoras
makes clear by his notation /wkw/, which signifies that the labialization
runs throughout the /k/.
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2.5.2.3 Nootka
The labial articulator node provides a means of representing
simplifications such a$ occur in Nootka /kw,qw/ syllable finally. In
Nootka, Ikw,qw/ are simplified to /k,q/ at the end of a syllable. This is
eas~ t~ represent as simply a delinking of the labial node, if there is a
labial articulator node. As Campbell (1974) describes the simplific~tion,
-the only chan9~ is the loss of one articulatory gesture- (p.62). Such L
delinking is motivated on the basis of syllable structure and marked
segment types. It has been noted that segments which are marked or
structurally complex often occur only in onset position in a language, the
class of coda consonants being quite restricted. For example, in Yuma, the
complex consonants /ky, xw, qw/ may not occur in syllable-final position,
and /kw/ may be syllable-final but not word-fin~l (Halpern (1946». In
this context, the simplification in Nootka is motivated as a process
reducing the structural complexity of /kw,qw/. If /kw,qw/ were represent2d
as simply a f~ature matrix containing [+round], then the fact ~hat a
segment containing £+round] is more marked than a segment not containing
that feature would have to be stipulated, and would not fallout from the
structure of the representation, as it does with the articulator nodes
structure.
2.5.2.4 Relation Between Labial and Round
A further motivation for the representation of labial articulations as
in (119a) ratner than (11gb)
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(119) a. place
I
labi al
I
[a round]
b. place
£+labialJ
1~ " \£-COTonalJ
[a round] [+anterior]
concerns a process of labiovelarization in some Shona dialects noted by
Doke (1931):
aA peculiar phenomenon, worthy of special notice, occurs in
budya, Karaoga, and to a slight extent in Korekore and TavaTa,
when velar consonants followed by the semi-vowel ware
pronounced; this is a species of labialization caused by
contact of the lips b~fore the velar sound, resulting in the
forms pkw, bgw, m~~ and m~w instead of kw, gw, ~gw and ~w~
(p.122).
Some ex~~mples he gives of this are given in (120).
(120) pkwete (Kar.) pkwete (bud.) kwete (Zezuru)
bgwai (Kar •)
mamQgwana (Kar.) mamQgwana (bud.)
mQwana (KOT.) (variant of [Qwana))
Uno~U
•sheep U
It tomorrow"
• chi Idu
In these languages, merger of a round vowel onto a consonant yesults
in a bilabial closure. If round vowels were represented as [fround,
-labial], and bilabial consonants as [+anterior, -coronal, +labial], then
the naturalness of this process would not be reflected by the distinctive
features at all: there would be no reason for the change [+round, -labial]
--) [fanterioT, -coronal, tlabiall. However, in (119a), ~ince labial means
simply involving the lips as an active articulator, [fround] by definition
must be labial. Therefore, linking [fround] from a vowel onto the x-slot
of the velar entails interpolation of a labial articulator node, which
explains the labialized consonant becoming bilabial. The data in (120)
thus supports the representation in (119a), by which [+round] implies a
labial articulator node.
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Another difference between having two independent features, round and
labial, in a feature matrix, versus having the labial articulator node
dominating the feature round, is that the latter representation allows
fewer combinations. Any segment that is either [+round] or [-round] of
necessity includes a labial node. By contrast, in the matrix approach, a
segment could be any combination of round and labial, in particular
[-labial, +round] or [-labial, -round]. This dependence of [round] on
labial is inherent in the definition of labial -- 'involving the lips as an
active articulator'. Obviously, a segment could not be [+r-)und], or
[-round) (in the sense of having spread lips), without involving the lips
as an articulator. The combinations predicted by the two approaches are
shown i n (121):
(121 )
a. Labial Articulator Node
labial labial
I
£+round]
labial
I
[-round]
b. Standard Theory
£+labial) f+1abi all+round J (+labi atJ-round r-labi al-'l+round J r~labi al]-if'ound [+round] [-round]
The data above, in which rounded segments are also labial, shows that the
dependence between labial and round which results in the more limited
inventory in (121a) is correct.
Note, furthermore, that any specification for the feature [round),
even [-ro~nd], entails that the segment has a labial articulator node, or
in tradit~onal terms, is [flabial]. That [-round] segments are indeed
[+labial] is shown by the glide-consonant alternation in Zezuru, by which a
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[-round] vowel alternates with a labial consonant [B]. This alternation is
described by Doke as follows:
Zezuru and certain sections of the Korekore group have the
distinction of using a peculiar denti-labial type of semi-vowel
in place of the bilabial fricative, making in all three
semi-vowels in those dialects. This we indicate by the symbol
B•
••• In its formation this unique sound has its orIgIn in the
abnormal vowel f, which is formed with the tongue position of
u but with the lips spread as for the vowel i. When * is
normally consonantalized, i.e. pronounced with such tensity and
proximity of the vocal organs as to constitute a consonant it
is found that the upper teeth just touch the lower spread lip,
giving very much the position for normal u (Ooke pgI05).
The vowel IfI in Zezuru -- a high back vowel with spread lips -- I
represent as in (122):
(122) Toot
SU~Ta\
I [-cons]
place
/ ,
/ dorsal
labial / \
I [fhigh]
[-round] £+back]
The fact that the [-round) vowel in Zezuru becomes a bilabial when
consonantalized argues for its representation as in (122), with [-round)
attached to a labial articulator node. This, then, constitutes evidence
for the dependence of the feature [round] on the articulator node labial,
for even [-round] entails a labial articulator node.
Finally, labial consonants don/t block round harmony. Therefore, if
we assume that vowel harmony is performed without a separate vowel tier, as
argued by Clements (1986), then the feature which labial consonants and
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rounded vowels have in common cannot be the feature that spreads in
rounding harmony. Rather, we need two features: labial, which the labial
consonants and round vQ~els share, and [round], which can spread past
labial consonants in rounding harmony.
2.5.3 Dorsal Articulator Node
My separation of features onto articulator-tiers, as in (4), has
revealed a curious asymmetry in the standard distinctive feature system
regarding the three articulators: lips, tongue blade, tongue body. On the
one hand, the features [labial) and [coronal] refer directly to the arti-
culator involved. That is, if the lips are involved, whether in a bilabial
or a labiodental, the sound is [+labial] in the standard system.
Similarly, an articulation involving the front of the tongue is £+coronal]
in the standard system, whether it is dental, alveolar, retroflex, and so
on. But there is no corresponding feature in the standard system for
·+tongue bodyu to be present whenever an articulation involves the tongue
body.31 I correct this asymmetry among the features with the
representation in (4), in which the feature dorsal, meaning involving the
tongue body as an active aTticulator, is introduced as parallel to the
features labial and coronal.
In this section, I present evidence for this dorsal articulator node
31. The reason why this gap has escaped attention is probably that in
practice, the feature [-anterior] defines almost the same class as £+tongue
body] would: a closure formed using the tongue body is always [-anterior],
while closures not involving the tongue body are generally [+anterior).
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from processes of vowel harmony and assimilation.
2.5.3.1 Fanti
Consider the case of Fanti. In Fanti, Irl is an alveolar trill which
assimilates in dorsal features to a neighboring vowel. This is described
by Welmers (1946) as follow5:
The position of all but the trilling tip of the tongue is
homorganic with, or at least attracted to, the position of the
following vowel, if there is one, or else that of the preceding
vowel. /TI is therefore palatalized before Iii, velarized
before lui, and similarly affected to a lesser extent before
/e,o/; the back of the tongue is low before /a!. If Irl is
final, the same variants occur after the same vowels. If the
adiacent vowel is under the influence of 1'1 [ATR -- i.e. j' =
[i); i = [I)), the tongue seems to be more relaxed during the
articulation of IT/ (p.13).
This, then, is a case of partial assimilation -- spreading just the dorsal
node, and not the place node. Consider, for example, the velarization of
Irl before lui shown in (123).
(123) root root root root
I I I I
supra supra ==> supra supra
I I I I
place place place place
I
/ iabial cor~nal\ I iabialcoronal \'\
[-dist~ I dorsal \ [-dist~ I dorsal \I \ [+round] I \ [+round]
[-an t] [+back] [-an t] [+back]
[fhigh] [fhigh]
Spreadin9 just the dorsal node, as in (123), captures the fact that
Irl is not rounded before lui -- just velarized. If the whole place node
were spread, then the labial node dominating [tround] would also spread.
Also, if we adopt a convention of automatic delinking, by which linking to
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a segment a second specification for some feature results in automatic
delinking of the previous specification, then if the Entire place node were
spread in Fanti ITI assimilation, that would result in dplinking Ir/~s
original place node, and /r/ would lose its coronal features. Rather, the
tongue body node of the vowel links to the place node of the IT/ which
dominates only a coronal articulator node. In fact, conceiving of the rule
in this way captures the fact that it is precisely because Ir/ lacks a
tongue body node that it is a likely candidate fOT the assimilation of the
tongue body features of the following vowel.
2.5.3.2 Vowel Harmony
Vowel harmony is not blocked by dorsal consonants in general.
Therefore, dorsal place of articulation must be identified by some feature
other than the features [back, hi9h), which are spread in vowel harmony.
If dorsal place of articulation were identified u~ [+back, thigh], then
dorsal consonants would block backness and height harmony. Rather, dorsal
place of articulation in consonants is specified by the dorsal articulator
node alone.
That dorsal consonants are, in the normal case, specified with iust a
dorsal node is shown clearly by the less common cases where some dorsal
consonants do block harmony. These dorsal consonants which block harmony
are those that are distinctively specified for [back] or [high]. For
example, Clements and Sezer (1982) show that in Turkish, distinctively
[-back] IK,g,!/ and distinctively [+back] /k,9,1/ block backness
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harmony.32
In Shona and Kinyarwanda velarization, [fback] is spread from a vowel
onto a consonant, resulting in a dorsal consonant. I demonstrate in
Chapter 3 below that velarization cannot be a spreading of the entire
dorsal node. Therefore, uelarization in Shona and Kinyarwanda shows that
[fback] implies a dorsal node, because linking [+back) to the segment
results in a dorsal consonant. Similarly, palatalization in Kinyarwanda,
which is a spreading of [-back] from the following vowel, results in a
[-back] dorsal consonant. These data show that specification for [back]
entails specification of a dorsal node.
2.6 Impossible Feature Dependencies
The explanation Qf the dependencies in (4) in terms of independent
articulators makes impossible certain types of feature deperldencies in the
feature hierarchy. Specifically, no two features which refer to different
independent articulators may be in a dependence (i.e. dominance) relation.
One feature dependency that is impossible und£r the view developed here is
the dependency between [high] and [round] argued for by Archangeli (1985).
Based on the operation of vowel harmony in Yawelmani, Archangeli (1985)
32. This explanation of these facts requiTes that vowel harmony spreads
single features, not articulator nodes. For if harmony spread the entire
dorsal node, then any dorsal consonant, whether distinctively specified fOT
[back,high] or not, would block harmony -- in the same way that intervening
coronals block Sanskrit n-Retroflexiun.
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argues for a representation of vowel features in which [high] dominates
[round], as in (124.).
(124) [round]
I
[high, low]
I
x
The structure in (124) is proposed to account for the fact that in
Yawelmani, whenever [high] spreads, [round] does also, although [round] can
spread independently of [high). However, given a universal hierarchical
representation of articulator tiers, a structure such as (124), in which
[ruund] is dependent on [hi9h,low], is impossible. [Round] is a feature
under the labial articulator node, and [high,low] are features under the
dorsal articulator node. Thus, there can be no dependency between [round]
and [high,low], because the articulator nodes they occur under, labial and
dorsal, are independent in the hierarchy. Fortunately, the facts for which
Archangeli proposed the structure in (124), the spreading of [round] in
contexts where [high] has spread, receive an alternative solution in the
analysis of Cole and Trigo (in prep). Cole and Trigo show that a
hierarchical dependency between [round] and [high) is not required by the
harmony processes in Yawelmani. Rather, they propose that the apparent
dependency of [round] on [high] is the result of [round] harmony applying
only in structures already linked for the feature [high], a phenomenon they
argue exists in many other languages. (See Cole and Trigo (in prep) for
details.) I conclude, therefore, that there is no evidence requiring a
structure such as (124), and that the articulator node structure within the
place node, which rules out (124), is correct.
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2.7 Summary
In this chapter, I have demon·~trated that there is a class of segments
in human language, complex segments, which differ from consonant clusters
in being represented on single x-slots and from contour segments in having
multiple unordered articulations represented within the place node. have
shown that although both contour and complex segments are represented on
sin91e x-slots, they differ crucially in that the multiple articulations in
a contour segment are phonologically ordered and behave as such with
respect to satisfying the structural descriptions of phonological
processes, whereas the multiple articulations in a complex segment are
phonologically unordered, and behave as such in phonological processes.
have proposed a hierarchical structure within the place node, articulator
nodes, to represent complex segments. This articulator nodes structure has
found independent support from languages without complex segments. Thus,
it is a universal property of phonological representation.
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The f.ature hierarchy] have established so faT is that in (1), in
which degree of closure features are not yet included.
dorsal
I" 'baCk
high low
coronal
/ \
ant dist
root
/ \
laryngeal supralaryngealII I / \constr soft-pal place
spread I / \
stiff nasal labial
slack /
raund
(1)
~n this chapter, J discuss what it is possible to establish regardin9 the
position of degree of closure features in the hierarchy. The
repr.sentation of degree of closure features in complex segments plays a
crucial role in this investigation.
3.1 Place Features are Independent of Oeqree of Closure
First of all, as was discussed in Chapter 1 when arguing for the pIece
node, it can be clearly established that there must be a node containing
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the place features which does not contain the degree of closure features.
This is to allow assimilation of place features independently of manner
features. If degree of closure features were represented anywhere within
the place node, then spreading the place node in place assimilation would
have the incorrect result of also spreading degree of closure:
(2) su~ralar. supralar.
r------Jplace place
I I
deg. of clos. deg. of clos.
The structure in (2) is shown to be incorrect by such processes as
nasal assimilation in Kpelle, which was discussed in Chapter 1. Recall that
in Kpelle, nasals assimilate in place of articulation to a following sto~
or fricative, and that regardless of the degree of closure 01' the segments
they're assimilating to, the nasals retain [-cont] degree of closure.
(Data from Welmers (1973:65;67»:
(3) IN-polul [n\boluJ 'my back'
IN-tia/ [~dia] 'my taboo'
IN-kOOI [JjgOO] 'my foot'
IN-kpil)/ [ml)gbil)] 'myself'
IN-fela! [-'vela] 'my wages'
IN-sua! [~"ua] 'my nose'
Another place assimilation process which shows the structure in (2) to
be inCOTTect is the Sanskrit a~similation rule discussed in Chapter One.
In this process, lsi optionally assimilates to the place features of a
following obstruent. Regardless of the degree of closure of the following
obstruent, Is/ retains [fcont] degree of closure.
(4) Indras
tas
divas
Nalas
~uras 'the hero'
'those-fem' ~a~
'god-G~sg' putras
kamam 'at will'
'six'
, son'
--)
--)
--)
--)
Indra~ ~urah
ta~ ,al
diuat putrah
Nalax kamam
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The results of assimilation in Kpelle and Sanskrit would be impossible
to achieve with degree of closure features within the place node. Evidence
of this type against the place node including degree of closure features
abounds. Assimilation in place of articulation is one of the most common
processes in phonology. Thus, we may safely conclude that de9ree of
closure features must not be represented ~nywhere within the place node.
3.2 Degree of Closure in Multiply-Articulated Segments
Although it is clearly established that degree of closure and place
features are independent for singly-articulated segments, the issue is not
as clear for multiply-articulated segments. It has been argued, for
example, that multiply-articulated segments require a degree of closure
specification for each articulator (Sagey (in press», and that clicks
require independent specification of stop us. affricate for each of their
articulations (SPE). Such proposals, requiring that place features and
manner features not be totally independent in these languages, would result
in languages that have multiply-articulated segments being fundamentally
different in their hierarchical representation of features from languages
that do not have multiply-articulated segments. I will address in this
section the question of whether degree of closure needs to be represented
differently for simple versus multiply-articulated segments. At issue is
not only the question of where degree of closure features are represented,
but also the question of whether there exists a maior typological
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distinction, reflected in a fundamentall~ different feature geometry,
betw~en simple-segment and complex-segment languages, or whether the only
difference between the two is that complex-segment languages allow more
than one articulator activated under the place node, while sin.tl1e-segment
languages do not.
I
Using the feature representation in (I), the difference between a
simple and a multiply-articulated segment is that in the simple segment,
there is only one articulator-node represented under the place node (i.e~
only one out of labial, coronal, and dorsal), while in the
multiply-articulated segment there are two or three articulator-nodes. In
the simple segment, as far as interpretation is concerned, the degree of
closure features may be specified anywhere in the feature hierarchy, and
still be unambiguously interpreted as applying to th~ correct articulator,
since there is only one. In the multiply-articul~teds~gment, however, the
specification of degree of closure for the various articulator nodes is
less straightforward. Must degree of closure features opply to both
articulators simultaneously? Obviously not, for there exist countless
i
complex segments in which the degrees of closure of the two articulators
aTe not identical, e.g. [skw] in KinyaTLanda [umuskwa] 'ant' and,
I
I
extremely common, labialized and palat.lized segments such as [gw, ty] in
Nupe [egwa] 'hand' and [tya] 'to be mild'. Do we then need to specify the
degree of closure for each articulator? If so, how is that represented; if
I
not, and there is only one de9re~ of crosure specified, how do we know
which articulator it applies to, and ~ow is the degree of closure of the
other JaT' t i culator determined?
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In SPE, Chomsky and Halle ar9ue that although the degrees of closure
of secondary articulations are not universally predicted, they need not be
represented underlyingly, since they are predictable within each language
from other aspects of the segment. 1 For example, with Tespect to
velarization, they state that
while degree of narrowing never functions as the sole cue for
differentiating two otherwise identical utterances, it is not
true that in all languages the degree of narrowing involved in
a particular sound is always predictable from universal
phonetic principles. This becomes quite clear if we examine
velarized consonants, which appear in various languages with
radically different degrees of velar constriction (p.308).
Similarly, regarding labialization, they state:
In consonants there are at least three phonetically different
degrees of roundingc It appears, however, that the particular
degree of rounding that obtains in each instance can be
determined by the phonological rules of the language so th~t it
is sufficient to indicate in the lexicon whether the given
segment is or is not rounded (p.311).
Thus, they would represent just one underlying degree of closure fOT each
segment, which would apply to the primary articulation, the degree of
closure of the secondary articulation being derived by rule.
However, while Chomsky and Halle do not consider the md@gree of
closure- of secondary articulations phonologically distinctive, they do
propose that the -manner of release 8 (instantaneous or delayed) of a
1. A separate question is whether, independent of non-distinctiveness
underlyingly, the degrees af closure of secondary articulations need to be
r.presented at the surface in order to repre5ent exactly how the sounds are
pronounced in a partic~laT language. If so, 1hen the feature geometry
would need to be able to accommodate secondary degree of closure
specification at that level. This issue is addressed in Chapter Six.
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secondary articulation may be phonolo9ically distinctive. In their
discussion of Hottentot clicks, they propose the features [delayed primary
release] and [delayed secondary release], which apply to the coronal and
velar constrictions of the clicks, respectively, to allow the two
constrictions in each click independently to be either a stop or an
affricate. Subsequent work in phonology has shown that the feature
[delayed release] for affricates should be abandoned in favor of an
autosegmental branching of [-cont][+cont] linked to one segment. Thus,
Chomsky and Halle's argument for separate release features for the primary
and secondary articulations would today be an argument for separ~te
specification of degree of closure features for each articulator, exactly
what Chomsky and Halle argued above that we didn't need.
I will examine in the following subsections the click systems of
~Hottentot and !Xu, as well as the labiocoronal series of Margi, in order to
determine whether the contrasts among the multiply-articulated segments in
these systems require degree of closure features to be represented
ind.pendently fOT each articulator.
3.2.1 Hottentot
As mentioned above. Chomsky and Halle use the click system of
Hottentot (Korana dialect) to argue for separate release features for
secondary closures. Similarly, in Sagey (1984), I argue that the
representation of the distinctions among the various clicks requires
5~parate degree of closure specification for each articulator.
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The clicks in Hottentot, all of which aT~ coronal plus velar, Beach
classifies according to influx and efflux. He states:
The essential feature of a click is the influx of air into the
mouth from without, in other words, the implosion. Clicks may
therefore be classified in the first place according to the
exact place of this influx and the exact manner in which it is
made. But there is a second method of classjfication which
must also be made, according to the efflux of air from the
lungs. In Hottentot, the implosive part ~f the clicks is made
by releasing the rim [of the airtight chamber formed between
the tongue and the roof of the mouth] at some pre-velar point,
while the back of the tongue remains against the soft palate.
Before the following vowel can be made, the velar closure must
also be released, and if air has been pressed against this
closure from the lungs, a velar explosive will ensue before the
vowel is uttered •••• This velar explosion may be either
strong, weak, or affricatiue. Other effects which may be
produced by the efflux of air from the lungs are nasalization,
voicing, and other modifications produced at the glottis
(p.75).
The KOTana click system as classified by Beach according to influx and
efflux is given in (5). (I show below that all of these involve velar
closure, in addition to whatever other articulation at glottis or soft
palate, even those that are not explici~ly labeled as such. Velar closure
is a defining characteristic of clicks.)
(5)
Hottentot clicks (Korana dialect):
Weak vel. Strong vel. Glottal Vel. Glot. Glottal Voiced
plosiue affric. plosive affric. fric. nasal
Dental
affricative
Denti-alveolar
implosive
Lateral
affricative
Alveolar
implosive
4=
L
I x
Lx
!x
I?
l?
!?
Ix?
+x?
Lx?
Ix?
Ih
lh
Ih
It may help in understanding the click symbols to note the following
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regularities: the -I- symbol appears in ev~ry dental click; the -*. in
every denti-alveolar click; the ·l· in every lateral click; and the "!.
in every alveolar click. Digraphs and trigraphs represent single, unitary
segments, not sequences. In particular, glottal features and nasality are
features of the click as a whole.
Chomsky and Halle accept Beach's assertion that -the principal
difference between [Il and [+l is not in the place but rather in the
manner of influx. [I] is affricative, whereas £+l is plosive· (p.77).
They also interpret the distinction of plosive versus affricate as being
more central than the distinction weak versus strong for distinguishing the
·weak velar plosive· and ·stTong velar affricative a effluxes. Thus, they
are led to posit distinctive stop vs. affricate releases for both the
coronal and the velar constrictions, and they represent the differences
among, e.g., [Il, [Ixl, [+l, and [~x] as in (6), using the features
[delayed primary release] and [delayed secondary release] for the coronal
and velar constrictions, respectively:
(6) Chomsky and Halle (1968) Classification of KaTana Clicks:
[ I ] [ I x] £+1 [+x]
coronal + + + +
anter i or + + + +
del.prim. reI. t + - -
high + + + +
back + + + +
del. sec. reI. - + - +
Similarly, in Sagey (1984), I argue that the above distinctions be
represented as in (7), the coronal and dorsal articulations being
distinguished by whether they branch for [cant] or not -- where [cant) may
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be specified independently for each articulator:
(7) Saqey (1984) Classification of Korana Clicks:
[ I ] : [-cont][+cont] [ I x] : [-cont] [+cont] [+l: [-cont] [+x]: [-con t]
\ / \ / I I
coronal coronal coronal coronal
I I I I
x x x x
I I I I
dorsal dorsal dorsal dorsal
I / \ I / \
[-cont] [-cflnt][+cont] [-cont] [ -con t] [+e-on t]
However, there are arguments for considering the affrication in the above
segments to be non-distinctive, i.e. predictable, in which case the
argument for separate degrees of closure disappears because the predictable
degree of closure features will not be specified. I argue in the next
section against distinctive affrication in the influxes, and in the
following section against distinctive affrication in the effluxes.
3.2.1.1 Influxes
Consider the four types of coronal articulation that make up the four
possible influxes in Korana. First, the distinction between [I] and [tl
could just as easily be ascribed to a place distinction as to a manner
distinction. Beach gives palatograms for each of the clicks. The
palatograms for [I] and [+1 show a clear distinction, as Beach notes, in
the area of contact of the tongue: -the amount of space on the palate left
untouched by the tongue is less for [tl than for [Il· (p.77). For this
reason, I distinguish [Il and [+3 as [-distributed] and [+distributed),
respectively. To further distinguish these clicks by [±contJ would be
redundant. It would also falsely attribute phonological significance to
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the degree of closure, which seems to be universally predictable from the
place features. Beach states: -In all these lan9uages [that use the dental
click] -- Hottentot, Bushman, and Bantu -- the dental affricative influx is
produced in the same manner. All writers on these languages agree on the
dental character of the influx, but practically none of them mentions its
affricative nature- (p.76). I take these facts, that all of the dental
clicks are affricated and that no writers found this affrication
distinctive enough even to mention, as evid~nce that the affrication is not
phonologically significant, but is, rather, perhaps universally
predictable. Indeed, even in the English dental click expressio9 regret,
etc., which is often spelled ·tut B or -tsk·, the influx is affricated.2
As for the distinction between what Beach calls the Mlateral
affricative· and -alveolar implosive- influxes, it is clear that they may
~e distinguished on the basis of [lateral] rather than [continuant].
Moreover, there does not exist in any language a lateral click that is not
affricated (or fricative) (see, for example, the English lateral click used
in spurring a horse, in which the influx is affricated)i for that matter,
there does not exist in any language in the world a lateral obstruent that
is not either fricative or affricated. This universal phonetic fact about
the (af)frication of lateral obstruents argues against representing the
2. It is not, of course, the £+cor,+ant,-dist] place of articulation in
itself that causes the dental influx [I] to be affricated universally.
Non-click (non-affricated) stop~ do exist in some languages at this point
of articulation, for example, [t] in Malayalam [kutti] 'stump' (Mohanan
(1984:581». However, such stops are differentiated from the click
influxes under discussion by their egressive airstream mechani~. What
seems to be universal is this: a lfanterior, -distributed] closure will
always be affricated when accompanied by an ingressive airstream.
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affrication of the lateral clicks in Hottentot phonologically. It is far
preferable to distinguish these two influxes on the basis of [lateral],
rather than as stop versus affricate.
In sum, the affrication in the dental [-distributed] and in the
lateral click influxes is predictable from universal phonetic principles.
It occurs in every case. It would therefore be wrong to specify it
phonologically.
I have established a difference in distributedness between [I] and
[+], and one in laterality between [ll and all the others. What remains
is to distinguish the alveolar [I] fTom [11 and [tl. Beach~s palatograms
(pp.76-9) show a clear place distinction between [I] and the clicks [I]
and l+l. As the labels imply, the denti-alueolar [+] and the dental [I)
are more anterior than the alveolar [Il, Thus, we may distinguish them as
[fanterior] and [-anterior], respectively.
Incorporating the above conclusions, I represent the distinction~
among the four coronal click influxes in KOTana as in (8). Note that there
is no mention of degree of closure necessary: the influxes, all coronal,
are distinguished by the features [anterior, distributed, lateral], which
distinctions aTe clearly indicated by palatograms of the various clicks.
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(8) Hottentot Click Influxes:
[ I l [+l [ll [ , l
coronal + + i· +
anterior + + - -
distrib. - + - -
lateTal - - + -
3.2.1.2 Effluxes
I now turn to the click effluxes, to determine whether the affrication
of the velar closure is distinctive, as assumed by Chomsky and Halle and by
Sagey (1984); and if not, to determine by what features the effluxes are
distinguished.
As noted above, the Korana dialect of Hottentot distinguishes six
subtypes within each of the four types of click influx in (8). Beach's
symbols and labels for these effluxes are giv~n in the first column of (9);
his descriptions of them in terms of the presence or absence, and the
source, of air pressure against the velar closure at the time of its
release are given in the second column of (9).
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(9) Description of Korana Click Effluxes
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
k (weak velar plosive)
kx (strong velar affric.)
kx? (velar glottalic affric. )
n (nasal)
h ( glottal fricative)
? (g10 t tal plosiue)
Pressure against Velar Closure
pulmonic, moderate
pulmonic, strong
glottalic (ejective)
none (no audible velar release)
none (no audible velar release)
none (no audible velar release)
Since I have shown above that degree of closure is not distinctiv~ for the
coronal influxes, we could distinguish the effi~xes in (9) by degree of
closure without having to represent degree 01' closure as linked to any
particular articulatora That is, since we ar~ not using degree of closure
for the influxes, it is available for distinguishing the effluxes, even if
we restrict ourselves to a single, central specification of degree of
closure for each segment, fittin9 click languages into a single typological
category with simple-segment languages. Nevertheless, I will argue that
the effluxes in Hottentot are not distinguished by de~ree of closure of the
velar articulation, but rather are distinguished by glottal and nasal
features only.
Cons,ider first the effluxes in (9a-c). Beach's ·weak velar plosivc:.·
efflux in ('7a) is articulated wi th moderate ai r pressure from the lung',
against the velar closure. That is, the velar release of this class of
clicks is simply a voiceless unaspirated stop, [-spread glottis, -constr.
glottis].
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In (9b) is Beach's ·strong velar affricative· efflux. This is
articulated with Mair from the lungs ••• pressed strongly against the
velar closure- (Beach p.SS). In other words, it is aspirated. Like the
aspirated non-click consonants /th/ and /kh/, which alternate with the
aspirated affricates [tsh] and [kxhl, this efflux alternates with aspirated
affricatiue [kxh].3 This affrication is not the principal distinguishin9
characteristic of this efflux, however, just as it isn't of the non-click
/th,kh/. Although this efflux is usually affricated, it may also be
pronounced without affrication as aa strong plosive [kh]· (Beach p.66).
Thus, this efflux, which alternates between [kh] and [kxhl, is best
analyzed as /kh/ rather than /kx/, with ~he affrication which usually
occurs bein9 derived from its aspiration. This efflux, then, has the
features [+spread glottis, -constr. glottis], in contrast to the efflux in
(9a) which is [-spread glottis, -constr. glottis].
In (9c) is Beach's ·velar glottalic affricatiue· efflux, which is
pronounced with glottalic pressure against the velar closuTP. That is, it
is an ejective. The affrication in this efflux may be derived from its
ejectiue articulation, which is reasonable in light of [;.r~enber9/s (1970)
observation that eiec:tive consonants tend to be affrif'(: (·t':d. He notes that
while affricates are ·non-existent for in;ectives,· for ejectives -they are
3. The KOTana non-click consonant system is as follows. The aspirated and
ejectiue stops are phonetically affricated.
unvoiced:
voiced:
aspirated:
eiectiue:
P
b
t
d
th
( t?)
k
9
kh
k?
h
?
fric:
nasal: m
trill:
s
n
r
x
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quite frequent and stable,· and that ·in two languages within the sample
all the glottalic consonants are affricate ejectives· (p.130). Thus, I
analyze this efflux as an underlyingly /k?/, that is, as a velar stop with
glottal closure, and not as an affricate. 4 The eiectiue efflux is
distinguished (Tom the previous two by the features [-spread glottis,
+constr. glottis].
Thus, the effluxes in (9a-c), which were considered by Chomsky and
Halle (1968) and by Sagey (1984) to have distinctive specification of
degree of closure (stop us. affricate), are not, in fact, distinguished by
degree of closure, but rather are distinguished by glottal features, as
shown in (10). Given their feature classification in (10), better labels
for these effluxes than 8each~s would be simply ·plain·, ·aspirated·, and
·glottalized·, and I will refer to them as such.
(10)
k ·plain· kh -aspirated- k? 8 g1ottalized·
Dorsal + + +
Spread Glottis - +
-
Canstr. Glottis - - +
4. The non-click counterpart of this .fflux, the eiectiue affricated velar
[kx?], I also analyze as underlyingly /k?/, without affrication. By
attributing the affrication in /th,kh,k?/ and the effluxes Ikh,k?/ to their
aspiration or glottalization, ] have eliminated affricates from the
undeilying sound inventory of Hottentot. This is a nice result, because it
regularizes the sound system of Hottentot to include three stop series:
plain, aspirated, and glottalized. If the affricates were underlying, then
we would have to explain why they couldn~t occur without aspiration or
glottalization, while the stops couldn~t occur with aspiration or
glottalization.
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I will now consider the effluxes in (9d-f), all of which are
pronounced without audible velar release. The question naturdlly arises
whether there is actually any veJar constriction in these at all, if none
is heard. That is, it might be suspected that the so-called clicks with
nasal, glottal fricative and glottal plosive effluxes are not clicks at
all, but rather are simply implosiues, combining only coronal and glottal
constrictions. There is evidence; however, that segments with these
effluxes do contain velar constrictions, and thus are properly classified
as clicks.
Evidence for velar closure in the glottal fricative and glottal
plosive clicks comes from a process of prenasalization which is described
by Beach as follows:
When [clicks with glottal plo~ive efflux] are immediately
preceded in the same breath-group by a vowel ••• , a very short
voiced nasal stop is often (but not always) heard during the
occlusion before the influx occurs •••• [For example, when
the word [I?ui] follows a ~owel,] during the first part of the
occlusion of the [I?] (that is, while the tip, side-edges and
back of the tongue are still in contact with the roof of the
mouth), the soft palate may be lowered so that the air es~apes
through the nose, giving to the ear the effect of an [n] or
[Ql, or of en] and [Q] together (p.eS).
Also, -quite often, in both Nama and KOTana, a click containing [the]
glottal fricative efflux is pronounced with a slight voiced nasal efflux
pr,ceding the influx, in the same manner and in the same circumstances as
have just been described in th2 case of the glottal plosive efflux· (p.86),
i.e. t~is nasal is velar, too. However, there could be no velar nasal
accompanying these clicks if there were no velar closure in the clicks
themselves. Similarly, there must be a velar closure in the nasal efflux
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because -before the release of the click the sound is equivalent to a velar
nasal consonant- (Ladefoged and Traill, p.l0).
Also, although Beach does not give palatugrams specifically of any
clicks with this efflux, the palatograms he gives of [I, f, L, !] are
intended as illustrative of all the clicks with those types of influ~. For
example, the palatogram of [tl is given as la fair sample of the many
palatograms of this type of influx made by Salomon Witbooi l (p.7?) and as
an illustration of the entire series of denti-alveolar clicks [+, 'x,
,?, +h, Qf]. Thus, it is likely, althou9h unprovable, that Beach also
obtained palatograms of the clicks with inaudible velar release [QI, Qf,
QL, Q!, I?, +?, l?, !?, Ih, ~h, Lh, !h] and found them to conform with
those he 9ives in the grammar as illustrations. This would e~plain his
certainty in describing them as articulated with velar constriction.
Finally, clicks with inaudible velar release are also hear1 in Zulu,
which borrowed its clicks from Hottentot. Beach states that ·ordinarily,
the Zulu-Xhosa [Il, [lJ, and r!l are pronounced with silent velar release
and no glottal efflux. But I have heard [I?], [L?], and [!?l used when
the speaker wished to be very emphatic· (p.SS). Doke (1926) performed an
x-ray study of this click on a Zulu speaker, and found that despite the
lack of audible velar release, -the back of the tongue was raised to touch
the soft palate- (p.124). Further evidence fOT the velar c~osure is that
when a syllabic nasal, which must be homorganic, occurs before a click in
Zulu, even before a click of the type under discussion, it is described by
Doke as a velar nasal. Examples of homorganic nasals before non-click
consonants are given in (lla); examples of velar nasals before the Zulu
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clicks that have variants with ina dible velar release are given in (11b),
5
followed by the page in Ooke where they occur,
(11)
a. u:pha:phE 'feather' izi[11p?a:phE (pl.) (66)
u:fu:du 'tortoise i z imp f?u : du (pl.) (69)
u:thi ~, s tick' izi :n.t?i (pl.) (71 )
u:10:,.0 'long poi ted thing' iziri"O:10 (pl.) (74)
u:khE:zO 'spoon' i z iak?E ~ zO (pl.) ( 76)
b. u: le:zu ' s1 iee' iZii~gle:zu (pl.) (136)
u:LwE:lwE 'scab' iZi~9glwe:lwE (pl.) (136)
!ob'i:sa 'worry' i jtl9! ob' i : sO 'trouble'(136)
Thus, the lack of an audibl velar release in a click does not
necessarily imply the absence of a velar ccnstrictionQ However, given that
a velar constriction exists in he nasal, glottal fricative and glottal
plosive clicks in Hottentot, we/must ey.plain why its release is inaudible.
Fer any release to be audi le, there must be air pressure a9ainst the
C!OSU7e which, when released, ill cause a burst of noise. Therefore, in
the inaudible velar releases i the Korana clicks, there must be no air
pressure against the velar clo There are two means by which this lack
of pressure could be accomplis One would be to stop the pulmonic
efflux of air at the glottis, to prevent pulmonic press~re from being
exerted on the velar closure. That is, if the glottis is closed at the
time the tongue is lowered, t ere will be no pulmonic pressure against the
velar closure and no audible elease (assuming no glottal pressure or
S. Aspirated stops becomE 91~ttalized after nasals. [9] before a click
represents its voiced counte part. Voiced consonants are prenasalized when
preceded by the syllabic nas 1. See [u:bEkE:na] ~quarrelsome person' vs.
[izi~bEkE:na] (pl.) (p.66). ID, fi, etc. denote syllabic nasals.
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suction is created by movements of the closed glottis). The other means
would be to prevent build-up of pressure behind the velar closure by
venting the air out through the nose. Under this explanation g whether the
glottis is open or closed will have no effect on the pressure against the
velar closure, and glottal pressure or suction will be impossible to
create, TegaTdless of glottal movements, because the air chamber behind the
velar closure will be open to the nose. Both of these means have been
proposed as explanations for the inaudibility of the velar releases in
Hottentot glottal plosive ~,nd glottal fricative clicks. 6
For example, in favor of the for~ner explanation, Beach describes the
glottal plosive clicks as follows:
The glottis is closed during the occlusion made by the rim ~f
the tongue ••• on the roof of the mouth. This glottal closure
prevents any air from the lungs being forced against the more
forward velar closure .••• The pr~-velar influx is first made
while the velar and glottal closures remain intact. The velar
release is then made silently while the glottal closure still
remains. A third release is made at the glottis, where a weak
plosiue [?] is heard by reason of the fact that sli9ht
pressure was exerted from the lungs while the two outer
closures (pre-velar and velar) were being released (p.84).
Similarly, Doke states that
in Hottentot and Bushman, ••• there are clicks devoid in sound
of [the] velar element, and this can only be effected by a
slight pause between an incomplete click [i.e. without velar
release] and the following vowel, this pause being the stop of
the glottal explosive. During this pause of the glottal stop
the velar position of the tongue would be silently released and
the click inaudibly completed. (fn. This 1 have ascertained
to be the case in ehu: Bushman •••• ) (p.126).
6. The insudibility of the velar release in the plain nasal click has not
been explicitly dealt with.
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Thus, Doke considers the -glottal fricative- efflux in Hottentot to be
-aspirated after glottal stop· (p.299). Under Doke's explanation, this
efflux must therefore be characterized both by [+spread glottis] (to
produce the glottal friction) and by [fconstr glottis] (in order to make
the velar release silent). However, since [+constr 91ottis] and [+~pread
glottis] are physically impossible to articulate simultaneously, and since
the glottal closure is in fact articulated before the glottal spreading,
this efflux has to be a contour segment for glottal features: [-spread
glottis, +constr. glottis] followed by [+spread glottis, -constT.
glottis]. Beach, however, regards Doke's analysis of this click type as
·erroneous· (p.86), stating: -Doke [considers] this type of efflux ~n
Hottentot [to be] a combination of glottal plosiue plus h, but I have never
heard the plosiv~ used (p.86). Beach instead describes this glottal
fricative efflux as a sequence of silent velar release followed by [h], in
which ·the efflux does not commence until the velar closure is released-
(p.86). He does not venture an explanation for the inaudibility of the
velar release in this click.
The second proposal, attributing the inaudibility of the velar release
to the escape of air through the nose, is argued for by Ladefoged and
Traill (1980). Ladefoged and Traill recorded expiratory nasal and oral
airflow, as well as the pressure of air in the pharynx (i~e. pressure
against the velar closure), for each type of click efflux in Nama. Nama is
a dialect of Hottentot, closely related to Korana, which has five of the
six click effluxes of Korana. It lacks the 9lottalized click efflux.
For the plain and the aspirated click effluxes with audible velar
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release, [k] and [khl, Ladefoged and Traill's data show (i) no nas~l
airflow and (ii) an increase in pharyngeal pressure during the closure
portion of the click. This is the normal result of closing off both the
nasal and oral cavities while continuing to expel air from the lungs.
These effluxes are therefore [-nasal].
However, for the nasal, glottal fricative, and glottal plosive
effluxes without audible velar release, their data show (i) a large amount
of nasal airflow (with vocal cord vibration in the nasal efflux, without
vibration in the glottal fricative and glottal plosive effluxes), and (ii)
no increase in pharyngeal pressure at any point during the closure portion
of the click. These instrumental data clearly show that it is nasal
release, and not glottal closure, that renders the velar releases in these
clicks inaudible. First, there is nasal airflow in every click with
inaudible velar release, and second, the lack of pharyngeal pressure that
causes the release to be inaudible occurs not only in the glottal fricative
and glottal plosive effluxes, but al$o in the plain nasal efflux, for which
there is no evidence of any glottal closure and for which none has been
proposed. Thus, all three of these effluxes are [fnasall, and the five
click effluxes of Nama are distinguished as in (12):
(12) Nama Click Effluxes
k kh I) I)h I)?
Dorsal + + + + +
Spread Glottis - + - + -
Constr. Glottis - - - - +
Nasal - - + + +
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The nasal character of the aspiTated nasal and glottalized nasal click
effluxes in columns four and five of (12) is also supported by their
phonological behavior, that is, by their conditioning of nasalization on
preceding vowels and of intrusive velar nasal stops, as discussed above.
The fact that these clicks condition nasalization points to their bein9
[+nasal] phonologically because this nasalization -is never used in
conjunction with the two velar types of efflux [with audible velar
release]- (Beach, p.S7), and thus cannot be characterized as a universal
accompaniment to click articulation.
Another advantage of explaining the silent velar release in some
clicks in terms of escape of air through the nose, rather than in terms of
glottal closure, is that it allows the straightforward and symmetric
classification of the Karana clicks 9iven in (13):
(13) Classification of Korana Click Effluxes
k kh k? Q Qh Q?
Dorsal + + + + + +
Spread Glottis - + - - + -
Constr. Glottis - - + - - +
Nasal - - - + + +
By the classification in (13), the Korana click effluxes may be just (i)
nasal or oral and (ii) plain, aspirated, or glottalized. They would
therefore, under this classification, be better labeled as in the first
~olumn of (14), rather than by Beach's labels in the second column of
(14).
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(14) ( Beac.h.ls label and notation
a. plain k ( weak velar plosive k )
b. aspirated kh ( strong velar affricative kx )
c. glottalized k? ( velar g!ottalic affricative kx? )
d. nasal n ( nasal n )
e. aspirated nasal nh ( g10 t tal fricative h )
f • 910ttalized nasal n? ( 910 t tal plosive ? )
By contrast, under the explanation attributing silent velar release to
glottal closure, the classification would have to be as in (15):
(15) Incorrect Classification of KOTana Click Effluxes
h (k kh k? I)
dorsal + + + + + +
cansf,.. 91 - + - - .- + -
sprto.d g1 - - + - + - +
nasal - - - + - -
There are many problems with (15): (i) The silent velar release in the
nasal efflux is not addressed; it may be attributed to the nasal escape of
air but then would fail to show any parallel to the other effluxes with
silent velar release. (ii) The specification of the glottal fricative
efflux requires the relatively more marked structure of contour glottal
features, which furthermore does not occur anywhere else in Hottentot.
(iii) The symmetry of the system in (14) is destroyed. (iv) The
prenasalization conditioned by the effluxes in columns five and six is not
explained, since they aTe [-nasal]. And, worst of all, (v) the velar
glottalic affricatiue and glottal plosive effluxes are not uniquely
specified. In order to distinguish these last two effluxes, we would have
to appeal to a distinction in glottal pressure, the efflux with ejective
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velar release having glottal pressure caus.d by raising the closed glottis,
the efflux with silent release havin9 no glottal pressure. Not only would
this require the addition of a glottal pressure or movement feature, but it
seems to be factually wrong to attribute a distinctive function to glottal
movement or lack of movement in these two clicks. Ladefoged and Traill
note that in the glottal plosive efflux with silent velar release, which
would under this view have glottal closure but no glottal movement, -during
the glottal closure there is (naturally) no increase in pharyngeal
pressure. But there is a very interesting nasal air flow at the release of
the click. The voiceless nasal release accompanying the click is a
phonetic detail that must be noted in a full description of this langu8ge
••• It is possible that it is caused by a raising of the closed larynx
while the soft palate is lowered- (p.l0). That is, if there is pressure
created during the glottal closure enough to cause nasal airflow, and
caused by glottal movement, then we cannot attribute the lack of velar
plosion in this click to the lack of glottal movement. In both the velar
glottalic eiective and the glott01 plosive effluxes there is velar closure,
glottal closure, and glottal moveme,-tl" The difference is that ill the
former the passage to the nose is closed so that the pressure created by
the glottal movement causes a burst of noise at the velar release, while in
the latter the passage to the nose is open, the pressure created by the
glottal movement is realized as nasal airflow, and this nasal airflow
reduces the pressure against the velar closure so that there is no burst
upon its rElease.
To summarize the result~ of this section, I have shown that all of the
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clicks in Hottentot involve velar closure (even those with no audible velar
release); and that affrication of that velar closure is not distinctive for
any of the click types, but rather is predictable from the glottal features
of the segment ([fspread glottis] and [+constr. glottis] each conditioning
affrication). Cross-cutting the classification by glottal features, the
effluxes may be either nasal or oral, correlati~9with inaudible OT audible
velar release, respectively.
Thus, the clicks in Hottentot may all be specified as [-cont], with
the affrication of either influx or efflux determined by other properties
of the segment (place of articulation for the influx, glottal features for
the efflux). Since there is no need to specify a distinction of stop vs.
affricate fOT either the coronal or the velar articulations in the clicks,
there is obviously no need for ind~pendent degree ~f closure features for
each articulator. Thus, the Hottentot clicks do not constitut~ evidence
fOT a special feature geometry for complex-segment languages.
3.2.2 Margi
In this section, I present some additional evidence, from the complex
segment system of Margi, that there is no need for degree of closure
features for each articulator.
Margi contrasts a remarkable number of differ~nt labio-coronal complex
segments. The inventory of consonants for Margi (from Lade'foged (1968) and
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Hoffman 1963» is given in (16):7
(16)
Single p~
Margi Consonant Inventory
Labiocoronals
lab.
P
b
?b
f
v,w
m
,.:h
w
?w
alv.
t
d
?d
£
I
s
z
n
r
lat.
1
pal.
c
i
Y
?y
vel.
k
9
?
x
y
n
alv.
pt
bd
?bd
p£ p~
bl b,.
ps/fs
bz/Bz
mn
lat.
pr
bt
pal.
pc;/ft;
bj/Bj
mtf
by
mp
mb
pw
bw
?bw
fw
uw
~
mbw
nt
nd
nc
nj
tw
sw
ntw
n6J
nc
nj
nr
Labialized
trc
ffj
nk
°9
kw
gw
I)W
I)kw
1)9W
mnpt
mnbd
mnpe
mnbj
mnp~
mnb!
(mnp~) mnp!-
mnbt
first, I give some background on the Margi labiocorollals and establish
that although they were derived historically from consonant clusters
7. ] follow here Ladefoged's phonetic description of th~ Margi prena~alized
labiocoronals. Hoffman represents, e.g., prenasalized Iptl as /mt/j
Ladefoged as /mnpt/. I take the liberty of translating f~fms found in
Hoffman into Ladefoged's notation.
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created by syncope, they are now single segments.
Historically, the labiocoTonals ·resulted from the loss of a vowel
separating two consonants 8 (p.228), i.e., CV < *CCV < *CVCV. The
disyllabic CVCV fnrms from which the Margi forms derive can be found in
closely related langua9f?s:8
(17) Bura Tera/Bata
children bz.8r (Margi) b~sonka (Tera)
to forge bt~ (Margi) b~t~ (Tera)
to kill (many) bt~-na (Margi) b~ia (Pi dl imdi )
monkey p~u (Margi) fi~e (Ga~anda)
sun/day p~i (Sura) fot~ (Gudu)
to die mnpti (Margi) m,)d~ (leTa)
chief pt~l (Margi) kutira (Ga'anda)
grass psar (Margi) wuzan (ler a)
(cf. kusar (Sura»
Fusion into labiocoronals is no longer productive in Margi. Clusters of
labial or velar plus coronal that are derived or borrowed, such as those in
(18),
8. Evidence for this derivation is ~lso that ~xcept in reduplicated forms,
·the labio-alveolar consonants are limited almost entirely to initial
position ••• [and] the length of words containing these complex consonants
tends on the average to be shor ter than that of the vocabu!aTy as a whol:fh
(p.228). Note that in the last two forms, /k/ becomes /p/. Thus, -these
co-articulated consonants resulted not only from a sequence of labial plus
alveolar, but also from a sequence of velar plus alveolar· (p.228). I have
followed Ladefoged's characterization of prenasalized labiocoronals rather
than Hoffman's throughout this discussion. Ladefoged represents as /mnpt/
what Hoffman represents as /mt/. Often, it is possible to find the same
form in both g7ammars, as when Ladefoged cites /mnptagU/ and Hoffman
/mtagU/ for 'bush'. Here, I have no form in Ladefoged to confirm the
pronunciation of 'to die' as /mnpti/ rather than as /mti/ as Hoffman cites
it. However, Ladefoged is consistent in his interpretation of Hoffman~s
/mt/, so I cite the form as /mnpti/.
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(18)
Jibe9ni
lak£~ni
kalak~~ni
~to be surprised~
~to molest'
~to surround~
(cf. Hausa a'ab(a) ~surprise~) (145)
(145)
(145)
are not labiocoronals because of facts such as /b/ and /e/ not agreeing in
voicing in /bel -- all labiocoronals agree in voicin~.
A synchronic syncope process still exists in Margi, which has eve
syllable structure. Ex~ples of syncope are given in (19):9
(19)
t~tku
aiku
an~ka
nwaz91~i
Mi~kara
apk3rgu
'one~
'it is becoming'
'stone'
'a rat'
(a village)
'how did you spend the day~
t~t~ku (106)
~uku (89)
an~~ka (39)
~ nwaz9ga'i (39)
~ Mi~ik~ra (39)
< p~ku 'to spend the day'(39)
Labiocoronals, although historically derived by syncope, differ from
clusters derived synchronically by syncope, in that the latter reduplicate
as clusters, while the labiocoronals reduplicate as single segments. As
Hoffman states, only the initial consonant, which may be either ·simple or
compound- (p.157) reduplicates. Thus, clusters derived by syncope
reduplicate the first consonant only:l0
9. Hoffman states that this syncope process is limited to the vowels
/e,i,u/ occurring between -an alveolar, alueopalatal or palatal and k or 9,
but sometimes also between p and ka (p.l06). We have seen, however, that
~~e historical fusion from clusters into labiocoronal complex segments
occurred only in clusters of the order labial or velar plus coronal.
Hence, the productive syncope process that Hoffman describes here cannot
result in labiocoronals, because it is restricted to sequences ending in
/k/ or /91. This restriction on syncope which excludes possible clusters
leading to labiocoronals is probably not a coincidence, but I have no
explanation for it.
10. Note that the affricate /e/ reduplicates as a single segment.
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(20)
s(u)kud~ (skudt) 'to push'
~kwaT(i) 'to touch'
s~skud~ 'to push bit by bit' (16~)
~~~kwar(i) 'to touch (many things)' (160)
In (20), it is the syncopated form of 'to push~, skud~, that is
reduplicated, because in the reduplicated form, there is no vowel between
the second lsi and Ik/. Compare the derivation: tap~ra Jto vomit' -)
tatap~ra 'to vomit many times'. If reduplication were applying to the form
sukud~, we would thus expect *susukuda on analogy with tatap~ra. We cannot
apply syncope after reduplication to derive suskudB from *susukuda, because
we would then expect tatapara -) *tatpara. Note, furthermore, that the
elided vowel in Iskuda/ was a lu/. If this vowel were present in the form
that reduplication applied to, the first vowel in the reduplicated form
would also be lui, yi&lding *suskud~, rather than the default /~/, as in
s~skud~.
In contrast to the clusters above, labiocoronal segments reduplicate
as units:
(21)
a. Iterative, intensive, or extensive action
mfta 'to rebuke J
mnb/a 'to spoil(intr.)'
mnp~aku 'to pick up'
mnpt~ 'to die'
mftamfta 'to rebuke very much' (158)
mnbl3mnb/3 '(many things) to spoil (158)
mnp~tmnp~aku Jto pick up in many places' (159)
mnptamnpt1 '(many people) to die' (158)
b. Participle
bd& 'to ChN' bd~bd~ ~chewed' (161)
psa 'to dye' ps9ps~ I dyed' (29)
p~a 'to roast' ptap~a 'roasted' (29)
bta 'to forge ' btabt~ 'forged' (161)
mnb/a 'to spoil(intr.)' mnblamnb/~ 'spoiled' (161 )
mnpta 'to die' mnptamnpta 'dead; (161 )
mnp~9 '(food) to rot' mnp~~mnp!-'a 'rotten' (161)
mnp£~ 'to sprout' mnp.£!9mnp~~ "sprouted' (161 )
pt~ 'to be insufficient' pt9pt~ 'insufficit-nt' (162)
pe~ 'to wash; to be washed' p~ip~~ , cl ean, w;c'~hed' ('-62)
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mnp~ad~ ~to point~
blal ~to fry'
mnpeamnp~ad~
blab/al
'pointed'
'fried'
(165)
(28)
The un:t status of the l~biocoronals is also supported by their
description in the grammars. Newman and M~ (1966) state that the Margi
labiocoronals were derived by -independent phonemes fusing to form unit
phonemes· (p.225)j they state that phonetically, the labial and coronal are
coarticulated, and that ·phonemically, [labiocoronalsl fully qualify as
unit phonemes,· as argued by Hoffman and Ladefoged.
Maddieson (1983), howeveT, argues that labiocoronals and prenasalized
segments in Bura, a close relative of Margi, are consonant clusters, rather
than complex segments. He argues, first of all, that labiocoronals are
phonetic 5equence~ of labial followed by coronal, and that they have a
longer duration than single consonants. If his observations are correct
for Mar9i, also, then that would remove the phonetic motivation for the
representation of labiocoronals and prenasalized consonants on single
x-slots. However, as Maddieson notes, we will still need to represent them
on single x-slots if there is phonological motivation for their being
single segments. Such phonological motivation would be their behavior as
single segments in reduplication, as shown in (21). Maddieson argues that
the reduplications in (21) are not evidence for labiocoronals being sin91e
segments, because he analyses them as Teduplications of the initial
syllable, rather than of the first consonant and vowel. However, this
analysis is inCOTTect, at l@est for MaTgi. Reduplications in MaTgi are of
only two types: total reduplications, as in (22), .nd reduplications of the
first consonant and vowel, as in (23).
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(22) Total Reduplications
b")! 'to break' b~lb~l 'broken' (161)
bar) .Ito ache' bal)bal) 'aching' (161)
duwa 'to hide' duwaduwa 'hidden' (161 )
9~la "to measure' g')la9a1a "measured; right sized' (162)
fav~l 'to singe' f~v~lf3v~1 'singed' (161 )
kunguTa ' to blister" kungurakungura 'covered with blisters' (162)
~a9a13 'to gather' ta9alata9al~ 'gathered together' (163)
(23) CV Reduplications
ndal 'to twist' ndandal "to twist around many things' (159)
I)~l 'to abuse' I)-dl)~l 'to abuse many times' (159)
lMtJal 'to sour' rrwam,.,al 'sour, acid' (165)
s11 ' to fry' s~s~l 'fried' (165)
f)~al ' to be bent' Qgwaijgwal 'curved, bent' (32)
n£al 'to bee. wise" n~~n~~l 'wise, clev?T' (31)
1)9u!z3 'to stare at' Q9U~9Ulz~ J(many people) to stare at' (159)
nt~dna 'to pull away' nt~ntadna 'to pull away in many places' (160)
yalna I to take off' yayalna 'to unwrap (m~ny co,:~rs) , (160)
I)~rz~ 'to roll on the 1)~I)~rza "pushed along on the ground"' (165)
ground"'
If the reduplications in (23) were reduplications of the first
syllable, then we would expect *n~alndal, *mwalmwal, *sals~lf *Q9ulQ9Ulza,
*ntadnt3dna, *yalyalna, and *~~TQ~rz', rather than the reduplications
shown. The forms in (23) show that the coda is never reduplicated in a
partial reduplication, and hence that partial reduplications must be
reduplicating just the first consonant and vowell' The only way for a coda
to be reduplicated is if the entire form is reduplicated, as in (22).
Thus, since partial reduplications reduplicate the first consonant and
vowel, the partial reduplications in (24) show that the labiocoronal is a
single consonant.
(24)
mnp~aku 'to pick up'
mnp~~dt "to point'
blal 'to fry'
mnpl!amnp~aku
mnp~amnp~ad~
b/ab/al
'to pick up in many places' (15~)
'pointed' (165)
'fried' (28)
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Maddieson also argues that labiocoronals and prenasalized consonants
are syllabified as two segments, closin9 the preceding syllable where
possible word-internally and being syllabifi~d by a special
onset-incorporation rule otherwise. Howeu~r, I maintain that evidence from
word-internal clusters points to labiocoronals and prenasalized stops being
single segments. Consider the words in (25).
(25)
a. kwaci rmba ' armlet" (261)
ffarmbwa 'his entrance' (295)
b. karnda 'themselves' (20)
anatrirnda 'thtty gave him' (34)
umbwarnda 'their house" (34)
m"3rnda 'their mother" (81)
n1rnd~n 'gun' (244)
c. F)k~rf)k~r ' cut au t' (30)
bzarf)kwa 'girl' (41 )
1)9ur l)9ur 'stirred' (163)
ball)9~r i 'to break & put on top' (134) (b~l + I)geri)
ndall)9~Ti 'to throw on top, over' (134) (ndal + 1lgeri)
d. ••• armtra ... 'at the side of' (51)
c;irmftakuda 'Hirmnyakuda' (a name) (285)
awal8p~irmnbd~ 'an owl' (51 )
armnpta 'journey' (259)
The data in (25a) show prenasalized Imbl after Ir/. In (25b) is
prenasalized /nd/ after IT/. (25c) shows pTenasalized I~k/ and /QgI after
ITI and /1/. Finally, (25d) shows labiocoronal /m~1 and prenasalized
labiocoronal /mnbdl and /mnpt/ after /r/. Under my assumption that
labiocoronals and prenasalized consonants are single segments, their
OCCUTrence in word-internal consonant clusters is not 5urprisin9.
analyze the forms in (25) as being of th. syllable structure
6 6
1\ /1
vee v.
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Jf, however, prenasalized consonants and labiocoronals are consonant
clusters, as in Maddieson~s analysis, then the forms in (24) would have to
be 5yllabified as in (26a) or (26b):
(26) a. 6 0
1\ ~I
vee c V
b. 6 ($
I~ /1
vee c V
e.g. ar.nda e.g. arn.da
The syllabification in (26a) creates an onset, /ndl, which violates
sonority sequencin3 within the syllable. If the nasal is an independent
segment, then it would be expected instead to syllabify as in (26b) , which
does not violate the sonority hierarchy within the syllable. However, if
the nasals in (24) are syllabified syllable-finally as in (26b) , then there
is •. 0 explanation for the fact that the syllable-final nasal is in everp
case h~mor9anic with the followin9 consonant. Syllable-final nasals are
not, in general, required to be homorganic in .'IC:'Tgi, as shown by the data
i n (27).
(27)
lanba
~anba
tranba
tn~ala ~anean
bar)bal)
siITlsam
~to know well~
~to send'
~to fill up'
'empty calabash~
~headache~
~ilowly, carefully~
(/an~ + ba)
(~ana + ba)
(tran~ + ba)
(122)
(122)
(123)
(195)
(214)
(233)
Only if the nasal consonant sequences in (25) are single, prenasalized,
segments is their homor9anicity explained.
Additional support for pren~~dlized se'Sfllents and labiovelars being
single segments is that they may also occur as the first member of
~onsonant clusters, as in (28):
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(28)
a.
b.
aneka
I)wan~ci
bmnp~ka skwar
;stone'
'girlfriend'"
'soup pot'
(39)
(64)
(38)
Having established that the labiocoronals in Margi are single
~egments, let us now turn to the question of whether their representation
requires separate degrees of closure for the labial and coronal
articulations. Since there is a contrast among /pt,pt,ps/, it could be
aTgued that de9ree of closure must be represented independently foY the
labial and coronal articulators, to allow a [-cont] labial articulation to
cooccur with a [+cont] coronal articulation, or with a [-cont][+cont] one.
However, to make this move and allow independent degree of closure for each
articulator is to ignore the systematicity in the data and to predict that
the compleme~tary combinations of /pft/ and Ift/ should also occu;·. No
such combinations occur. The systematicity in the data is that in a
labiocoronal segment, the labial articulation is always a stop.l1 Given
this restriction on the labiocoronals, it would be possible, and even
preferable, not to represent the degree of closure for the labial
articulation in a labiocoronal. Rather, the di~tinctions among the various
labiocoronal ~egments may be represen~ed simply by a central sp.cific~tion
of either [-cant] for Cpt], [+cont] for [psl, OT branching [-cont][+cont]
for [p£l, as in (29).
11. It may, however, optionally become a fricative in combination with a
coronal fricative, so that Ips/ may be realized as [f5]. Even so, the fact
remains that the degree of closure of the l~bial articulation is not
distinctive.
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(29) pt ps p~
labial + + +
coronal + + +
cont - + -
, +
The degree of closure of the labial articulation, under this view, would be
specified only at the level of phonetic interpretation. This, of course,
makes the prediction that [ps] will behave as [+cont] with respect to the
phonology of Mar9i. If it turns out that [ps] functions as [-cont] or as
an affricate, it will be necessary to represent degree of closure
independently for each articulator in Margi.
The prediction that Ips,bz, •••1 will function phonologically as
£fcontl, despite their containing phonetically (-cont] articulations, is
supported by the inventory of prenasalized segments in Margi. MaTgi allows
prenasalization only of stops or affricates, i.e. of segments which contain
[-cont] (or which are [-contJ on the left edge), as noted by Hoffman
(1963:29). An apparent exception to this generalization is the
well-formedness of prenasalized laterals such as Inil in [enielam)
~yeast~ (Hoffman p.32). However, laterals in many languages function as
[-cont]. It has been argued, for example, that in Portugese, the voiced
obstruents surface as stops when following a [-cont] consonant, including
/1/ (Lozano (1979:120».12
12. Similar proposals, also dependent on the non-continuant nature of /1/,
have been made regarding stop-spirant alternations in Spanish (e.g. Lozano
(1979». However, there are problems with this type of account for the
Spanish data whose resolution might lie in assuming /11 to be neither
[+cont] nov [-cont], as has been pointed out to me by Jim Harris lp.c.).
do not know whether the same problems arise in Portugese.
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(30) pomba
albufeira
Lisboa
[p~mba] 'dove'
[albufair]
[li!Boal
'salt lagoon'
'Lisbon'
For /1/ to act as [-cont] with respect to some phonological processes is
entirely natural, given its articulation in which the center of the front
of the tongue touches the roof of the mouth -- i.e. is articulated to the
degree [-cont]. Assuming, then, that it is a true generalization about
Margi that it disallows prenasalized fricatives, the lack of prenasalized
/ps,bz/ is evidence that they are phonologically [fcont], i.e. that only
the de9ree of closure of the coronal articulation, which in these is
[+cont], is phonologically significant.
Among the labiocoronals, there is one apparent counterexample to the
generalization that fricatives may not be prenasalized:
(31) mnpC mnp!almeni ~a tall, long-legged bird' (31)
Since there is only one word given with Imnp~/, it is possible that this
example was mis-recorded, and actually is an example of /mnp~/. Support
for this hypothesis is Hoffman's comment that ·in the nasal compounds mI,
m!, nl, n1 sometimes the plosive element is articulated rather faintly,
especially in slack pronunciation, so that the impression is rather that of
an mz, mf, nz, nf •••• In a lesser degree this is true also for n~,
which (rarely) might sound like ns· (p.31). (Recall that Ladefoged would
represent mi. mJ, mz, mf as mnbl mnbJ, mnbz, mnbf.) Thus, it is possible
that the putative prenasalized fricative [mopl] is actually a prenasalized
affricate [mnp~], mistaken for a fricative because of the process that
Hoffman mentions. As discussed above, prenasalized /mnptl and /mnbt/ are
not examples of prenasalized [fcont] 6egments because Ir, t/ in Mar9i
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funct~on as [-cont]. (Hoffman also cites as prenasalized fricatives
Imnb;1 and /mnpl;/. I wll1l not deal with these, because they have bee~l
attested only between vowels, in which environment -it is hardly possible
to decide whether they are .0. nasal compounds 11 a heterosyllabic
juxtaposition of a nasal and another consonant- (1963:32), since Mar9i
allows eve syllables.)13
The labiocoronal segments just discussed are not the only complex
segments in Margi combining both labial and coronal articulation. Margi
also contains a series of labialized consonants, shown in (29), which
includes the labialized coronals Itw, $W, iw/. The labialized consonants
in Margi aTe single segments. Hoffman describes them as ·consonants with
simultaneous lip-rounding ••• which are spelled with a ~ following [the)
consonant· (p.27) (emphasis added). Also, as the data in (32) show,
labialized consonants reduplicate as single s~gments, not clusters:
(32)
bwa 'to cook' bwabwa 'cooked' (161 )
~al ' to become sour' rrwarnwal 'sour, acid' (165)
gwad~ "to mix' g..Jagwad~ 'mixed' (164)
I)wad3 'to stalk, to sneak' I)waf)wada 'to stalk, sneak' (159)
~a 'to boil' ~a~a 'boiled' (161 )
r)wiv~ 'to become thin' Qwil)wiv? 'emaciated, lean' (165)
13. For Sura, Maddieson (1983:308-9) ~it~s, in my notation, /mnps~ka/
'maternal uncle', Imnp!i/ 'corpse', /mnbfal 'be en~u9h', /mnp~i/ sorghum',
/mfwal 'tree', /mvwal 'Kanuri person', /nzi/ 'to sit', and IQYil 'to be
full', which apparently contain prenasalized fricatives. He does not
explicitly state whether these occur in Margi. Furthermore~ Hoffman notes
that in the literature prenasalized affricates are often spelled as
prenasalized fricatives (p.30-1). Thus, I will assume that Hoffman and
Ladefoged's representations of the prenasalized consonant inventory of
Margi are correct.
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Thus, Margi contTasts the following labialized coronals and
labiocoronals, all of which are single segments.
(33) tw
sw
~
vs.
vs.
vs.
pt
ps
pi
I have shown above that the labial articulation in /pt,ps/ has predictable
degree of closura, while the coronal articulation does not; and that
therefore, if we are t~ maintain the hypothesis that every segment has only
one specification of degree of closure, then the single degree of closure
specification in /pt,psl will have to apply to the coronal articulation.
Similarly, it is clear that the degree of closure of the coronal
articulation in the labialized coronals /tw,swl is also distinctive, since
the only difference between /twl and /swl is the degree of closure of the
coronal articulation. This means that in /tw,sw/, just as in /pt,ps/, a
single specification of degree of closure will have to apply to the coronal
articulation, with the degree of closure of the labial articulation being
derived, if we are to maintain Dur hypothesis.
How, then, may we distinguish /ptl from Itwi, or Ipsl from /sw/, if we
have ruled out phonological specification of degree of closure for the
labial articulations in these segm~~ts? Is this evidellce that we need
separate degrees of closure for each articulator, in order to allow us to
represent different degrees of closure for both the labial and the coronal
articulations in Ipt,twl and thus to distinguish them?
There is no need for phonological specification of degree of labial
constriction to distinguish these segments, for they already contrast in
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another feature, the place feature [round]. Ipt/ is [-round], /tw/ is
[fround]. We may thus derive the degree of closure of the labial
articulation from its place features: [-round] -) [-cont]; [+Tound] -)
[-cons].14 The specification of Margi /pt, ps, tw, 5W/, therefore, is that
in (34), in which each segment has only a single specification for degree
of closure, which applies to the coronal articulation:
(34)
pt ps tw sw
cant - + - +
coronal + + + +
labial + + + +
round - - + +
Interesting in this regard is the lack of rounded labiocoronals in
Margi, e.g. [ptw). The prediction of my characterization of HaTgi
labialized coronals and labiocoronals is that if a labiocoronal were
rounded, it would lose its labial closure (/pt/ + /~/ --) [tw]), because
adding ltround] to [pt] would convert it exactly into [tw], as can be seen
in (34). Although neither Hoffman nor Ladefoged lists rounded
labiocoronals in their sound inventories of Hargi, Hoffman does cite one
form which might be interpreted as a rounded labiocoronal, d~rived by
suffixation of l-wal. 15
14. On the degree of closure of rounded labials Ipwrbw,?bw,fw,vw,mwl which
are [+round] but not [-consonantall, see below.
15. Hoffman states that -the derivatives in I-wal mostly indicate that the
action is done in the direction 'into' something. In other cases they mean
'instead of'. The suffix I-waf is also frequently used to indicate that
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(35) bt& 'to forge' + wa -) btwa 'to forge a tool instead
of another one~ (147)
The ·rounding- in this case, however, would be better analyzed as a
sequence of fbi/ plus /wi. the final fa/ of /bt3/ merely having been
deleted. Hoffman cites other examples in which the final vowel of the stem
is not deleted, e.g.,
(36)
na~~ 'to trample' + wa -) na~uwa 'to trample on a thing and divide it
into part~ ~148) (a --) u / __ w)
and he states that -after alveolars it is sometimes difficult to decide
whether a vowel [al or [u] ought to be written before the I-wal or nota
(p.147). Therefore I do not consider /biwal a counterexample to the claim
that labialized labiocoronals do not occur.
To summarize the results of this section, the distribution of
labiocoronal oral and prenasa~ized segments in Margi points to an analysis
under which they have phonologically only a !.ingle, central specification
for degree of closure. The labialized coronals also conform with this
analysis. The problem now is how to characterize the fact that this
specification for degree of closure is applied to the coronal articulator
in Margi and not to the labial articulator. This same problem, the need to
be able to characterize which articulator the degree of closure features of
a segment apply to, arises with respect to the consonant system of!Xa, a
Bushman language.
the object is divided into (two or more) parts· (p.149).
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3.2.3 !Xa
In this section, J examine the click system of ~xa, which is similar
in many respects to that of Hottentot, but more extensive. First of all,
and unlike Hottentot, in !Xa, click£ are not restricted to the word-initial
position, but may occur also word-medially, as the examples in (37) show.
(Each word is followed by the page in Snyman wher~ it occurs.)
( 37)
gwa+?a
kx?eruglwae
leuLxoT')
!ul?~a
+xwa4=?a
n!anag+xu
!at ari
'yesterday' (7)
'yellow weaver~ (22)
'brown hyena' (31)
'Bushman~ (45)
'sugar cane' (52)
'Indigofera sp.'(52)
'black ant' (115)
tshinl?ha
Laolxorn
seulwa
kaan i lei
g+xeil?ha
'un!a?a
'to shoot' (65)
'to save' (22)
'tape recorder' (45)
'pig' (47)
'genital area' (52)
'Grandfather' (54)
These words are not compounds (at least as far as is known) -- Snyman
states (p.45) that he writes all compounds with a hyphen between the two
roots.
The system of clicks in !XU is given in (38) (from Snyman p.50):
(38) !XU Clicks:
y Dental Alveolar Lateral Alveo-Palatal
I Ix Ih , +x +h II. lx lh ! ! )( !h
I? Ix? I?h +? +x? +?h l? lx? l?h !? Ix? !?h
91 91Y 9+ g+Y 9fh gL glY 9lh 9! g!Y g!h
glY? gl?h 9+Y? g:t:?h glY? gl?h g!Y? g!?h
1)1 Qlh lJ+ f)+h III I)lh r)! rJ!h
QI?h r)f?h f)l?h I) , ?t.
c v A c v A c v A c v A
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(As in Hottentot, di- and tri-graphs represent single segments.) The
clicks in (38) are grouped accordin9 to influx: dental, alveolar, lateral,
and alveo-palatal. These influxes are essenti~lly identical to those of
Hottentot; only the labels are slightly diffeTent. Ladefoged ~nd Traill
state: ·as far as we can tell by careful listening and from comparisons of
our data and those published by Beach, the clicks of Nama and !Xd~ (and
most of the other related languages) do not differ significantly in their
place of articulation· (p.24). Beach (1938) describes the Bushman clicks
as identical to the Hottentot ones, and Snyman refers the reader to Beach
for the phonetic descri~ tion of !XO clicks. A slight difference is that,
by Snyman's description, the rlental and lateral releases in ,xa are
fricative, as opposed to affricative in Hottentot; however, as in
Hottentot, the alveolar and alveo-palatal releases are stops. Thus, the
degree of closure of the influx in !XU clicks is predictable by the same
principles as predict the degrees of closure of the Hottentot influxes.
As for the effluxes, however, there are many mOTe variations on the
above four types of click in ,xa than in Hottentot. Where the Korana
dialect of Hottentot distingui5hes six types of efflux, !XU distinguishes
fourteen. Unlike in Hottentot, glottal and nasal features are not
sufficient to distinguish all the click effluxes. Consider the !xa click
effluxes in (39). I omit the voiced effluxes [9, gY, gh, gY?, g?hJ because
they differ from the voiceless effluxes [k, kx, kh, kx?, k?h] only in
having the feature spe~ification [+slack vocal cords, -stiff vocal
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COTds].16
(39) Ixa Click Effluxes
k kx kh k? kx? k?h I) I)h I)?h
constr - - - + + + - - - + -
sprecr-d - - + - - - + - + - +
nasal - - - - - - + + +
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
The nasal and glottal features in (39) uniquely spe~ify the aspirated
efflux in column 3, the efflux ~'ith glottal stop followed by aspiration in
column 6, and the three nasal effluxes in columns 7 through 9. However, the
two unaspiTated oral effluxes in columns 1 and 2, as well as the two
glottalized effluxes in columns 4 and 5, are not yet uniquely specified.
In each pair, one efflux is plosive and the other affricated. Unlike the
affrication in Hottentot, this affTication of the velar release is not
predictable in !XU. The existence of the aspirated efflux [kh] in column ~
precludes distinguishing the affricative efflux [kx] from the plain efflux
(k] solely by the feature [fspread glottis], as was possible in Hottentot*
Moreover, there is no phonetic evidence for classifying [kxJ ,5 [+spTead
glottis]. It is not aspirated, as was the affricated efflux in Hottentot.
Similarly, the existence of the glottalized efflux [k?] in column 4
precludes deriving the affrication in [kx] from [+constr. glottis], fOT
which there is no phonetic evidence anyway. Furthermore, the existence of
16. Note that vOIcIng is indicated by a -9- preceding the click. ThUS,
[Il is a voiceless alveo-palatal click, [g!] is a voiced alveo-palatal
click. There is no additional velar closure in [9'] that does not exist
in [fl.
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both [k?] and [kx?] effluxe~ shows that affrication is not predictable
from [+constr. glottis]. Thus, in order to distinguish columns 1 and 2
and columns 4 and 5 in (39), it is necessary to add specifications for
degree of closure, i.e. for the feature continuant f as in (40):
(40) !Xa Effluxes:
k kx kh k? kx? k?h
spread glottis - - + - - - +
~
constr. glottis - - - + + + -
continuant - - + - - - + -
All the effluxes in (39) are therefore uniquely specified by the features
[spread glottisl, [constr. glottis), [nasal], and [cont].
Given that degree of closure is not distinctive for the coronal
articulations in the clicks, it is possible to distinguish the velar
articulations by degree of c10sure, as in (40), without using a special
feature geometry with degree of closure for each articulator. The
specification of [cont] in (40) is thus represented somewhere in the
feature hierarchy outside of the place node. The problem now is how to
indicate that the degree of closure should apply to the velar articulation
and not to the coronal one, 17
It is not possible tG solve this problem in !XU by appealing to any
17. One possibility might be to appeal to a principle that only effluxe£,
and not influxes, may contrast in degr.e of closure. But that would be
begging the question somewhat, since it would require somehow kno~~ing that
the coronovelar constituted a click rather than ~ multiply-articulated
explosive.
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principle which would always apply degree of closure features to the velar
.rticulation if there were more than one, because there exist complex
segments in !XU in which the degree of closure does not apply to the velar
articulation.
Consider the non-click obstruents in !Xa (from Snyman p.35):
(41)
a. !XU Non-Click Obstruents
Labial Alveolar PostiAlv. Velar
p ph t th k kh
b d 9 gh
b?h d?h g?h
i ~h f ~h
~? ~? kx?
j? I?h ~? !?h
5 ! x
z f h
b. !XO Velarized Coronals
Alv. Post-Alv.
tx
tx?
~
~x ~x
~ 'V
As shown in (41b), to most of the coronals in ,xa may be added what
Snyman calls a ·velar feature.· Snyman does not describe the pronunciation
of any of his consonant symbols, saying lit is taken for granted that the
I.P.A. symbols ••• will be sufficient definition of the !Xa consonant
sounds· (p.34). Thus, I take this Ivel ar feature· represented by /x,Y/ at
face value as a velar fricative. These coronals with ·velar feature· are,
then, complex segments: coronal plus velar, represented as in (42):18
18. It is interesting that these occur in a language having coronal clicks,
which are also coronal plus velar complex segments, and that only the
coronals occur with velar feature, just as there are only coronal clicks.
That is, it appears that !Xa allows multiple articulator nodes under the
place node only for the combination coronal plus dorsal, and disallows
combinations of labial with coronal or labial with velar. It is common for
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(42) place
COT~nal\
dorsal
Thus, for !Xa we need to represent the distinctions among [tx,t"x),
that is, among an alveolar explosive with velar friction, an alveolar
implosive with velar stop, and an alveolar implosive with velar affricate.
The obvious solution is to distinguish these by degree of velar closure, as
in (43) (represented centrally and interpreted as applying to the dorsal
articulation by a means not yet chosen):
(43)
(tx] [f) [txl
coronal + + +
dorsal + + +
cont + - - I +
This solution cannot, however, incorporate the added distinction which
needs to·-be made between these three and the coronal affricate with velar
friction, [~x], which is like [tx] except that the coronal articulation
must be [-cont][+cont].
While independent degrees of closure for each articulator would allow
os to represent the distinctions among [tx, ~, f, *x], I maintain that
a language to restrict its complex segments in this way, by allowing only
certain aTticulators to cooccur. Although the usual case is for a
language, if it restricts the cooccurrence of articulators, to limit them
to combinations of labial plus velar, that is not always the case. !XO, as
we have seen, limits complex segments to the combination coronal plus
velar. Margi, to be discussed below, limits its complex segments to labial
plus cor~nal (for stop-stop combinations; it allows rounding of labials and
velars, as well as coronals).
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the need for these distinctions is still not evidence for independent
de9rees of closure for each articulator. To represent degrees of closure
independently for each aTticulator in 'XU would be to ignore important
regularities in the data, and to predict that ma~y more types of
corono-velars should exist.
Consider the non-click consonants of ~xa. Of the coronals, there may
be stops, affricates, and fricatives. To either the stops or the
affricates may be added a velar articulation. But the degree of closure of
this velar articulation is predictable: it is always a fricative. Thus,
taking the non-click consonants separately, we could represent the
distinction between [tx] and [~x] with a single degree of closure
specification which would be interpreted as applying to the coronal
articulation:
(44) Non-clicks: Degree of Closure Applies to Coronal Articulation
[tx] [~x]
coronal
dorsal
cent
+
+
+
+
+
This would allow the representa~ion of the complex segments with a single
degree of closure specification, and would capture the regularity that the
velar articulation in the corono-velar non-clicks is always a fricative,
since its de9ree of closure would be derived by rulee
Consider now the clicks. In these, as I argued .'or Hottentot, the
degree of closure of the coronal articulation is entirely predictable, and
it would be wrong to represent it phonologically. Therefore, the
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distinctions among the clicks, taken in isolation, could be represented
with a single degree of closure specification, except that this one would
be interpreted as applyin9 to the dorsal articulation:
(45) Clicks: Degree of Clo~ure Applies to Dorsal Articulation
[fl ['x]
coronal
dorsal
cont
+ +
+
I +
However, we cannot take the non-clicks and the clicks in isolation,
and if W~ combine (44) and (45), we find that the first columns in each are
identical, and that the second columns in each are also identical. The
crucial difference between (44) and (45) is in which articulator the degree
of closure features are interpreted as applying to, and this is not yet
represented. Nevertheless, 1 maintain that important generalizations are
captured by not representing degree of closure for each articulator. If
degree of closure were represented for each articulator, then since coronal
stops and affricates contrast among the non-click consonants, we would
expect them also to contrast among the clicks. They do not. Also, since
velar stops and affricates contrast among the clicks, we would expect th~n
also to contrast among the non-click corono-velars. Again, they do not.
Thus, representing degree of closure independently for each articulator
predicts more types of corono-velar than actually occur.
If we don't represent degree of closure independently for each
articulator, then what is needed is some way of representing the fact that
in the !Xa non-clicks, the degree of closure specification refers to the
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coronal articulation, while in the clicks, the degree of closure
specification refers to the dorsal articulation.
3.3 Maior and Minor Articulators
The problem to be solved is this. In the complex segments of !Xa and
MaTgi, we have seen that the degree of closure of one of the articLlations
in each complex segment is predictable. 19 Call this articulator A. The
degree of closure of the other articulation, articulator B, must be
specified phonologically. We do not want to specify the degTee of closure
of Jrticulator B on its own articulator node because that would make it
impossible to assimilate place of articulation without simultaneously
assimilating degree of closure. However, if we specify degree of closure
anywhere else but on the relevant artic~lator node, we are faced with the
problem of representing the fact that degree of closure features apply to
articulator B and not to articulator A. How can we make a single, central
degree of closure specification apply to a particular articulator?
To solve this problem, J will adapt some ideas of Anderson (1976), in
which he argues that in every multiply-articulated segment, one and only
one articulation is considered primary; and also that the primary vs.
secondary status of the articulations in a multiply-articulated segment is
not phonetically determined, but rather may be revealed ·only inferentially
19. In those of Uottentot, the degrees of closure of both articulators are
predictable.
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through the relation of a sound to others in the system of the language in
which it plays a part D (p.l?). Primaryness, then, is a phonological,
~bstract proper<y, not a phonetic one. Phonetically identical
multiply-articulated segments may differ in respect to which of their
articulations is primary. Anderson deals specifically with segments in
which both articulations are phonetically of the same degree, arguing that
·the traditional distinction of primary and secondary articlation is valid
even for [these] segments· (p.l?). For multiply-articulated segments in
which one occlusion is of greater degree than the other(s), Anderson seems
to accept the criterion that ·when a sound involves two or more distinct
constrictions, the most radical .•• is the primary articulation, and the
others are secondary· (p.19).
What J will adopt from Anderson's proposal is the idea that not all
the articulations in a multiply-articulated segment have the same status
phonologically. This is not, of course, an entirely new idea. A
distinction between primary and secondary articulations has always been
recognized. However, the traditional use of the primary/secondary
distinction has been rather vague. It has always been somewhat unclear
exactly what it means for one articulation to be primary and for another to
be secondary.
In fact, the one point which has seemed the most certain about what it
means for an articulation to be primary, that the primary articulation is
the most radical constriction in the segment, and that secondary
constrictions are always less radical than primary ones, is not correct.
First, Anderson argues that a secondaT~ articulation may have degree of
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closure equal to that of the primary articulation. Moreover, if we take
the labiocoronal series in Hargi to have primary coronal articulation
(because of distinctive degree of closure) anrl secondary labial
articulation (be~ause of non-distinctive degree of closure), then in Hargi
/ps/ it is the less radical coronal articulation lsI which is the primary
one. Similarly, as I will demonstrate below, the velar articulation in
Kinyarwanda Iskw/ is secondary, despite its being the most radical
constriction in the se~ent. In a segment with more than one articulator,
therefore, the primaryness of the articulators cannot be predicted from
their degrees of closure. 20 Rather, primaryness is an unpredictable
property which must be phonologically specified.
Another proposal regarding the primary/secondary distinction has been
that it IS the primary articulation, and not the secondary one, that
spreads its place features onto another ~egment in processes of place
assimilation. For example, Chomsky and Halle argue that the velar
articulation in Kpelle [kp] is primary because, they say, a nasal will
become [Q] rather than [m] when it assimilates to [kp). However, it is
simply not true that Kpelle nasals become [Q] before [kp]. Welmers (1974)
states that -before doubly articlated stops, nasals also have double
articulation, [mQ) .••• The choice between /mkp,mgb/ and /Qkp,Q9b/ ••.
may be arbitrary. I have personally preferred /~kp,Qgbl ••• but again no
great theoretical issue is at stake- (p.65). Thus, it is clear that where
20. Even if it were predictable from the degree of closure which
articulation were primary, our problem would not be solved, because there
would still be the question of how the degrees of closure of the
articlators were determined in the first place.
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Welmers writes ·Qkpu in Kpelle /QkpiQ/ /myself/, he is referring to
phonetic [mQkp], i.e. [mQkpiQ]. Anderson cites, in addition to Kpelle,
nasal as!;imilation in Yoruba as resulting in [ij] before labiovelars, which
·a9ain indicates the primary character of the velar occlusion u (p.23).
However, as with Kpelle, sources on Yoruba indicate that nasals assimilate
to both articulations of a labiovelar. Bamgbose «1967:165), for example,
shows [Qm] before Igb/: /6 m gb6/ -) [6 Qm gbo] 'he is hearing'. That the
very cases that have been proposed to show place lissimilation as a
diagnostic for primaryness instead show both the articulations spreading in
place assimilation is evidence that place assimilation has nothing to do
with primaryness of articulations.
Thus, I have shown that the property of Mprimaryness U does not
correspond to the traditional, non-technical usage of the term primary in
that it does not correlate with the most radical constriction in a segment,
nor does it determine what features will spread in plac~ assimilation.
What, then, does it mean for one articulation to be singled out as primary
in a segment? Based on the data from ,XU and Margi, in which in every
complex segment there is one articulator with distinctive degree of closure
and one with non-distinctive degree of closure" I propose that the
primary/secondary distinction is what distinguishes between articulations
with distinctive degree of closure and those with non-distinctive degree of
closure. In short, what it means for an articulation to be ·primary· in a
segment is that it is the articulator to which the degree of closure
features of the segment apply. To avoid confusion with the traditional,
somewhat vague, and often erroneous, use of the primary/secondary
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distinction, I will call the property of being an articulator with
distinctive degree of closure, i.e. being an articulator to which the
single, central degree of closure specification in the segment applies,
being a -maior l articulator, defined in (46):
(46) Maior Articulator
A major articulator in a segment is an articulator to which
the phonological degree of closure features of the segment apply.
This has the effect that only a major articulation may be distinctively
specified for degree of closure; the degree of closure of minor
articulations will always be predictable within! particular language.
Thus, we may represent 'XU c~licks as having both coronal and dorsal
articulations, of which the dorsall articulation is major in the sense of
(46) and has distinctive degree of closure, while the coronal articulation
is minor and has non-distinctive, predictable degree of closurew
Similarly, the Har9i labiocoronals have both labial and coronal
articulations, of which the coronal articulation is the major one and has
distinctive de9ree of closure, while the labial articulation is minoT and
has predictable degree of closure.
How may we represent the distinction between Dmajor- and -minor·
articulations? Anderson represents the distinction between primary and
secondary articulations by a clever use of the feature [anterior]. Taklng
[anterior] literally to refer to the location of the ·primary constriction
in the vocal tract,· Anderson proposes that a [kp] in which the labial
clo5ure is phonologically primary is [fanterior], while a phonetically
identical [kp] in which the velar closure is phonologically primary is
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[-anterior]. However, the feature [anterior] has been recently
reinterpreted in such a manner that Anderson's use of it no longer is
possible: Steriade (1986) argues that [anterior] is a feature distinctive
only among c~ronals, and places it in the feature hierarchy under the
coronal articulator node, as discussed in Chapter Two. Furthermore, in
complex segments involving both labial and coronal closures (e.g.
Kinyarwanda [tkw], Margi [ps]), both would be in Anderson's system
[fanterior] if either of them were. Anderson's use of anterior could ~ot
pick out just one of them as primary (or major) (as It/ is in [tkw] and /s/
is in [ps]).
How, then, should we represent the major/minor distinction? First, we
can establish that being the major articulator cannot be a property of the
articulator in isolation. For example, suppose we designated an
articulator node in a segment as the major one by marking it with a M*. as
in (47), where * is defined as attractin9 the closure features of the
segment it occurs 'n. In (47a), then, the labial articulation would be
major, while in (47b), the dorsal would be major:
(47) a. place
/ \
labial* dorsal
b. place
/ \
labial dorsal*
Thus, in (47a), a central degree of closure specification would be be
applied to the labial closure, and the dorsal closure would receive a
predictable degree of closure (within the language). In (47b), the de9re~
of closure specification would be applied to the dorsal closure, the labial
receivin9 predictable degree of closure.
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The problem with marking on the articulator itself the property of
being the major articulator, as in (47), i1i similar to the problem with
marking degree of closure on the articulator itself. Just as marking
degree of closure features on the articulator and requiring them to spread
with that 6rticulator wrongly predicts that place assimilation will alway~
result in assimilation of degree of closure, too, with the assimilated
place features retaining their original degree of closure; so will markin~
majorness on the articulator in such a way that it spreads with the
articulator, as in (47), wrongly predict that in every case of place
assimil2tion, including assimIlations like palatalization and labialization
which add rather than replace place features, the new articulator will take
on the degree of closure of the segment it spreads to, predicting all
labializations of stops to result in labial stops, etc. Rather, being the
maior articulator has to be something that will not spread with an
articulator, because a consonant may assimilate plac? features from a vowel
without assimilating the property of being a major articulator that those
features have within the vowel.
Consider, for example, a hypothetical example of palatalization before
a high front vowel: Ipl + Iii --) [pyi]. If being the maior articulator
were markQd on the articulators, this palatalization would be as in (~8).
(48) root
~ SU~Talar.
[-cont] I
place
root
;I s~pralaT.
[-cont] I
place
labial* dorsal*
I
[-back]
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In (48), the segment on the left is specified as [-cont] with two major
articulatoTs, labial and dorsal; this is the representation of the doubly
articulated stop [pc], not of the palataliled labial [~yJ. The probl~ is
that the * on the dorsal node attracts, not only the vowel features of Iii,
but also the [-coot] of /p/, predicting not [pyi] but [pci]. We cannot
solve this problem by deleting the * on the dorsal node, however, because
it needs to be there for the vowel to assign its manner features to the
dorsal articulator.
Rather, the property of being a major articulator is a relation
between an articulator ~nd the node the closure features are attached to,
e.g. the root node. 21 Thus, only if the entire root node spreads will an
articulator's being a major articulator spread. If just the
supralaryngeal, place, or articulator node spreads, then all the features
under that node will be equal in the segment the node is spread to. Since
being a major articulator is a relation between the root node and an
articulator node, I represent it as a pointer between the root and the
major articulator, as in (49), where this pointer means nothing more than
to apply the closure features specified at the root to the articulator that
21. It cannot be a relation between the articulator and the closure
features directly, because then if those closure features were deleted or
spread, the articulator's property of being the maior articulator would be
deleted or spread, and this does not occur (see the analysis of Fula 1
below). Also, it would require the articulator to link to both [-cont) and
[+cont] in an affricate separately.
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the pointer points to:
(49)
MaTgi [pt] Too_t _
;lS~pralar.
[-cont] I
place
labi~l ~
coronal
!xa [+] root
~'s~pralar.
[-cont] I
place
coro~al"
dorsal
Some basic assumptions of this view of maior articulators are as
follows: In eve.y segment, the root node ·points· to an articulator to mark
which one the closure features apply to. (It may point to one Of more than
one.) If there is only one articulator node in the segment, then default
rules will make the root node point to that articulator. Also, if there is
more than one articulator, language-specific (or universal) default rules
may set up the pointers. Rarely, a language will contrast two otherwise
identical complex segments solely by which articulator is maior (cf. the
discussion of Fula /w/ below). In such a case, the pointers will have to
be lexically specified. Finally, if as the result of some process, the
root node loses its pointer (e.g. if the articulator node or th~ place
node containing the articulator is deleted by place assimilation), it wilt
reapply the redundancy rules to link to whatever articulator is there. As
long as the root has a pointer, the redundancy rules will not apply. Thus,
segments may be created by adding articulator nodes which are not major.
In order tor these to become major, a rule would have to apply to change or
add the pointer (cf. some Shona dialects and Tswana, which ~eem to change
the specification of major in their complex segments).
Given the above characterization of what a maior articulation is, it
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can be seen why nasal assimilation, or place assimilation in general, is
not a good diagnostic for determining the major articulator. In place
assimilation, the entire place n~de spreads, with all the articulatcr nodes
specified under it, regardless of whether they are maior in thF segment or
not. Bein9 the major articulator is concerned solely with the linking
between closure features and articulator. It doesn't affect the
representation of place features and articulator nodes.
Certain researchers have used the argument that one or the other
articulation in a complex segment is primary (or major, in my terms) based
on nasal assimilation facts. For example, Chomsky and Halle claim that
[kp] in Kpelle has major velar articulation both because it functions as a
velar in the sound system of the language and because nasals assimilate to
[Q] rather than [m] before it. However, careful reading of the source on
Kpelle used by Chomsky and Halle reveals that the [Q] before [kp) was
orthographic only, and that phonetically, nasals before labiovelar [kpl
assimilated both places of articulation, becoming labiovelar [mQ).
Similarly, Anderson argues that Yoruba [kp] is primarily velar, based on
distribution and on nasal assimilation, but sources again describe the
nasal before [kp] as [mQ], not simply [D] (Bamgbose). Finally, we have
seen that Margi Cpt] involves a maior coronal articulation; yet nasals
become [mnl before Cpt], not [n].
Another example which shows that it is not only the major articulation
that is realized on preceding nasals is the following_ Sherbro contains
the partial inventory in (50) (Ladefoged p.47):
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(50) P
b
mp
mb
t
d
nd
The place of 19b! in the fystem of Sherbro is clearly a voiced velar stop.
Hence, it would be regarded by Anderson/s or by Chomsky and Halle/s
arguments as having major velar articulatio~ and minor labiality. However,
note that the prenasalized form of Igb/ is not /Qgb/ but /mQ9b/. Hence,
even though the labial articulation is phonologically minor, it still
assimilates. This is a consequence of it being repT~sented under the place
node equivalently to the velar articulation.
In the following subsections, I examine processes of lab\alization,
labiovelarization, and palatalization in Nupe, Shona, and Kinyarwanda. The
d~finition and representation of the major/minor distinction that I have
ar9ued for above makes po~sible straightfoTward ~redictions of the Te~ults
of these processes in the various languages, which results are impossible
to represent under either the traditional definition of primary/secondary
or even with a representation allowing separate d~grees of closure for each
articulator.
3.3.1 Nupe
Nupe has the basic consonant inventory in (51) (from Hyman (1970):
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(51) P
b
f
v
m
t k kp
d 9 gb
s ~
z f
~ ~
J 1
n
1,T
y
In addition, there are a labialized and a palatalized series. Any
consonant may b@ labialized or palatalized. Labialized and palatalized
consonants contrast with v1ain consonants only before /a/. Before /i~e/,
labialized consonants do not occur and there is no contrast between
palatalized and plain; before /u1o/, ~alatalized consonants do not occur,
and there is no contrast between labialized and plain.
Hyman argues that the labialized and palatalized series are just that:
single segments, rather than sequences of consonant plus glide. There aye
no other consonant clusters in the language, and the occurrence of glides
after [kp,gb) would be especially problematic. In a survey of consonant
systems in African languagps, Welmers (1973) states: Mthe only case known
to me of doubly aTticlated stops Ikp,gbl followed by a palatal or bilabial
segment (or, for that matter, any comparable type of segment) and then a
vowel is in Nupe; and even these have a peCUliar status· (p.68). Thus, if
we consider them single segments, we may eliminate the exceptional status
of Nupe /kpw, kpy, gbw, gby/. Also, if Ow and Cy were sequences of
consonant plus glide, the distribution of glides in Nupe would be very
strange. Whereas most languages, if they have a restriction, disallow
sequences of like vowel and glide, that is the only kind that Nupe allows
\
before non-low vowels: it requires /wl before lui and /yl befor~ Iii.
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Thus, an analysis in which the labiality or palatality of the consonant is
the result of assimilation to the following vowel makes much more sense.
As fOT the Ow and Cy before Ia/, Hyman argues that these are also derived
by assimilation, to underlying [flow] 10/ and lEI, which vowels are then
neutralized to Ial. Under Hyman's analysis, then, the underlying vowel
inventory of Nupe is that in (52a), while the surface inventory is that in
(52b):
( 52)
a. e E a o o u
high + - - - - - +
low - - + + + - -
back - - - + + t +
round - - - - + + +
b. i
e
a
u
o
All of the words with Ow and Cy before /a/ derive from earlier leOI and
feEl. Furthermore, the rules of labia~ization and palatalization before
/0/ and lEI, and of neutralization of 10/ and lEI to lal, are still
productive. Hyman cites recent borrowings from Yoruba into Nupe, which are
subjected to palatalization, labialization, and neutralization:
(53)
Yoruba [kEkE]
[EgbEl
[tOrE]
[kObO]
--)
--)
--)
--)
Nupe [kyakyal
[egbya]
[twarya]
[ kwabwa]
'bicycle'
'a Yoruba town'
'to give a gift'
'penny' (p.66)
Hyman also states that 8 a Nupe speaker will consistently 'nativize' [CO] as
[Cwa] and [eEl as [Cya] .,. [which] is also sometimes perceptible in the
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way Nupes attempt to speak Yoruba, which has /0/ and lEi" (p.66).
The contrasts in Nupe whose representation CQncerns us in this section
are the following:
(54)
plain
palatalized
labialized
labial
p
py
pw
coronal
t
ty
tw
velar
k
ky
kw
labiovelar
kp
kpy
kpw
As mentioned above, palatalized and labialized consonants are derived by
the processes in (55a,b), which is followed by the neutralization in
(55c).
(55) a. c --) Cy / i,e,E
b. c --) Cw / u,o,o
c. E,a --) a
The palatalized consonants are derived before the front vowels /i,e,E/, the
labialized ones before the round (back) vowels lu,o,O/. We must represent
this as a spreading of just the features [round] and [back], and not as
either the articulatoT nodes or the place node, because IE,OI, after
triggering palatalization and labialization, are neutralized to Ia/. That
is, the very features [round] and [back] that are spread onto the consonant
are later delinked from the vowel, if it's low. If, as shown in (56)
below, either the place node (56a) or the articulator node (56b) were
spread, it would be impossible to either delink or change the values of the
features [round] and [back] to CTeate Ia! without simultaneously destroying
the labialization or palatalizdtion of the consonant. Also, spreading the
dorsal node would entail spreadin9 [flow] onto the consonant, which would
be expected either to have an effect on the consonant's articulation, R.g.
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pharyngealization, or to have a raising effect on the following vowel.
Since no effects are created, [flow] isn't spread onto the consonant.
(56) tE --) tyE --) tya
a. * supra supra
I \ I
place place
/ I
cor dorsal
I
[ -baCk]flow
b. * place place
/ \ /dorsal
coronal I
[ -baCK]+low
Therefore, labialization and palatalization must be as in (57), a spreading
of [round] and [back], with interpolation of the relevant articulator nodes
if they don't yet exi~tu If the relevant articulator node already exists,
the features will link to it.
(57)
place
I
labial
place
I \
labi al \
~ / dorsal
[round] J
[back]
==)
place place
~ l~bial labi~l ~
dor5al \ / dorsal
~ [round] I
[back]
Now to derive the correct palatalized and labialized forms, assuming a
spreadi~9 of [round] and [back]. Note that in the absence of any degree of
closure information, there will be no distinction between [py] and [pky] or
between [kw] and [pkw], as shown in (58).22
22. Hyman states that he assumes an additional suction feature in the [pkJ
forms in order to distinguish them. However, I have argued in chapter two
that such suction features are unnecessary.
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(58) a. [py] or [pky)
place
labi~l ~
dorsal
I
[-back]
b. [kw] or [pkw)
place
labi~l ~
/ dorsal
[round] I
[+back]
The reason for this lack of distinction is that the features [round] and
[back] cannot be ~pecified without specification of the articulator nodes
labial and dorsal, respectively. That is, it is impossible to specify a
segment as [+round] without also specifying it as labial, or to palatalize
a segment (specify it as [-back]) without also specifying it as dorsal.
This relation between features and articulator nodes ha~ been argued fOT in
the previous chapter. Were it not for this relation between features such
as [round] and [back] and articulator features such as labial and dorsal,
we could represent the distinctions among the segments in (58) as in (59):
(59) py pky kw pkw
labial + +
- +
round -
-
+ +
dorsal - + + +
back -
- + +
This is essentially the approach (although in terms of [anterior] instead
of [dorsal]) taken by Hyman (1970) for Nupe, and by Chomsky and Halle
(1968), Anders~n (1976), and many others for similar problems.
But given the definitions of the features in (59) that were given in
Chapter Two, it is simply a physical impossibiliy for an articulation to be
[troundJ and not labial, or [-back] and not dorsal. The feature
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characterizations in (59) are not an option here. Therefore, without
appeal either to the classification in (59) OT to separate degrees of
closure for' lch articulator, we need somehow to distinguish [py) from
[pky] (in (Sea», and [kwl from [pkw] (in (58b). That is, we need to
represent the fact that in [py] the dorsal articulation is [+continuant,
-consonantal], while in [pky] the dorsal articulation is [-continuant,
+consonantal]. Similarly, we need to represent the fact that in [kw], the
rounded labial articulation is [+continuant, -consonantal], while that in
[kpw] is [-continuant, +consonantal). The only difference between [py) and
[pky] or between [kw] and [kpw] is the degree of closure of the dorsal or
labial articulator, respectively.
It is clear that the degrees of closures of the articulators in
labialized and palatalized segments depends on what the segment was prior
to labialization or palatalization. If a [-cont] labial articulation was
already there before adding [+round], then the labial articulation remains
ther@ as [-continuant]. If, however, there was no labial articulation
before (+round] was added, then the labial articulation in the labialized
segment is [-consonantal]. The labial node resulting from adding {+round]
does not take on the [-cont] of the segment it is added to. Similarly, a
dorsal articulation in a palatalized segment will be [-cont] only if there
was a [-cont] dorsal articulation prior to palatalization. Dorsal nodes
added by palatalization are [-consonantal].
We cannot, however, base a distinction between [kw] and [pkw], or
between [py] and [pky], simply in the origin of their labial and dorsal
nodes. To resort to an explanation of this sort would be to incorporate
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global knowledge, information about the derivational history of the segment
which is no longer contained in its representation, into its
interpretation. Rather, what is needed is fOT there to be a
representational difference between labialized /k/ and labialized /pk/
after rounding has applied, from which to derive the difference in the
degree of closure features for [kw] and [kpw] after rounding has applied,
and for [py] and [pky] after palatalization. Further, this
representational difference must enable us to correctly derive the degree
of closure features in each segment which results from rounding triggered
by a round vowel or palatalization triggered by a front vowel.
We may accomplish all this, both representing the difference between
[py,kw] and [pky,pkw] and correctly deriving the right complex segments by
palatalization or labialization, by specifying different articulators as
major, as in (60):
[kp] root
I s~pralaT.
[-cont] I
place
labi~l \
dorsaldorsal
[k) root
/ SU~Talar.
[-cont] I
place
\
(60)
[p] root
/S~PTalaT.
[-con t 1 I
place
Ilabial~
[pw] root
I
supralar.
[-cont] I
place
-----..labi~l \
/ dorsal
[fround] I
[+backl
(kw] root
/SU~Talar.
[-cant] I
place
labi~l \
I dorsal<
[+round] I
£+back]
[kpw] root
----t 1--
I supralar.
[-cont] I
place
labi~l \
/ dorsal<
lfround] I
[+back]
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root
IS~PTalaT.
[-c:ont] I
place
I ~
labial \ _)
dorsal(Y
I
[-back)
[kpy][ky] root
/SU~TalaT.
[-cont] I
place
I
dorsal(
\
[-back]
[py] root
~S~PTalaT'
/~ [-con t) I( _.. place
~lab:al\
dOT sal
I
[-back]
In [kp], both labial and dorsal must start out as major. If labial
weren't major, we couldn't distinguish [kw] and [kpw]. If dorsal weren't
'\1
major, we couldn/t distinguish [py] and [kpy). In (60), a pointer to an
articulator means that the degree of closure features of the segment apply
to it. Therefore, having marked both articulators as major in (kpl
requires that both have the same degree of closure, which they do. There
is no prohibition against more than one articulator being marked to take
the degTee of closure features. That is probably what rounded vowels are
like. However, a complex segment may only have both marked if they agree
in degrG'E' of closure. In a complex seCJT'ent in which the closures vary in
degree, as in Margi labiocoronals, Kinyarwanda, clicks, etc., only one of
the closures may be maior and receive the degree of closure specification
of the segment. The other's degree of closure will be predictable. In
ShOTt, there can be only one (simultaneous) distinctive de9ree of closure
specified in any segment. 23 That specification may ap~ly to both
articulators equally, or it may apply only to one of them. There will
exist no comple~ segments in which the degrees of closures of both
23. The [-cont][fcont] of an affricate counts as a single distinctive
degree of closure specification because it applies to a single
articulator. What is excluded is, e.g_, [-cont] for the labial aTticulato~
and t+cont) for the dorsal articulator in the sam~ segment.
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articulators are unequal and unpredicable (distinctive).
3.3.2 Shona
The consonants of Shona ·seem at first sight to present an almost
insoluble jig-saw puzzle in their variety and permutations M (Doke
(1931:36». Nevertheless, the theory of phonology and phonetics I have
developed in this chapter and the pr~vious one -- specifically a feature
structure with independent nodes for each articulator and with a means of
markin9 which articulators are maior for the purposes of assigning degree
of closure features -- m~kes possible a straightforward solution to the
-jig-saw puzzle- of Shona consonants.
In Shona, as in Nupe, there is a pTocess of labiovelarization of
consonants which adds minor articulations of velarity and labiality.
However, unlike Nupe, in which the minor articulations are always
[-consonantal] in degree, in Shona a minor articulation may become a
fricative [-son,+cont] or even a stop [-cont]. There i~ considerable
variation both across and within dialects in the degrees of closure of the
minor articulations added by labiovelarization in Shona.
I will start by examining a typical pattern of labiovelarization in
Shona, that found in the Zezuru dialect of Central Shona, shown in (61).
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(61) ZezuTu Consonants
Single POA Labiovelarized
p t k pk AI px N pc:. tkw N txw kw
b d 9 bg N bY dYw 9'-'J
mb nd fl9 mbg N moY ndYw r)
m n (f I) mf) N mCJ nf)w fff) IV trl)W rjW
pf ~ ~ .ekw ~k N ~kw
bv I ,. ItJN #v IYw 19 IV !gw N jYw
ftTfw
f s I skw AI sxw !:kw
(8) z f zgw N zYw fgw N fYw
nz nzYw
T,l rYw N TW
Labialized Alveolars ~ Labiovelarized Labialized Alveolars
C ~
j
~24~ ~. ~kw ~
t N Yw
Data illustrating some of the free variation in degree of closure in
labiovelarized consonants in Zezuru are given in (62) (followed by the page
numbers where they occur in Doke):
24. Note that the labialized alveolars [~, ~] are not the same as [zw),
[sw]; furthermore, [~, $] may themselves be followed by [w] (labialized?),
according to Doke (p.86). Thus, there is a four~ay contrast M,ong: (5),
[tl, [sw], [tw]. Nevertheless, for some forms, there is variation among
the dialects between [~, ~] and [sxw), [zYw], as might be expected given
their close phonetic similarity:
Manyika [ru~i~i)
Korekore [kun;a]
Zezuru [rusxwisxwi] ~youn9 9rass~(p.88)
ZezuTu [kunzYwa], Manyika [kunzwa) ~to hear~ (p.89)
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(62)
/p/ hapxa hapka 'armpit' (111)
pk£~Te paJere IV pxere ' chi Id' (110)
1m! ml)ana mQana 'child' (112)
kuj arnf)w kuiamCJa ~to suck' (112)
t:amf)ari Cam:=Jar i 'friend"' (112)
/s/ skwifra sxwifta 'pinch' (116)
iskwa isxwa 'be placed"' (Ii s-wa/) (116)
/1/ 1J9a1Ywa Ilga4gwa ~be bound' (118)
kukulYwa kuku/gwa 'be renowned' (118)
/~/ kWP~Ywa 'be attracted" (118)
re~gwa 'be lulled to sleep' (118)
I'll ku t i 2'gwererere "'cry of birds' (119)
kuti fYwe 'to be pale' (119)
One of the facts to be accounted for here is that while there is much
variation in the de9ree of velar closure in the labial, alveolar, and
palatoalveolar labiovelarized consonants, there is no variation at all in
the degree of velar closure in the velar labiovelarized consonants. OUT
account must differentiate between those velar closures that vary and those
that don/t. Another aspect of the data to be accounted for is the deletion
of [fround] in the labial labiovelarized consonants, in contrast to thR
alueo~ar, palatoalveolar, and velar labiovelarized consonants, which for
the most part do not delete [+rcund). In particular, a crucial distinction
must be made between [pkl ~ [px] derived from /p/ and [kw] derived from
/k/. In the former, [fround] must be deletpd and the velar closure is
variable, while in the latter [+round] is not deleted and the velar closure
is unchanging. Yet in terms of place features, labiovelarized /p/ and /k/
are identical:
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(63) place
/ ,
labial dorsal
/ \
[+round] [+back]
Without a way of further distinguishin9 labiovelarized /p/ and /k/, it
would be impossible to predict whether [+round] should delete in (63);
whether the labial articulation should be [-consonantal] or
[+consonantal,-cont]; or whether the dOTsal articulation should remain
[-cont] or be allowed to vary in degree of closure. However, with a means
of markin9 one articulation as maJor (meaning simply that it receives the
degree of closure features of the segment), distinguishing labiovelarized
/p/ and /k/ and predicting their correct phonetic forms is
straightforwardly accomplished.
The derivation of labiovelarized /p/ and /k/ is shown in (64a,b),
respectively:
(64)
8. /p/
root
-I \
svpra [-cont]
I
place
1
labial
root
~I \supra [-cont]==) IG plac~/ \labial dorsal
/ \
[+round] [+back]
==>
[pQl N [px] N [pkl
root
I \
supra [-cont]
I
place
/ \
labial dorsal
\
[+back]
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b. /k/ [kw]
root
/I~[-con t] s~::: \
p~ace )
dorsalt
root
/ 1--'"
[-cont] supra
==> I
place
/ \
labial dorsal
/ \
[+round] [+back]
In (64a), [+round] is deleted from a major labial articulator node; it
is not deleted in (64b) because the labial articulator node is not major.
Language-specific phonetic interpretation rules will interpret the minOT
dorsal articulation in (64a), which is not phonologically specified for
degree of closure, as anywhere from [-consonantal] [w], to
cr[+consonantal,+cont] [xl'Aeven [-cont] [k]. The dorsal articulation in
(64b), however, is phonologically specified as [-cont], since it is the
major articulation and receives the phonological degree of closure
features. Hence there is no variation in the degree of closure of the
dorsal articulation in (64b). The degree of closure Df the minOT labial
articulation in (64b) is not governed by any lan9uage-sp~clfic rule;
therefore, it will be interpreted, as in Nupe, as [-consonantal], the
universal default for minor articulations. To enable the representation ~f
these phonetic degrees of closure for minor articulators, the feature
geometry at the level of phonetic representation will differ from the
geometry I have proposed for phonological representation. The
r.presentations required for the outputs of these phonetic interpretation
rules are discussed in Chapter Six.
The above account of the differences between labiovelarized /p/ and
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/k/, with no further provisions, also derives correctly the phonetic output
of labiovelarizing a coronal. Consider the derivation of It/ into [tkw] -
[ t xw] i n (65):
(65) It/ [tkw] N [txw]
root
/ I
[-cont] supra
I
place
I
coronal
root
/ I
[-cont] supra
==> I
place
/ I \
labial I coronal
/ dOTS.
!+round] I
[+back]
In (65), both the labial and the dorsal articulations aTe minor. Thus, the
labial articulation remains l+round) just as in [kw) in (64b) above, while
the dorsal articulation varies in degree of closure iust as in (64a)
above. Nothing further need be said. This account also correctly derives
the phonetic form of labiovelarized lsi, which iu identical to tha~ of It/
in (65) above except that /s/ would have the specification [+cont]. The
degree of closure of the dorsal articulation is unrelated to the
phonological degree of closure of the segment it occurs in. Thus, even in
the phonologically [+cont] segment /5/, the phonetic interpretation rules
may create a [-cont] [kl, yielding [skw). This, then, is an example where
the maior articulation is less radical than the minor one, which shows that
the notion -major· is properly characterized as an abstract, phonologic~l
property relating degree of closure features to a particular articulator,
and is not the phonetic property of being the Imost radical- articulation,
nor the pretheoretic, intuitive notion of being in some way psychologically
prominent.
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To sunrnarize, we may characterize the differenC'e between N"Jpe and
Shona by adding an optional and vaTiable process in the phonology of Shona
to strengthen the minor dorsal articulation in a complex segment to a
fricative or stop, as well as a process delinking [+round] from major
labial articula~ions. Further data from other Shona dialects showing the
variation in degree 'of closure in minor dorsal articulations are 9iven in
- (10))
(66~~(followed by the page where they occur in Doke):25
(66) CENTRAL SH(J\JA
Kcrekore kuiamflwa"" kujamNa 'to suck' (112)
Manyika mf)ana rnCJana 'chi Id' (112)
mf)oio 'hear t' (112)
dll) i j a ' strength' (112)
(mf) =click)
Tav8ra hapwa hapQa ' armp it' (111)
pxira p~i ra 'dry up' (111)
0
(67) EASTERN SH(J\JA
Ndau mQana (one speaker had [mwana]) 'child' (161)
k'upxisa 'to make dry up'(160)
mundwere ~ mundYwere 'species of insect' (161)
rasxwa ra~a 'be lost' (163)
tJ
Tonga
Danda
Teve
/"to
mJ)ana
,-...
k'umf)a
mwaruQ9u
fnl,Jerr1e
~ ..
mr)ananlnl
k'urfi?)a
rnCJana
kuarnCJa
irnCJimQi
ku~a
'child'
'to drink"
'sugar cane'
'9T ass'
'child'
'to drink'
'child'
'to suck'
'you'
'to drink'
(161 )
(161)
(161 )
(161 )
(161)
(161 )
(161 )
(161)
(161 )
(161 )
25. [m~] here represents a nasal click.
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Eanga mQana 'child' (161)
kupxa 'to dry up' (160)
h2pka 'armpit' (160)
imbYa 'dog' (160)
kumQa 'to drink' (161)
maulwa 'grass' (163)
MIn Western Shona, velarization is not nearly so prominent a feature as it
is in the Central dialects. It occurs only with bilabial consonants, and
even with them seems to be avoided in Lilima. In Rozi, when used with
bilabials, it was noticed to be accompanied by the semi-vowel -- a very
rare occurrence.-
(68) WESTERN SHONA (pp.186-87) (Nambzya)
hapxia hap~a 'armpit'
kupxja kup~a 'to dry up'
bYjato ~ato 'canoe'
ibYje i~e 'stone'
imbYia im~a 'dog'
kum~a kumQa 'to suck'
imQi imQi 'you'
(cf. Kalanga hapxa)
(cf. Kalang8 kupxa)
(cf. Kalanga bYe)
(cf. Kalanga mbYa)
(cf. Kalang8 kumQa)
(cf. Kalanga imQi)
The Urungwe dialect of Korekore (Central Shona) avoids combination of
velarization with bilabials; in cases where Korekore in general has
velarized labials, Urungwe instead substitutes the labialized velars [xw,
Yw, ngw]. For example:
(69)
Urungwe Korekore:
ixwa
iQgwa
xwere
Korekore:
ipxa
imbwa ~ imbwa N imbYa
pxere
'sweet reed'
'dog'
'child'
(110)
(111)
(110)
I characterize this as follows. It is common in Shona (and in Kinyarwanda,
discussed in the n~xt section) for labiovelarized labials not to surface as
rounded, but to surface instead with just velarization, e.g. corresponding
to labiovelarized [tkw] there will be velarized [pk], without rounding. In
my terms, these languages avoid the specification of [+round] on a major
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labial articJlator node, although [+round] on a minor labial node is fine,
as in [tk~] or [kw]. I SU9gested above that one of these languages,
below
Zezuru, deals with the ill-formed (in that lan9uage) structure (7oa)Aby
delinking the [+roundl, yielding (70b). In Urungwe, however, the
ill-formed structure (70a) is converted to (70c) by changing the
specification of maior from the labial to the dorsal node. The
specification of [+round] on the labial node is then allowed, since the
labial node is not maior. Changing the major specification from the labial
node to the dorsal n~de has the automatic consequence that the formerly
[-cont] labial /p/ becomes [-consonantal]. When the labial node was maior,
it received the phonol~9ical degree of closure featules of the segment; it
automatically loses those and is interpreted by universal redundancy rules
when it loses the maior specification.
(70) a. *[pkw]
*root
/ I
[-can t] !'.upr a
I
place
/ \
labial dorsal
I
£+round]
b. [pkJ
root
/ I
[-cont] supra
I
place
/ \
~labial dorsal
c. [kw]
root
/I~[-cont] supra
I
place
/ \
labial dorsal
I
[frountj]
The prediction is also that the dorsal articulation, previously
[+contl by phonetic interpretation but unspecified for phonological degree
of closure, should automatically take on the [-cont] phonological degree of
closure that used to apply to /p/. While this prediction is not borne out
in Urungwe Korekore, where the dorsal articulation remains l+cont] (as
shown in (69», it is borne out in the Western Shona dialect of Lilima, in
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which this same process, changing the major specification from labial to
dorsal when the labial node dominates [+round], occurs. Examples are given
in (71) (from Doke (p.186,Appendix IV p.b», contra6t@d with cognate forms
in the closely related Western Shona dialect Kalanga:
(71 )
Lilima: kuk~a
hakt-A-Ia
gwilila
gwe
f)~a
kUl)wa
il)wi
f)wana
Kalanga: kupxa
hapxa
bYilila
bYe
mbYa
kuml)a
iml)i
ml)ana
'dry up'
, armp i t J
"'return'
, stone'
, dog'
'to suck'
'you'
'child'
3.3.3 Kinyarwanda
The results of labiovelarization in Kinyarwanda are similar to those
have just discussed for Shona, to which Kinyarwanda is related as a Bantu
language. Kinyarwanda in addition contains a process of palatalization
whose results parallel the results of labio~elarization.
Kinyarwanda has no underlying complex segments. Consonants are
palatalized (72a) and labiovelarized (72b) before unsyllabified [-low]
vowels, with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel, as discussed
in Chap ter T.J'Jo:
(72) a. cS 6 b. cS <S
/ \ / \ / \ / \
0 R ==> 0 R 0 R ==> 0 R
I I I /1 I I I /1
x x x x x x x x x x )( x
I I I I \1 I I I I \1
C i V Cy V C u V Cw V
e 0
To review, Kinyarwanda allows branching rimes only for long vowels. In any
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sequence of a consonant followed by two unlike vowel~., the first vowel will
fail to syllabify and the second vowel will take the consonant as its
onset, as shown in (72). If [-low], the unsyllabified vowel will then
labiovelarize or palatalize the preceding consonant. Regardless of the
height of the unsyllabified vowel, the second vowel will lengthen by
spreading onto the x-slot of the first vowel.
The labialized and palatalized consonants in Kinyarwanda pattern as in
the partial list in (73):
(73) p
pc
pk
s
sc
skw
t
tc
tkw
k
c
kw
Despite their apparent differences, the labialized and palatalized
consonants in Kinyarwanda may be derived exactly as those in Nupe, that is,
by the spreading of [round] and [back] onto the consonant, with the
underlying specification of the major articulator determining the phonet~c
output. The only difference is that in Kinyarwanda, as in Shona, there are
the additional processes of velar fortition and of delinking [round) from
maior labial articulations.
Distinguishing a major articulator is necessary in Kinyarwanda in
order to derive correctly the labiovelarized forms of /p/ and /k/. If /p/
and /k/ were not marked prior to labiovelarization as having major labial
and dorsal articulators, respectively, then there would afterwards be no
distinction between them, both [pk] and [kw] being represented as (74):
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(74) root
/ SU~TalaT.
[-cont] I
place
labi~l\
I dorsal
[+round] \
[+back]
Not having access to the origin of (74) as either /p/ or /k/ (because
to have such access would be to incorporate global knowledge into the
grammar), there is no way to differentiate it into [pkl and [kw), e.g. by
deleting [+round] for [pkl or by somehow specifying the labial articulati~~
as [-cons] fOT [kw], If, however, /p/ and /k/ are marked prior to
labiovelarization as having maior labial and dorsal articulations,
respectively, then the derivation can proceed as in (75a) for [pk] and as
in (75b) for [kw]:
(75)
a. l-cont)
/
root
I
supralar. ==)
I
place
/
labial
[-cont)
/
root
I
supralar. ==>
I
place
labi~l\
I dorsal
[+round] \
[+back)
[-cont]
I
root
I
s.upralar.
I
place
labi~l\
dorsal
\
[fback]
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b. [-cont]
/
Toot
I
supralar.
I
place
I
dorsal
==)
[-cont]
/
Toot
I
supralar ..
I
plac:e
labi~l\
I dorsal
£+round] \
[+back]
In (75). it is possible to derive [pkl by delinking [fround] from a major
labial articulator node, without affectin9 [+round] in [kwl because that
labial node is not major. The velar fortition process will make the
(minor) dorsal articulation in (75a) [-cont]. This process does not apply
in (75b) because the velar articulation is major there. The minor labial
articulator in (75b) is interpreted phonetically as [-cons] by universal
default rules.
Most interesting of all is the derivation of [skw]:
(76)
£+cont]
/
root
I
supralar.
I
place
I
coronal
lfcont)
/
Toot
I
==> supralar.
I
place
/ l~b \
coronal I dorsal
[frd] \
[+back]
In (76), minor articulations of labial and dorsal are added to lsi.
As usual, the labial is interpreted as [-cons] and the dorsal as [-cont]a
In this case, however, that makes the minor dorsal articulation the most
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radical of the three. This is evidence that being the major articulator is
a purely abstract, phonological property defined as being the articulator
which takes the degree of closure features of the segment, and that it is
not a property that is phonetically predictable as belonging to -the most
radical constriction U or to -the closure closest to the glottis·, as
proposed by Ladefoged (cited in Hyman), for both of these fail in
Kinyarwanda [skw].
Evidence that it is correct to spread just [round] and [back] in
Kinyarwanda labiovelarization and palatalization, as I have done above,
rather than spreading the entire place node or the articulator nodes, comes
from the interaction of these proces~es with vowel harmony. In
Kinyarwanda, suffixes with non-low vowels surface with either [thigh] or
[-high] variants depending on the height of the stem vowel. Examples of
vowel harmony (from Sibomana (1974:27-29); Kimenyi (1978» are~
(77)
Iku-sig-al [gusiga] ~hinterlassen~ /ku-sig-ir-a/ [gusigira] 'hinterlassen far'
/ku-suk-a/ [gusuka] 'giessen' /ku-suk-iil'-aI [gusukiira] 'lange giessen'
/ku-sek-al [guseka] Jto laugh'
Iku-kor-al [gukora] Jto work'
/ku-sek-ir-a/
/ku-kor-ir-a/
[gusekera] 'to laugh at'
[gukorera] Jto work for'
Vowel harmony may be characterized as the spreadin9 of [a high] from
the root to a [-low] suffix vowel. Backness and roundness are unaffected,
S~ it must be just the feature [high), and not the dorsal articulator node
or the place node, that spreads. Further evidence that it is iust the
feature [high] that spreads is the fact that intervening consonants, even
do' /k/, do not interfere with harmony. Spreading of the place node or
of the dorsal articulator node would be blocked by an intervening /k/; only
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spreading of [high] will work. This is shown by the derivation of height
harmony in [gusekera] (see (77b», illustrated in (78).
(78)
B. spreading [high]
leI Ikl IiI
supra supra supra
I I I
place plac@ place
I I I
dorsal dorsal dorsal
/ \
[-back] [-back]
[-high]
b. spreading dorsal
*
lei Ikl Iii
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
dorsal dorsal dorsal
[-baCk~ \ \[-back]
[-high]
c. spreading place
* lei Ik/ Iii
supra supra supra
I
place place place
I I I
dorsal dorsal dorsal
[-baCk~ \ \[-back]
[-high]
With stems of the form CV before V-initial suffixes, where both V's
are [-low], the environments for both palatalization/ labiovelarization
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(with compensatory lengthening of the suffix vowel) and vowel harmony are
met. If the stem is Cu or Co, both labiovelarization and harmony apply, as
in (79): 26
(79)
a. /ku-gu-a/ [kuga,-la] 'to fall' Iku-gu-ir-a/ [kugwiiral 'to fall on'
b. /ku-ko-al [gukwa] 'to give bride- /ku-ko-ir-al [gukweera] 'to give bride-
wealth' wealth for'
/ku-no-a/ [kunllwa] 'to drink' /ku-no-ir-a/ [kun'lweera] 'to drink for'
If, however, the stem is Ci or Ce, only harmony applies. The
palatalization whose environment is met does not occur (although
compensatory lengthening apparently does occur).
(80 )
Iku-gi-al [ ku 9ya] 'to go' Iku-gi-ir-al [kugiira] 'to 9° for'
/ku-ri-al [kur~a] , to eat' Iku-ri-ik-al [kuriika] I to be edible'
Iku-ke-al [ gukyal 'to dawn' /ku-ke-ir-a/ [gukeer a] 'to dawn for'
In (80), we would expect palatalization to apply in [kugiira], [kuriika],
and [gukeera] to yield [kugyiira], [kurgiika], and [gukyeera],
respectively. What blocks palatalization in these cases?
Note, first of all, that palatalization does occur in sequences of
li,e/ followed by IiI in other morphological environments not subject to
vowel harmony. FOT example, in (81), palatalization occurs in the class
prefix /iril before the Iii-initial stem lino/:
(81 ) /ku iri-ino/ [ku r~iinoJ 'on the tooth' (Kimenyi p.15)
Thus, it is not the case that any sequence of like vowels blocks
26. Prefix /kl --) [g] before a stem-initial voiced obstruent (Dahl's Law).
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palatalization. Rather, it is something related to vowel harmony that
blocks palatalization in (80).
Let us compare the derivation of [kunQweera] 'to drink for', in which
both labiovelarization and harmony apply, with that of [gukeera] 'to dawn
for', in which only harmony applies. The vowel harmony and
labiouelarization in [kunQweera] is derived in (82), where (82a) is the
relevant structure prior to harmony and labiovelarization, and (82b) is the
structure after those processeg have applied:
(82) a. Inl lui Iii
root ruot root
I I I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
I dO~S" dO:S'\COT
[-hi~ I lab I lab\ ,
[fba] [frd] [~ba] [-rdl
b. root root root
I I I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
dO~S iab la~ " dorsI "
cor/ \~+rdj /dor~ ~" la~
[-hi] [-bal [-rdJ
[fback]
(82) shows that velarization must spread just the feature [back], and not
the entiTe dorsal node. If the dorsal node were spread, then [-high] would
be spread onto the consonant along with £+backl, which is wrong since the
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velar nasal that results must be [+high). It would be possible to spread
the dorsal node in velarization only if [-high] were delinked fTom the
dorsal node either prior to or 8S a result of vel~rization. Since there is
no other motivation for delinking [high], it is simpler to assume that just
the feature [back] spreads, resulting in the structure in (82b).
Consider now the derivation of [gukeera] 'to dawn for'. Based on
(82), we would expect (83a) to yield (83b) , with a palatalized [ky], but it
doesn/t. Rather, [-back] fails to spread to the /k/.
(83)
a. Ik/ leI Iii
root root root
I , I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
I dO~S\ dO~S\dors
[-hi~ I lab I lab\ \
[-ba] [-rd] [-ba] [-rd]
b. * Toot Toot root
I I I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
d~TS ~ab la~ \ dOTS/' \
\
\ / dOTS / \ lab
[-rd] / \ \
[-hi] [-bal [-rdl
[-back]
Basically, the structures in (82b) and (83b) are the same; only the values
for the features [round] and [back] are different.
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Following a sU9gestion of Donca Steriade (p.e.), J will attribute the
application of labiovelarilati~n in (82), and the failure of palatalizaiion
in (83) to the fact that hei9ht harmony yields a 9eminate vowel in (83) but
does not in (82). Consider again the derivation of vowel harmony in
(gukeera] ~to dawn for'.
(84)
a. Ik/ lei Iii
root Toot Toot
I I I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
I dO~S\ dO:S\dOTS
[-hi~ I lab I lab\ \
[-bal [-rdl [-baJ [ -rd]
b. Toot root root
I I I
supra supra supra
I I I
place place place
/ la~ \ / \dors dOTS
/ dOTS / \ lab[ -rd] I \ \[-hi] [-baJ [ -rd]
[-back]
After the spreading of [-high] in (84b), the stem and suffix vowels form a
linked structure in which all features are identical. Assuming a process
akin to Steriade's (1982) Shared Features Convention, which merges all
identical features in a linked matrix, we may consider all the features and
class nodes in the linked structure in (84b) to merge, yielding (85):
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(85) x
I
Toot
I
supra
I
place
\
dors
x x
" /root
I
supra
I
place
la~ \
/ dOTS
[-rdl / \
[-hi]
[-back]
The second and third X-Slots in (85) now meet the condition in Kinyarwanda
on branching rimes -- since they constitute a geminate vowel, they may be
syllabified as a long rime, as in (86):
(86) 9 u k era
I , I / " , ,
x x x x X x x
I I I \ / I I
ORO R 0 R
\1 \ I \1
CS d 6
Because there is no unsyllabified vowel in (86), there is no
palatalization, just as there isn/t before the underlying 10n9 vowels in
(87):
(87) /ku-siiB-a/ [gusiiBa] "to be absent" (Kl )
Iku-seeg-a/ [guseega] " to beg" (Kl)
That only geminate structures, and not accidental sequences of like vowels,
may syllabify as long rimes is shown by the example in (81), /ku iri-ino/
[ku rgiino] 'on the tooth", in which the accidental sequence of like vowels
/ .. i-i .• / does not syllabify as a long vowel, but rather syllabifies like
any sequence of vowels -- the first failing to syllabify and causing
palatalization, with the vowel length of the second due to compensatory
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lengthening. Thus, the syllabification in (86) of the sequence of vowels
as a long vowel is crucially dependent on the earlier application of vowel
harmony which creates a linked structure to which the Shared Features
Convention is arplicable, ultimately derivil\9 a geminate structure.
Sequences of like vowels not in a harmony environment will never syllabify
as long rimes because it is only the link provided by harmony that enables
the creation of a geminate structure. Syllabification in Kinyarwanda is
sensitive to geminate structures, not to accidental geminates -- sequences
of vowels which happen to be the same.
To summarize, if vowel harmony results in a sequence of identical
vowels, the linked structure formed by vDwel harmony is transformed through
the ShaTed Features Convention into a geminate, long v('wel, which is
syllabifiable as a nucleus in Kinyarwanda. Palatalization then fails
because there is no unsyllabified slot. This is the difference between
labiovelarization and palatalization in the vowel harmony environment.
With the failure of palatalization in the vowel harmony environment
thus explained, we may return to the argument that the labiovel~rization in
a vowel harmony environment shown in (82) demonstrates that it is the
feature [back], and no~ either the dorsal node or the place node) that is
srread in velarization. The only example showing labiovelarization to be
spreading [+back] as well as [+round] in the vowel harmony environment is
/ku-no-ir-al [kunQweera] ~to drink for/. In the other examples, the
consonant is already vPlar, so there is no way to tell if l+back] has
spread. In this example, however, altough the consonant starts out as a
coronal, it is also a nasal. Thus, I must show that the velarity of [Q) in
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[kunQweera] is a result of labiovelarjzation, and not simply a case of the
nasal assimilating in place to the following glide. That this is a case of
uelarization and not nasal assimilation is shown by the distribution of
vowel length in the example. In Kinyarwanda, there are only CV(V)
syllables. A sequence of nasal-91ide-vowel is not allowed. Rather, in
order to attribute the velarity of the nasal to assimilation rather than
labiovelarization, we would have to analyze [Qw] as a prenasalized /w/.
However, in Kinyarwanda, all pr~nasalized segments trigger compensatory
lengthening of the precpding vowel. Therefore, because the vowel preceding
[nQw] is short i~ this example, [nQw] cannot be a prenasalized se9"Ient.
Furtherm~7e, the len9th of the vowel following [nQw] can only be a result
of the Iwl having merged its features onto In/'s x-slot, i.e. it must be a
case of compensatory legnthenin9 triggered by Complex Segment Formation
(CSF). These arguments are illustrated in (S8). In (S8a) is the
derivation of a labiovelarized /n/, in (eBb) of a prenasalized /w/
(ignoring vowel harmony). The distribution of compensatory lengthening in
[kunQweera] proves that the velarity of the [Q] was derived by spreading
[+back] from the following vowel, and not by prenasalizing the [w].
(88)
a. k uno i r a k uno i r a k uno i r a
I 1 I I I I I CSF I I II I 1 I CL I I 1/ /1 I I
x x x x x x x ~~~ x x x x x x x ==) x x x x x x x
b. k uno ira k u n 0 ira k uno i r a
I I I I I I I ~S I I \1 1 1 i CL I 1\ \1 I I I
x x x x x x u ==> x x x x x x x ==> x x x x x x x
kunQwiira
*kuunQwira
To conclude, then, labiovelarization and palatalization in Kinyarwanda
must be represented as the spread of [back) and [round) from a vowel onto a
~~
consonant. The dorsal and labial aTticulatorsA[backl and [round] link to
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will be minor if they are interpolated as part of the linking of [back] and
[roundl, i.e. if there were no dorsal or labial node already present in the
segment affected. If, however, they link to a segment alre~dy containing a
maior dorsal or labial articulator, then they will be part of the maior
articulation. The major/minor distinction is then crucial in determining
the degrees of closure of the va~ious articulators in the resulting
segment. Specifically, the maior articulator gets whatever degree of
closure is phonologically specified for the segment; minoT dorsal
articulators are strengthened to [-cont]; and minor labial ([fround])
articulators get the universal default for minor articulators -- [-cons].
3.3.4 Fula
The system of consonant gradation in Fula is argued by Anderson
(1976c) to contain an instance of two underlying segments being
distinguished solely by which of the two articulations in each is primary.
Tha segments in question are a /w/ with primary labial articulation and a
/wl with primary velar articulation. Anderson~s analysis translates
straightforwardly into the distinction of maior and minor articulators
proposed above. In this section, I will show how the major/minor
distinction applies in Fula. I will argue that because it is more specific
than the vaguer primary/secondary distinction, it actually predicts the
behavior of the two /w/'s under consonant gradation. Finally, I will show
that the Fula data may be alternatively analyzed without making use of a
maior/minoT distinction.
In Fula, there is a morphologically conditioned system of consonant
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gradation among three classes, referred to as the 'continuant', 'stop', and
'nasal' classes (although not all the consonants in each class are
continuants, stops, or nasals, respectively). Correspondences among the
classes are given in (89) (from Anderson (1976b».27
(89) a. Cont r w w y y f s h
I I I I I I I I
Stop d b 9 9 j P e(g) k
I I I I I I I I
Nasal nd mb 1)9 1)9 raj p ~(C) k
b. Cont b d j 9 ?b ?d ?y ? t
I I I I I I I I I
Stop b d j 9 ?b ?d ?y ? t
I I I I I I I I
Nasal m~ nd trj Jl9 ?b ?d ?y ? t
c. Cont m n ff I) mb nd ffj 1)9
I I I I I I I I
Stop m n fr I) mb nd ftj 1)9
I I I I I I I I
Nasal m n ff I) mb nd ffj 1)9
Anderson (1976b) argues extensively that the 8lex ical representation of a
root or suffix is the form in which it appears in those environments where
the continuant grade is called for· (Anderson (1976c:26». His arguments
are that except for the ambiguity of /w/ to be discussed below, given the
form of a stem which appears in the continuant grade environment, it is
possible to predict the forms of that stem in the other environments, which
is not possible taking either of the other two forms as basic. 28 In (89a)
are given all the forms which show a L+cont] in the continuant grade. All
27. In this section J deal with the system of consonant gradation in the
Eastern Fula dialects of Gombe and Adamawa. Western Fula shows a slightly
different system.
28. The alternation of/yl is predictable because it alternates with /g/
before front vowels and with /]/ before back vowels.
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of these forms show an alt~rnation between all three grades: continuant,
stop, and nasal (except the voiceless obstruents which are immune to
nasalization). In (8gb) are given given those forms with an oral stop in
the continuant grade. These forms sho~ no alternation between continuant
and stop grades. This is easily explained if the stop 9rade is derived by
the addition of [-cont] to the initial consonant of the form. Since the
forms in (89b) are underlyingly [-cont] (the form they show in the basic,
'continuant' grade), the addition of [-cont] in the ttop grade has no
effec£. Of these forms, the voiced stops show an alternation between stop
and nasal grades; the glottalized stops and It/ are immune to
nasalization. Finally, in (8gc) are the forms with nasal(ized) stops in
their basic form. They show no alternation, because neither the addition
of [-cont] in the stop grade nor [+nasal] in the nasal grade has any effect
on such segments. Thus, taking the continuant form as basic allows us to
derive all the correct forms in the other grades stipulating only that
[+nasal] may not link to [+constr] or to [+spread] (or [+stiff]?),29
except for the alternations of tw/, to which I now turn.
As can be seen in (89a) above, underlying Iw/ may alternate with
eitheT Ibl or Ig/ (before a back vowel /w/ alternates only with fbi
before front vowels). There is no clue in the phonetic form of /w/ as to
29. Anderson shows that exception~ to the above system of gradation are of
the expected types: recent borrowings and derived forms. If either the
stop or the nasal grade were taken as basic, however, many fully native and
non-derived roots would have to be m~rked as exceptions to gradation -- all
those analyzed as being underlyingly stc~s or nasals in the above account.
An exception not accounted for under any of these hypotheses is Ill, which
does not alternate at all.
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which stop it will alternate with. /wf that alternates with fbi is
phonetically identical to /w/ that alternates with /g/. Anderson therefore
argues that surface [w] is ambiguous between a uelarized labial glide and a
labialized velar glide, in my terms, (gOa) vs. (90b.):
( 90) a. Toot
s~p "\
I [-cons]
place
labi~l \
I dorsal
[+round] \
[+baCkJ+high
b. root
s~p '\
I [-cons]
place
lab~al\
I dorsal
[+round] \
[
+back1
+hi 9hJ
(90a,b) are identical except for the specification of the major
articulator -- in (90a), the velarized labial, the labial articulator is
maior; in (gOb), the labialized velar, the velar articulator is major.
This distinction between the two /w/'s allows a straightforward account of
the consonant gradation facts. In the stop grade, a specification for
[-cont] is attached to the root node, yielding (91a,b):
(91 ) a. root
sup \
I [-cont]
place
labi~l \
I dorsal
[+round] \
[
+back1
+hi 9hJ
b. roo t
s~p \
I [-cont]
place
lab~al\
I dorsal
[fround] \
[ +back1fhi9hJ
This [-cont] will apply to the maior labial articulator in (91a), yielding
[bl, and will apply to the maior dorsal articulator in (91b), yielding [9)
(assumin9 a pruning of minor articulator nodes in [-cont] segments).
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The intimate connection between degree of closure features and what it
means to be the major articulation in a segment predicts that processes
such as consonant gradation, which operate on closure features, will y-eveal
differences in majorness, whereas place assimilation, which doesn't affect
closure features, never will. Basically, since only the major articulation
receives the closure features of the segment, any process such as consonant
gradation which changes closure featuTes will affect just the major
articulation, and not the minor one. This result would not be automatic
under the vaguer traditional notion of primary/secondary, since there the
connection to degree of closure features is not made explicit.
There exists an alternative to the above analysis which does not make
use of the maior/minor distinction. This alternative, however, Tequires
the postulation of an abstract segment which never surfaces. Basically,
the analysis is to build the history of the consonant gradation system into
its synchronic workings. Historically, the consonant gradation system was
that in (92a):
(92)
a. Cont w Y y b. Cont w y
I I I / \ / \
Stop b 9 j Stop b 9 j
I I I I I I
Nasal mb 1)9 ffj Nasal mb 1)9 f\'j
In (92a), there is a one-to-one relation between the continuant and stvp
forms. Subsequent to the stage in (92a), however, IY/ became /wl before
the back vowels la,o,u/ and became /y/ before the front vowels li,e/,
resulting in thp system in (92b), in which /w/ before back vowels may
surface as either fbi or /91 in the stop grade, and /V.I before front vowels
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may surface as either Igi or Ijl in the stop grade. To avoid the problem
of determining in (92b) which /w/s become Ibl and which /g/, and which /y/s
become /91 and which Ij/, this analysis would simply incorporate the change
from (92a) to (92b) as part of the synchronic grammar of Fula. Thus, those
surface [w]s and [y]s which alternate with /91 would be underlyingly velar
fricatives, IY/. IY/ is not part of the surface inventory of Fula; it will
always be either rounded to [w] or palatalized to [y].
Evidence suggesting that this analysis is not quite correct is that a
further historical development in Fula resolved the ambiguity of the
alternation of [V) with either [9] or [il in the stop grade, but left the
ambiguity of [w] unaffected. Anderson (1976b) notes that
the indeterminacy of underlying y ••• appears only before a
following front vowel; and it is in just this environment that
original j/~j alternating with yare systematically replaced by
g1~9. The result is that, given a y, we can now tell
unambiguously what stop it alternates with: if it is followed
by a back vowel, it alternates with j/~j, while if it is
followed by a front vowel, it alternates with 91Q9 (p.116).
Thus, it seems that Fula speakers are not treating surface [V] alternating
with [9] as an underlying IYI. Rather, they treat it as underlying Iyl,
leading to its merger with historical Iy/. If we assume that surface [V]
alte'rnating with 191 must be underlying IY/, then the change of y/j/Nj
before front vowels to y/g1~9 would be a reanalysis of historical Iy/ as
underlying IYI, which neuer occurs on the surface in Fula. It is
questionable to assume that a reanalysis would operate to create more of
the abstract, non-surfacing segments. If, on the other hand, the merger of
[y] derived from *V and [y] derived from *y is seen as a synchronic
elimiation of the abstract non-surfacing segment IYI, then we would expect
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IYI to be elimated also as a source of [w).
It is interesting to note that no such merger occurred with respect to
the alternations of /w/. Analogous to the development of /y/, we might
expect the /w/ forms alteTnating with /bl before back vowels to be
reanalyzed as alternating with /gi. This does not occur. 1 propose that
the difference between the developments of ambiguous Iy/ and /wl is based
in the fact that /w/ is doubly-articulated, and thus contains in its
representation both of the articulations with which it alternates, while
/y/ contains only a single articulation, and thus is impossible to
represent underlyingly as two distinct segments both of which surface
unchanged. That is, the majer/minor distinction is available fOT /w/ and
allows the situation of /w/ alternating with both fbi and /gi to remain; no
such distinction is available for fyi, so the ambiguous alternations of /y/
are intolerable and are reanalyzed.
What, then, is the correct analysis for Fula? Both analyses introduce
an underlying distinction between [w] which alternates with /bl and [w]
which alternates with /g/, where this underlying distinction is not
detectable phonetically in the realization of [w]. The analysis in terms
of maior and minor articulators introduces the underlying distinction of
whether the labial or the dorsal articulator is the major one, i.~. is the
one that receives the phonological [-cons] degree of closure of the
segment. Universal default rules will always assign the same degree of
closure, [-cons), to the minOT articulation, so there is no phonetic
distinction between /w/ with major labial articulation and Iw/ with minor
labial articulation. Although this analysis requires the introduction of
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distinctive major/minor in Fula, it does not require an~ abstract~
non-surfacing segment. Both underlying /w/s contain the featuers they will
surface with -- no more and no less. On the other hand, the analysis in
terms of underlying IYI requires the introduction of an abstract segment,
IYI, which never surfaces in Fula. Given that the major/minor distinction
is not used in any other segment in Fula, it might be argued that the
former analysis is more costly in its abstractness than the latter. Such
an evaluation, however, requires us to compare the abstractness of a
major/minor distinction with the abstractness of non-surfacing IY/. Since
these constitute two different types of abstractness, it is difficult to
weigh them against each other. 1 will thus leave the issue unresolved,
noting only that the definition of the major/minor distinction as governing
the application of phonological degree of closure features, which was
proposed for the processes of labiovelarization and palatalization in Nupe,
Shona, and Kinyarwanda, and for the clicks and complex segments of !Xa and
Margi, makes exactly the right predictions in the completely unrelated
process of consonant gradation in Fula.
3.4 Comparison of MaiorlMinor Distinction with Alternatives
I have argued in this chapter that the representation of complex
segments in Hottentot, Margi, !Xa, Nupe, Kinyarwanda, and Shona requires a
di~tinction to be made between maior articulators, to which phonological
degree of closure features apply, and minor articulators, which have no
phonological specification for degree of closure and which surface
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phonetically with non-distinctive degree of closure (either predictable or
in free variation). In this section, I show why the distinction of ~ajor
and minOT articulators is preferable to alternative means of distinguishing
the complex segments in the above languages.
3.4.1 Separate Degree of Closure for Each Articulator
One means of distinguishing the complex segments discussed above would
be to allow the representation of separate degrees of closure for each
articulator. As argued above, a serious drawback with using separate
degrees of closure for ~ach articulator in complex-segment languages is
that it requires the introduction of a basic typological distinction
between complex-segment and simple-segment languages as regards the feature
hierarchy. In addition to this drawback, however, there are practical
problems fOT this proposal within the analyses of single languages.
For example, although allowing separate degrees of closure for each
articulator would correctly distinguish Margi Ipt,ps,tw,sw/, it would fa~l
to characterize the fact that although rounded labials may occur in Maygi,
as in /pw, bw, ?bw, fw, vw, mw/, they may not occur in combination with
coronals. This fact would have to be stipulated in an analysis with
separate degrees of closure for each articulator, but is an automatic
result of an analysis in terms of maior and minor articulators. In the
latter analysis, Ipt,ps,tw,sw/ have major coronal articulators with
distinctive degree of closure. The degree of closure of the minor labial
articulators in these segments is determined by the phonetic interpretation
rules: [-round) --) [-cont]j l+round] --) [-cons]. This prevents rounded
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labial stops or fricatives from occuring in complex segments with major
coronal articulations, since minor labial articulations are always [-cons]
if they are [+round). However, the redundancy rules will not apply to a
segment with a maior labial articulator, because in these, the degree of
closure of the labial articulator is already phonologically specified.
Thus, the [+round] labial articulations in Ipw, bw, ?bw, fw, vw, mw/ are
not required to be [-co~s] becaus~, being major articulations, they receive
phonological degree of closure specification. In contrast, if
Ipt,ps,tw,sw/ were distinguished by separate degrees of closure for ~ach
articulator, then given that /pw/ is a possible articulation in Hargi, we
would expect se~ents such as /tpw, spw/ to also occur, in the absence of
any explicit statement preventing them,
Furthermore, there would be no explanation of the b~havioT of Margi
/ps/ as £+cont] phonologically, with respect to prenasalization, under an
analysis in which each articulator had its own degree of closure
specification. In such an analysis, Margi Ips/ would be represented as in
(93), with [-cont] for its labial closure, and hence would be expected to
occur prenasalized.
(93) place
/ \
labial coronal
I I
[-cont] [+cont)
Again, it would be possible to add an explicit restriction to the grammar
of Margi against prenasalizing [ps], but this restriction would be
completely arbitrary. There would be no connection between the
impossibility of prenasalizing [ps] and the fact that the fricative~
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If,s,~, ••• / may not be prenasalized either.
The biggest problem with allowing separate degrees of closure for each
articulator, however, after the impossibility of assimilating place without
manner, is that it predicts more complex segment combinations than actually
occur in anyone language. For example, in !Xa I argued that there exist
both corono-velar clicks, with maior dorsal articulators, and velarized
coronals, with major coronal articulators. In particular, there exist the
four segments in (94).
(94)
tx
[-cont]
I
root
I
supra
I
place!\
dOTS
ex
[-cont][+cont]
\ /
root
dOTS
[-cont]
I
root
I
supra
I
place
cor! \
dors«
+x
[ -con t 1[+con t ]
'\ /
Toot
s~?\
place )
cor/ \
dOTS
However, separate de9rees of closure for each articulator predict,
rather than the fOUT segments in (94), the nine segments in (95):
( 95) tk
sk
tkx
.ekx
skx
tx
sx
Allowing degree of closure independently for each articulator predicts the
normal case to be for a language that allows corono-velar complex segments
to allow all those in (95). If a language imposes additional restrictions
on the combinations of degree of clo~ure for each articulator in a complex
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segment, it will come at extra cost to the 9TammBT. However, I have found
no case where a language uses all the oppositions in (95), the so-called
normal case under the independent de9Tee of closure analysis.
The impossibility of 0 system like (95) is explained under my syst~
of major and minor articulators. There are only three possibilities for d
cOTono-velar complex se~ent: (i) the coronal articulation is major and has
distinctive degree of closure while the dorsal is minor and has
non-distinctive degree of closure: (ii) the dor£31 i~ major and the coronal
minor; and (iii) both the coronal and the dorsal articulatQrs are major,
reqUiring them both to be of the same degree of closure. (i) c~rresponds
to any column of (95), (ii) to any row, and (iii) to the dia90nal composed
~f Itk, ekx, sx/. Thus, the maximal contrasts in any system among the
nine segments in (95) will be seven. )n (96) are given the only possible
corono-uelar complex segment systems available in language.
(96)
t
tk tkx tx tk tkx tx tk tkx tx
¢k ~kx ~kx ¢kx ¢x
sk sx skx sx sx
tk tk tkx tk tx
¢k ¢kx ¢x ¢k ¢kx tx ~k ¢kx dx
sk sx skx sx sx
tk tk tkx tk tx
~k 4kx ¢kx ¢kx ~x
sk skx sx sk skx sx sk skx sx
-
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The boxes in (96) contain all the possible corono-velar systems under
the major/minor articulator analysis. This does not mean, of course, that
a language would have to make use of all the oppositions in a particular
system. The point is that no language could make use of a combination of
oppositions not contained in one of the systems in (96). Furthermore, the
inventory of contrasts a language may display is not arbitrary or limited
just to a certain number; rather, the contrasts may be only of specific
types, forming ·serie~M of ·velarizedMand ·coTonalized· complex segments
all of which share minor dorsal or coronal articulators, respectively, with
non-distinctive degree of closure.
3.4.2 Suction/Pressure or Movement Features
A traditional means of distinguishing certain complex segments has
been by features for suction or pressure created in the closed air chamber
formed by the two articulations of the complex segment. The most common
segments with suction or pressure are implosives and eiectives -- in which
the closed glottis either moves down in the throat to create the suction
for an implosive, or moves up in the throat to create the pressure for an
eiective. Less common are clicks, in which a pre-velar closure is combined
with a velar closure, followed by a lowering of the tongue between the two
closures to create suction for the pre-u@!ar release. (Segments with
velaric pressure are unattested.)
While the above suction and pressure mechanisms are clearly part of
the phonetic description of implosjues, clicks, and ejectives, I will argue
that they are not part of phonological representation. Rather, the suction
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and pr~ssure may be predicted from other aspects of the segments in
question.
3.4.2.1 Eiectives and lmplosives
Halle and Stevens (1971) make a three-way distinction among glottalic
([+constr. glottis]) obstruents, corresponding to the three possible
combinations of values for the features [stiff vocal cords] and [slack
vocal cords]. In their system, ejectives are [+stiffl, preglottalized or
laryngealized consonants aTe [fslackl, and implosives are [-stiff,-slack]t
as shown in (97):
( 97)
implosive preglottalized ejectiue
spread glottis - - -
constr. glottis + + +
stiff voc. cords - - +
slack voc. cords - + -
Thus, among obstruents with [+constricted glottis], they distinguish: [b]
(imploded) [-5tiff, -slack]; [?b] (preglo t tal i zed/laryrlge.:il i zed) [+slack];
and [p?l (ejective) [+stiff].
The feature ~lassification in (97) is supported by the behavior of
glottalized segments with respect to tone in languages in which the glottal
features of a consonant affect the tone of a following vowel. Halle and
Stevens explain the relation between glottal features in consonants a~d
tone in vowels as follows:
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Following a suggestion by LaRaw Maran, we propose that in the
plain v~wels, [+stiff vocal cords] is the articulatory
correlate of high pitch, whereas [+slack vocal cords] is the
articulatory correlate of low pitch. Neutral pitch for the
vowels is produced by the configuration [-slack, -stiff]. We
observe that these feature assignments are compatible with the
well-known fact that voiceless -- i.e., [+stiff] -- obstruents
cause an upwared shift in pitch in the adiacent vowel, whereas
voiced -- i.e., [+slack] -- obstruents cause a downward shift
in pitch.
One example where tone facts support the feature classification in
(97) is in the history of Hottentot, where the ejective consonants /t?,k?/
pattern with voiceless [+stiff v.c.] segments in failing to lower the tone
of a following vowel, u,like [+slack v.c.] voiced consonants or [-stiff
v.c., -slack v.c.] sonorants which lower the tone of a followin9 vowel.
Greenberg, also, notes that
There is evidence from areas as distant as New Guinea,
Southeast Asia, and distinct areas of Africa tha~ consonants
affect the pitch of adiacent vowels, particularly those which
immediately follow. The most import&nt principle is that plain
voiced or breathy voiced consonants, particularly obstruents,
lower the pitch of the entire vowel segment or that portion
which is immediately adjacent so that, for example, a following
high tone becomes a rising tone.
On the other hand, a voiceless plain or aspirated segment has
no such lower;ng effect. An ejective likewise fails to low~T
pitch. A voiced injective stop here has an effect identical
with or more similar to that of voiceless and eiective
consonants than to ordinary br@athy or voiced consonants, i.e.
it does not lower tone. All of these non-lowering sound types
may even on occasion raise pitch (p.132).
Thus, in these languages only [+slack v.c.] segments lower the pitch of
following vowels. The eiectives and implosives, both of which are [-slack
v.c.], thus fail to lower pitch.
Further confirmation of the classification in (97) comes from an
assimilation process in lera, discussed in Newman (1970:158-9). In lera,
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there is what Newman calls a -linker· consonant which is inserted in
certain morpholo9ica1 environments. This consonant, a It/, assimilates to
the preceding segment as follows:
(98) t --) r / V
d / [e, +slack v.c.]
nd / [e, +nasal]
t / elsewhere
The implosives in lera (b~, by', d', j', 9~) pattern not with the voiced
consonants but with the voiceless, non-nasal ones. Examples, where It/ is
inserted between a noun and a plural marker, determiner, or modifier, are
given in (99a). Further examples in other morphological environments are
9i ven i n ( 9gb) •
(99)
a.
b.
goma - t - ku gomarku 'markets'
sabi - t - bana sabirbana 'my stick'
t!ug - t - ku tlu9d~ku 'knives'
dIem - t - ku dlemnd~ku "ears'
shok - t ~ ku shokt~ku 'squirrels'
shok - t - a shokta 'the squirrel"
xad" - t - ku xadt1ku (-) xa:taku) 'illnesses'
sed"
- t - ku sedt,ku (-> se:t~ku -) set~ku) ~ snakes'
wa jam - t nda wa jamnde nda "he asked him'
wa dlab"- t na wa dlabte na 'he beat me'
wa dud' - t na wa dudte na (-) wa du:te na) "he tugged me"'
Since Halle and Stevens represent implosives as [-stiff,-slack], it follows
that they will not pattern with the voiced consonants in (99), which are
[+slack] •
Further evidence against distinguishing ejectives and implosives by
independent features of suction or pressure is that ejectives and
implosives never contrast within a language without also contrasting for
some other feature. That is, a language never contains two segments which
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differ solely by whether there is glcttal pressure or suction or not. For
example, Gre~nbeT9 (1970) states that u a few Mayan languages have a
contrast between an ejective p' and an implosive in the same position.
When this occurs the implosive is generally voiced in all its realizations
so that a contrast based solely on injection versus ejection without
accompanying voicing contrasts does not usually exist- (p.126). Greenberg
concludes by -tentatively [accepting] the thesis that the contrast between
injection and ejection need not be accepted as autonomous for general
phonetic theory. The implosive is normally voiced, but voiceless occurs
typically in word final where ordinary 'voiced' obstruents are subject to
devoicing. It seems likely, therefore, that the constant feature here is
also laxness. Hence one might have a common feature glottalic that is
concomitantly injective with the lax feature and ejective with the tense
feature- (p.126-7). Greenber9~s use of tense and lax in this context
corresponds to Halle and Steven's use of [stiff v.c.) and [slack v.c.l.
ThUS, Halle and Stevens show that it is not necessary to appeal to
pressure or suction features (or glottal movement features) in order to
distinguish implosives and ejectives. Rath~r, the independently necessary
features [stiff v.c.] and [slack v.c.] make the necessary distinctions.
Furthermore, characterizing the distinctions in terms of [slack v.c.] and
[stiff v.c.] explains the behavior of these consonants in languages where
glottal features affect tone. If they were merely [fconstr. glottis] with
suction or pressure features, their patterning with respect to tone would
be unaccounted for. Finally, distinguish ejectives and implosives by the
features [stiff v.c.] and [slack v.c.] accounts for the fact that no
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language will contrast implosives and ejectives at the same point of
articulation and with identical states of the vocal cords, i.e. identical
voicing. Based on these arguments, although Halle and Stevens choose to
Ml eave open for the present the question whether the raising of the glottis
in the ejectiue and the lowering of the glottis in the implosive should be
attributed to separate features in the universal framework- (p.211), I
conclude that separate features for raising or lowering the glottis would
be not only superfluous, but would fail to make the right predictions
concerning the behavior and patterning of glottalic consonants. Such
features, therefore, do not exist.
3.4.2.2 Clicks
The remaining area for whict suction features have been proposed is
for the uelaric suction in clicks. As with the suction and pressure in
glottalic consonants, however, the suction in a click is never its sole
distinguishing characteristic. Rather, the distinction of major and O\inOT
articulators, which is independently necessary for complex segments not
involving suction and thus not distinguishable by suction, makes all the
necessary distinctions for the clicks.
Consider the corono-velar complex segments in !XU, discussed above.
Recall that in IXa, there is a contrast among the four ~oTono-velars in
(100), represented in terms of maior and minor articulators:
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(100)
!tx) [~x] [+]
Toot root root
SU~Ta'\ su~ra" ;lS~PTa
I [-cont] I [-c][+c] [-c] I
place place place
/ \ / \ I \COT cor
dOTS dOTS dOTS
['x)
root
~s~pra
[-c][+c] I
place
co~ "doys
To represent the segments in (100) instead by suction f~atures would not
accomplish all that the representation in (100) does. First, we could
assume that in a segment with suction, the anterior closure must be [-cont]
redundantly and any phonolo9ica1 degree of closure features apply to the
velar closure. This will correctly derive that in the third and foufth
segments in (100), in which there is phonetic suction, the degree of
closure features apply to the velar articulation. However, the first and
second segments in (100) will simply lack suction features, and thus the
problem will remain of representing the fact that the phonological degree
of closure in those segments applies to the coronal articulat~on. We could
save the solution for 'XU by stipulating that in non-suction segments, the
more anterior closure receives the phonological degree of closure
features. However, this would have to be a language-specific stipulation,
for it is not always the case that non-click complex segments choose the
more anterior articulation as major. For example, in Margi [ps], the
coronal articulation, which is more posterior than the labial articulation,
is nevertheless the maior articulation. Similarly, in Kinyarwanda [skw],
the coronal articulation, which is neither the most anterior nor the most
posterior, is the major articulation. Finally, Nupe [py] and [pky]
contrast solely in which articulation is the maior one -- there is no
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suction in [pky] by which to distinguish it.
In some Shona dialects, adding a dorsal articulation to a bilabial
nasal, i.e. velarizing it, may result in a nasal click. Compare the forms
for ~child~ and ~to drink J in the three Eastern Shona dialects in (101)8
(101)
Ndau ~ mwana (one speaker) ~child~ (161)mQana
Tonga ~ ~child' (161)mQana
kJumQa Jto drink J (161)
Teve mQana ~child' (161)
kumwa 'to drink~ (161)
In Ndau and Tonga, clicks result from the simple combination of labial and
velar articulations. This fact argues against the representation of clicks
as having phonological suction features. In Ndau and Tonga, there is no
suction feature in the environment wt.ich could be posited to trigger the
creation of the click. In a theory in which clicks have no suction
features, but rather are represented as identical to egressive complex
segments, the derivation of clicks in the environments in Ndau and Tonga is
perfectly natural.
Furthermore, as with the implosives and ejectives discussed above, a
language will never contrast two segments solely by whether there is velar
suction or not, For example, the click and non-click segments in 'XU,
shown in (101), also contrast in degree of closure of the dorsal
articulation. While it would be possible to derive the different degrees
of closure under a suction analysis, the major/minor analysis predicts a
difference in the behavior of de9r~e of closure between the clicks and
non-clicks, since the crucial distinction between them is in the choice of
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major articulator, which is merely the articulator to which the degree of
closure features apply.
Thus, it is clear that a velaric suction feature would be of much more
limited use than the maior/minor articulatoy distinction. Since the
major/minor distinction is needed in any case fOT complex segments in which
there is no suction, I conclude that it is preferable to distinguish the
clicks of !Xa in terms of major and minor articulators, rather than in
terms of suction features.
3.5 Further Applications of Major/Minor
I have shown in this chapter that a distinction in terms of majci and
minoT articulations, so that only maior articulations receive the
phonological degree of closure fe~tuTes, allows us to capture
straightforwardly the derivation and behavior of complex se~~.ents, as well
as to constrain the possible complex segment inventories in language. Is
assignment of degree of closure features the only process maiorness is
relevant for? I have already shown that maior and minor are irrelevant for
place assimilation. However, there are a few examples wh~ch show that
languages make use of the maior/minor distinction in other ways.
3.5.1 N9baka
In Ngbaka, the distinction between major and minor mrticulators plays
a role in word-internal cooccurrence restrictions. The consonant system of
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Ngbaka is that in (102), from Thomas (1963).30
(102)
P f t s k kp
b v d z 9 gb
Jb
mb nd nz Q9 Qmgb
m n ff
1 Y w
?
h
The consonants represented by more than one letter in (102) are single
segments. Thomas states:
La duree de [mb] est sensiblement ~9ale ~ celIe d/un [b) cu
d'un [m]. POUT le sujet parlant, c/e~t un phoneme unique
indecomposable, et si 1'on prononce le groupe de consonnes [m]~
suivi de [b], l/informateur proteste. Ceci est valable pour
tous les phonemes not~s ci-dessus au moyen de plusieurs
symboles successifs (p.28).
Furthermore, the syllable structure of Ngbaka allows only CV syllables,31
as seen by the syllabification of French loans shown in (103):
(103)
piyEIE
mbalase
nzidOlO
kEIEy~
kEIEdE
kalamele
?afEIEmE
/pri~re/
/embrasser'
'citron/
'crayon'
/credit~
'r~clamer/
'infirmier'
(45)
(131)
(40)
(45)
(131)
(131)
~~7)
30. Thanks to Donca Steriade for pointing out this example. Thomas
actu~11y writes the prenasalized velar and labiovelar as MngD and ·n9bu,
not as aQga and ·nm9b·, However, she describes them respectively as
ami-nasale dorsale· and ·mi-nasale labio-dorsalf·, so it is clear that the
orthographic ana does not imply phonetic [n], but rather stands for a nasal
articulation of the same place of articulation as the following stop, as I
have represented them in (102).
31. Thomas writes sequences of vowels for short diphthongs and vowels
bearing contour tones, but clearly states that Mil s'agit d'une syllabe
unique et •• , cette modulation ne s'accompagne pas d'une longueur- (p.20).
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zal!d~
k010di~
lizi
, j ardi n'
'cordonnier'
'riche'
(40)
(40)
(41)
Also, prenasalized consonants and labiovelars Teduplicate as single
segments. Consider the data in (104) and (105) (from Thomas ppt124-135).
(104)
(105)
a.
b.
c.
d.
siti 'bad' sisiti
ndu 'shOTt' ndundu
mbf 'brown, dark' mbt'mbl
Verb Noun
ha haha
molo momolo
kOlO kOk01O
sEkE sEsEkE
sakpa sasakpa
lOndOlO lOlOndOlO
sEl)gEIE sEsEf)gE1E
sia sisia
sua susua
ziE ziziE
kio kikio
kpO kpOkpO
kpele kpekpele
kpeseke kpekpeseke
gbo gbogbo
gbO gbOgbO
gba 9bagba
gbOrna gbOgboma
mbi mbimbi
mbalase mbambalase
nzia nzinzia
nzol)ga nzonzol)ga
nzObOkO nzOnzObOkO
1)9ua 1)9ul)9ua
I)gima 1l9illgima
'wickedness, ugliness'
'shortness'
'brownness, darkness'
, take'
'kill'
, cut'
, clean'
'loosen, set free'
'plaster'
'string (beads)'
'tear'
'hammer'
'vomit'
'pierce'
'glue, weld, fasten'
'deliver'
'roar'
'shout'
'hit'
'cover'
'threaten'
'gather around'
'~brace (a child)'
'finish, achieve'
'take an oath'
, embrace'
, smoke"
'thunder'
The forms in (105a) show reduplication of the first consonant and
vowel in forms with simple initial consonants and monophthongal rimes. The
diphthongs in (105b) are monosyllabic (Thomas p.128,130). Thus, th~ forms
in (10Sb) show that it is not the entire first syllable that is
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reduplicated, but rather only the first consonant and vowel. Finally, the
forms in (lOSe) show labiovelaTs reduplicating as single segments, and the
forms in (105d) show the same for prenasalized consonants.
Thus, timin99 syllabification, and reduplication show that /kp, gb,
mb, nd, nz, Q9, Qmgbl are all single segments.
Given that the labiovelars Ikp,gb,Qmgbl are single segments, they must
be represented with two articulators, labial and dorsal, under the place
node, of which one or both may be the major one. 1 shall show below, based
on cooccurrence restrictions, that in /kp,9b,~m9b/, the labial articulation
is the maior one, and the dorsal the minor one. I.e., they are represented
as in (106):
/f)mgb/ root
SU~Ta~
/ \. [-cont]
sof t-pal \
I \ place
[+nas] [-nas] / \
labi al
dorsal
Igb/ root
SU~T~
\ [-cont]
place
labiai \
dorsaldorsal
root
SU~T~
\ (-cont]laryng
I
£+stiff] place
labiai \
(106)
/kp/
In Ngbaka, the following pairs of consonants may not occur within the
same (non-compound) word (in either order):32
32. Many apparent exceptions to this generalization involve loan words or
compounds. FOT example, ImoQmgbai 'slander' (45) and /mogba/ 'entrance to
Village' (45) both contain the morpheme /mol 'mouth' (see p .38). Thl~S,
they are compounde, and as such do not violate the generalization that
labials and labiouelars do not cooccur. Two forms that aren't obviously
either compounds or loans are /~m9bapO/ 'true' (47) and /gizaka/ 'roll'
(41), although further investigation may reveal them to be so. Note that
sequences of identical consonants are allowed, as in /babl/ 'companion'
(p.24), /tital 'grandparent' (p.30), and /zozi/ 'judge' (p.41).
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(107)
a. uo i eel ess--\P:' " ~ed b. voiced--pT~nasalized c. prenasalized--nasal
p - b b - mb mb
- m
t - d d - nd nd - n
s
- A: Z - nz nz - n
k
- 9 9 - 1)9 1)9 - ff
kp - gb gb - I)mgb r)mgb - m
d. labial-labiovelaT
p - kp b - kp mb - kp m - kp
p
- 9b b - gb mb - gb m - gb
P - J)mgb b - I)mgb mb - I)mgb m - I)mgb
There is, however, no restriction on combinations of velars and Inbiovelars
within a word, as shown by the forms in (108):
(108) wO-gbOkO $weak' (39)
zO-gbOkO 'swollen' ( 39)
gbanzaka 'without leaves' (47)
gboko 'incandescent' ( 34)
kukpe-la ' eyel i d" (42)
kakpe 'slave' (43)
kpal)ga ' large mat' (44)
gbOQgO "a small basket' (58)
I)mgboko 'he-goat" ( 34)
I)mgbaka 'Ngbaka"
Thus, there is a basic difference in the relationship between
labiovelars and labials, versus that between labiovelars and velars. I
account for this difference, following a suggestion by Donca Steriade
(p.c.), by representing the labiovelars as having maior labial
articulation, as shown in (106). Thus, they share with simple labills the
property of having major labial articulation, and share no major
articulator with the simple velars. The cooccurrence restrictions in
Ngbaka, shown in (107), may thus be characterized in terms of major
articualations, as follows. Within a word, no two consonants may occur
which share the same maior articulator and degree of closure, but which
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differ in glottal articulation (lOla), nasal articulation (107b,c), or
minor articulation (107d)a These restrictions on cooccurrences within a
word (in either order) are snown formally in (109).
root
I \a
(109)
* root~ ~
/ I \
laryng. , [a
I supra
ra stiff] ILb slack place
I
a articulator
laryn9·
I supra
[-a stiff] I
-b slack place
I
a articul~tor
root
/ ,
supra [a cont]
sOft-~al \
I place
[-nasal] I
a articulator
rOJt
/ \
suprc. [a cant]
sOft~pal \
/ \ place
[+nas][-na~] I
a articulator
*
cont]
root
/ \
supra [a
sOft-~al \
I place
[+nasal] I
a articulator
* Toot
/ \
supra [a cont]
sOft-~al \
/ \ place
[fnas)[-nas] I
a articulator
root
/ \
supra [a cant]
I
place
I
a articulator
* root
\
supra [a cant]
I
place
a aTt~c.\
b articulator
Note, incidentally, that the pairs b-kp, p-gb, mb-9b, b-nmgb, ~nd m-nmgb
violate both the restriction in (107d) and one of the restrictions in
(107a t b,c).
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Pairs not agreeing in degree of closure are not subiect to the
restrictions noted above. For example, although the pairs Mnd - dN and Mnz
- z· are disallowed, the pairs -nz - d l , Knd - 1-, ·nz - 1· are allowed, as
shown in (110).
(110) nzid010
ndulu
nzulu
~citron~ (loan)
'to deceive'
~flour'
(40)
(29)
(32)
Similarly, although the pairs Ht - d· and "s - z' are disallowed, the pairs
·s - d-, -t - 1-, and ·s - 1-, whose members differ in degree of closure,
are allowed.
(111) sakade
tolo
sulu
'thus'
'strike'
'to rain very hard'
(40)
(29)
(31)
This sensitivity of the cooccurrence restrictions to degree of closure
is further support for their being sensitive only to major articulators
for only maior articulators are speci. ied for degree of closure. Given
that the cooccurrence restrictions are sensitive to degree of degree of
closure, it would be impossible for them to apply to minor articulations.
3.5.2 Margi
J argue above that in Mar9i 1abiocoronals, thE major articulation is
the ~oronal one, and the labial articulation is minor. An extension of
this distinction between the labial and the coronal articulations is that
in fast speech, when the labiocoronals are simplified, it is the labial
articulation that is deleted. Hoffman states: ·some speakers of Maygi have
a tendency to reduce initial compound consonants to simple consonants,
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especially in a more colloquial type of speech- (p.43).
(112)
/bd~li/
/ptal/
/~ip~a/
Ibfirl
/b;ab;a9~/
[dali]
[tal]
[p~ip~()]
[fir)
[;ab;a9~]
"Dille"
'chief'
"clean"
'a (large) cricket'
, a small bat'
Also, historically related languages have dropped the labial portion
(Hoffman p.6):
(113)
South Margi
t~l
saT
dau
tau
z~r
t~ka
t~tau
!-agu
~i
~ir
Margi
pt~l
psar
bd~
b~~
bz~r
~npt~ka
mnpt3mnpt~
mnp:tag3
~mnp~i
mnp~ir
'chief"
"grass'
, to chew'
'to forge'
'son'
'hen'
'dead'"
"'master'"
'skin"
'nose'
While nothing in the distinction between maior and minor articulators
predicts the minor articulator to be more likely to be deleted, it makes
sense that in situations where a complex segment is being simplified by the
deletion of an articulator, it is the articulator which is less fully
integrated into the structure of the segment -- i.e. the minor articulator
-- that is deleted.
3.5.3 Palatalization and Distribution of Velars in Hottentot
In Hottentot, the degrees of closure of both the coronal and the velar
articulations in clicks are predictable. Thus, degree of closure facts do
not determine which articulator is the major one. However, there is an
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interesting set of data relating to palatalization in Hottentot which, if
resolved in terms of a major/minor distinction in the clicks, might bear on
the issue of whether languages make use of the major/minor distinction in
areas not directly related to degree of closure.
In both the Nama and the Korana dialects of Hottentot, velar
consonants are restricted in distribution and subject to palatalization.
This is a potentially interesting area to investigate with respect to
clicks in these languages, since clicks contain velar closures. First, the
simple velar consonants: In Nama, underlying Ik/ becomes [~] before [ell
Otherwise, underlying Ik/ (surface [k]) occurs only before the vowels
la,o,u,A/ and their nasal cognates (if any). That is, underlying /k/
simply fails to occur before Iii. In Korana, underlying /k/ does occur
before IiI, but it is palatalized and realized phonetically [~] before Iii
as well as before lei. Comparison of Nama and Karana rev~als that Korana
roots containing underlying Iki/ (surface [~i]) correspond to Nama Toots
with underlying /ti/. This is illustrated by the cognate pair in (114)
(Beach p.213):
(114) Korana
N~a
/ki-si/
/ti-si/
[~isi]
[tisil
~ten~
'ten~
In both Nama and KaTana, Ikx,x/ do not occur before li,e/; they occur only
before /u,o,a,A/ and their nasal cognates (if any). Based on the
development of Hottentot /ki/ to /ti/ in Nama, we might hypothesize that
/kx,x/ before /i,e/ became Its,s/ historically in both dialects. This
would account for the lack of Ikx,x/ before /i,e/c
I now consider the clicks in Hottentot, which, since they contain
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velar plosive and affricative effluxes, might be expected to be affected by
these processes affecting the simple velar consonants. However, this is
not the case. First, the distribution of the clicks is not restricted with
respect to the following vowel. Beach states (p.eS) that while clicks are
restricted to initial position (except in reduplication), -they occur
before all the vowels and vowel combinations- except -the rare neutral
vowel [al.- Examples of clicks occurring before /i,e/ are given in (115)
(all from Nama, which, recall, has the more restricted distribution of
Ik,kx/):
(115)
+xi '-be glad' (90) ! xe 'spy' (91)
! xi 'to spy" (137) I'?i-pa 'him' (103)
4=xi-p "peace" (133) Lxi 'pinch" (133)
I i-p 'smell of fat' (137) +i "be blind" (137)
I)+i 'cheeky' (135) I i-nap 'a fly' (193)
I?- 'to-' (103) 1)1 i-si " perhaps' (104). 1
Ixis 'came' (105) fai-I?i "call-on' (103)
Strikingly, while Nama /kxl never occurs before li,e/, and Nama Ik/ never
occurs before Iii and is palatalized to [~] before lei, clicks in Nama
containing Ik/ and /kxl as efflux occur freely before li,e/, and there is
no mention of palatalization. That there are so many examples of this is
all the more striking in light of the fact that such examples would not be
expected to be very num~rous, since the restrictions on vowels in the roots
tend to exclude Iii in the first syllable. 33
33. Many Ii/'s in Nama are derived from historical fail> lei/ > le/,
according to Beach (p.193). While this fact could be used to explain
clicks containing velar constrictions occurring before IiI, where they
shouldn"t occur, such an explanation would predict that also the simple
consonants /k,kx,x/ should sometimes occur before Iii (where that Iii
derives from /ai/). Since there are no cases of /k,kx,x/ occurring before·
IiI, I conclude that the historical source of the li/"s in (115) is
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Thus, the Hottentot clicks do not behave as sequences of coronal
followed by velar.
On the other hand, the Hottentot clicks cannot be regarded as
phonological sequences in which the velar comes first, because the
pronunciation of the click requires that the velar release slightly follow
the coronal release. Rather, the clicks must be represented as having
simultaneous coronal and dorsal articulations.}
Why are the velar articulations in the clicks immune to
palatalization? We might hypothesize that only maior dorsal articulations
are palatalized in Hottentot, and that the dorsal articulations in clicks
are immune to palatalization because they are minor. Hottentot would,
under this view, be hypothesized to have extended the major/minor
distinction beyond just dealing with degree of closure. However, given
that the major/minor distinction is irrelevant for place assimilation,
there is no reason for the minorness of an articulation to prevent it from
undergoing palatalization.
There are some possible alternative solutions to the failure of clicks
to palatalize which don't rely on the major/minor distinction. For
example, we might speculate that it is the fact that the dorsal
articulation in a click is combined with a coronal one that prevents it
from palatalizing to a coronal. For if the dorsal articulation became a
coronal one, then there would no longer be a click. It would be impossible
irrelevant.
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to make two different coronal articulations simultaneously, which would be
necessary to produce the suction of a click. By this explanation, the
failure of palatalization in Hottentot clicks would be attributed to a
vague sort of structure preservation, by which the 'clickness u of the
click, i.e. its velar articulation, is preserved. This is, of course,
only SU9gestive of what a possible solution to this problem might be.
Alternatively, the non-palatalization of the clicks could be
attributed to historical factors, i.e. either (i) the clicks were borrowed
into Hottentot (from Bushman) after palatalization had become
non-productive, or (ii) the palatalization process itself was borrowed
along with the non-click vocabulary, and so didn't apply to the native
clicks. Alternative (ii) would liken non-palatalization of clicks in
Hottentot to the non-participation in English of native velars in velar
softening. Evidence for (ii) is that almost all roots in Hottentot begin
with cicks, suggesting an earlier stage of the language in which all roots
began with clicks. Evidence for (i), on the other hand, is that the
Khoisan click inventories are far more extensive than th~t of Hottentot
(see the !XU clicks above), and th~~ click inventories, being marked, tend
to be reduced when borrowed into a language (as seen in the restricted
inventory of clicks in Zulu and other Bantu languages which have borrowed
their clicks fro~ Hottentot and Khoisan). In either case, the developments
would have had to occur farther back in time than the history of Hottentot
ha~ been reconstructed. So, while these historical s~enarios remain
possible explan~tions of the failure of Hottentot clicks to palatalile,
they cannot be proved either way.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, ) have proposed a representation for degree of
closure features (at the root node) and a mechanism for applying degree of
closure features to the correct articulator. This mechanism is the
selection of a major articulator or articulators, where the maior
articulator receives the phonological degree of closure features.
Minor articulations are not phonologically specified for degree of
closure. The degree of closure of a minor articulation i~ predictable, fOT
instance it may be derived by fortition (Margi [ps], Kinyarwanda [skw]) or
by taking on the degree of closure of the major articulation (Margi [fsl N
Ipsl (Hoffman p.28); Shona [sxw]). Often, there is free variation
concerning the degree of closure of the minor articulation~ as was seen for
many Shona dialects. Finally, in most of the languages of the world, minor
articulations are required to be [-consonantal] phonetically (as in Nupe).
Thus, I hypothesize that the assignment of [-consonantal] at phonetic
interpretation i~ the universal default.
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Chapter 4
PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES
In light of the structural changes argued for in the previous
chapters, a redefinition of the set of phonological features is required.
r,rst of all, a new distinction has been introduced between traditional
features, the terminal nodes of the feature hierarchy in (1), and class
features, the non-terminal nodes of the hierarchy in (1).
dorsal
I\ 'baCk
hi9h low
coronal
/ \
ant dist
/roo~-cont\ cons
supralaryngeal
/ \
soft-pal place
I / \
nasal labi al
/
round
laryngeal
consul/I
spread
stiff
slack
(1)
4.1 Class ~eatures
Class features differ from terminal features in that while the latter
may be specified either plus or minus, the former are only either present
or absent. There is no minus value for a class feature like labial.
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Rather, the presence of a class feature has a particular meanin9. five of
the class features refer to independent articulators in the vocal tract.
~hese are: laryngeal, soft palate, labial, coronal, and dOTsal. The
specification of one of these class features in a ~egment means that the
articulator the class feature represents is present as an active
articulator in the segment. It says nothing about degree of closure or
what to do with that articulator -- just that it is activated. Therefore,
these class features may be defined as in (2):
(2)
LARYNGEAL - Involving the glottis as an active articulator (distinctively).
SOFT PALATE - Involving the soft palate as an active articulator (distinctively).
LABIAL
CORONAL
DORSAL
- Involving the lips as an active articulator (distinctively).
- Involving the tongue front as an active articulator (distinctively)
- Involving the tongue body as an active articulator (distinctively).
The other class features do not refer to specific articulators. In
fact, they do not seem to have any anatomic motivation at all. Rather, the
supralaryngeal and place constituents correspond to definable acoustic
properties of the features they contain. The supralaryngeal features are
distinguished acoustically from the lar~'ngeal features in that laryngeal
features cause no distortions of formant structures, whereas supralaryngeal
features do distort formants. Thus, we may define supralaryngeal as in
(3):
(3) SUPRALARYNGEAL Distorting formant structures.
Similarly, the grouping of labial, coronal, and dorsal features under a
place constituent, excluding the 50ft palate features, may be attributed to
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the fact that features within the place node exert much stronger, and
different, influences on formant structure than does nasality. I thus
define the place node as in (4):
(4) PLACE Affecting formant structures in a manner resulting
from changes in the shape of the resonatoy.
Finally, there is a class node that is not motivated by either anatomy
or acoustics. This is the root node. It simply corresponds to the
phonological entity, the phoneme. Thus, the root node is defined as in
(5):
( 5) ROOT Phoneme.
Specification of just a root node is the represer,tation of a maximally
undeTspecified segment. That is, there is a distinction between a
maximally underspecified segment, as in (6a), and an empty x-slot, as in
(6b).
(6) a. x
I
root
b. x
Since an underspecified segment nevertheless contains a root node, it will
associate correctly in root-and-pattern morphology. The empty root node
will link to the skeleton like any other phoneme. If, on the other hand, a
maximally underspecified segement had no root node, it could not associate
and would result in (7b) rather than the correct (7a).
( 7) a. [ ]
,
root
I
x
root
I
x
[ ]
,
root
I
x
b. * [ ),
root
I
x
[ ]
,/ot
x x
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Since the class nodes just discussed cannot be specified as minus, it
is impossible to spread a minus value for a class node. It is, however,
still possible to refer to the property of not involving a particular class
node, just as it is possible to refer to the absence of other structures in
phonology, for example reference to unsyllabified slots as lacking syllable
structure. Thus, for example, we may refer to a lack of coronal
articulation by referring to absence of a coronal node. What is not
possible is to spread, or assimilate, absence of coronal articulation.
Absence of coronal articulation could be spread only by spreading a place
node not dominatin9 coronal, and then delinking the prior place node. But
this entails spreading whatever other articulators and place features are
on the triggering segment's place node. That is, it is impossible to
spread the negative property of lacking a certain articulator without also
spreadin9 the positive property of having whatever articulatQT(s) there are
on that place node. This is illustrated in (8):
(8) su~ra
place place
I I
coronal labial
ln (8), in order to assimilate lack of coronal articulation from the second
segment onto the first, we must spread the place node, and hence also
assimilate the labial articulation.
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4.2 Terminal Features
The principle change in the terminal features brought about by the
proposals in Chapters 1, 2, and 3 is the following: each terminal feature
occurs under one and only one class node. Thus, it is impossible for,
e.g., [distributed], as a place of articulation feature, to apply to both
labials and coronals. Similarly, [anterior] may apply only to coronals,
and not to labials OT dorsals. Furthermore, a terminal feature that occurs
under an articulator node in the hierarchy may not be specified in a
segment unless the cDfresponding articulator node i~ also specified. Even
the minus values of these terminal features now imply involvement of a
particular articulator. Recall, for example, the demonstrations in Chapter
2 that [-round] implies labial, and that [-back] implies dorsal. These
constitute significant differences between the definitions of the terminal
features in the standard theory, i.e. SPE, and the definitions argued for
here. The definitions of the terminal features under the articulators in
(3) are as follows:
(9)
a. Under the LABIAL node (implies LABIAL).
[+round]
[-round]
Rounded lips.
Spread lips.
b. Under the CORONAL node (implies CORONAL).
[fanterior] Constrictio~ formed by the tongue front in front of the
palato-alveolar region.
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[-anterior] Constriction formed by the tongue front behind the palato-
alveolar region.
[+distributed] Constriction formed by the tongue front that extends for a
considerable distance along the direction of air flow.
[-distributed] Constriction formed by the tongue front that extends only for
a short distance along the direction of air flow (SPE p.312).
Note, importantly, that [anterior] is defined as involving the tongue
front. Thus, labials are not [+anterior], nor are velars [-anterior].
This differs from the definition in SPE, by which [anterior] referred
solely to the point of constriction in the vocal tract, regardless of which
articulator formed that constriction. Similarly, (distributed] is defined
as involving the tongue front, so that labials and labiodentals are no
longer distinguished by [distributed], but must be distinguished solely by
[continuant]. See Steriade (1986) for arguments that [anterior] and
[distributed] apply only to coronal articulations.
c. Under the DORSAL, node (im,l i es DORSAL).
[fhigh]
[-high]
[flow]
[ -low]
[+back]
{ -back]
Raised tongue body.
Involving the tongue body, distinctively not raised.
Lowered tongue body.
Involving the tongue body, distinctively not lowered.
Retracted tongue body.
Fronted tongue body.
d. Under the LARYNGEAL node (implies LARYNGEAL).
[+spread gl]
[-spread gl]
[+constr 91]
(-constr 91]
Spread glottis.
Involving the glottis, distinctively not spread.
Constricted glottis.
Involving the glottis, distinctiv~ly not constricted.
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[+stiff v. c. J Stiff vocal cords.
[-stiff v.e. ] Vocal cords distinctively not stiff (e.g- mid tone).
[+slack v. c.] Slack vocal cords.
[~slack v. c.] Vocal cords distinctively not slack (e.g- mid tone).
e. Under the SOFT PALATE node (implies SOFT PALATE).
[+nasal]
[-nasal]
Lowered soft palate.
Raised soft palate.
The degree of closure features [continuant] and [consonantal] differ
from the features above in that they are not tied to any particular
articulator. Rather, they specify the degree to which other articulators
are activated. [Continuant] and [consonantal] are linked directly to the
root node. Not being specified under an articulator, they may apply to any
articulator. Which articulator they apply to in any particular se~e".. t is
determined by the s~lection of a major articulator, as discussed in Chapter
3. [Continuant] and [c~nsonantal] are defined in (10). They imply only the
root node -- i.e. that there is a phoneme.
(10)
[+consonantal]
[-consonan tal]
[+continuant)
[-continuant]
Involving a closure to the degree [fconsonantal) by the maior
articulator.
Involving a closure to the degree [-consonantal] by the major
articulator.
Involving a closure to the de9ree [+continuant] by the major
articulator.
Inyolving a cl~sure to the degree [-continuant] by the major
aT t i culator •
All of the terminal features retain their traditicnal property of
being able to be specified as either plus or minus. Thus, unlike class
features, terminal features may spread a minus value, and they may branch
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in a contour segment to a sequence of minus and plus, or plus and minus.
~.3 Residue
There remain a few features I have not dealt with in this thesis and
whose position in the hierarchy is not obvious. These are the traditional
Mmanner of articulation- features [sonora~t], [strident], and [lateral].
These are not directly analogous to [consonantal] and [continuant], because
they need not necessarily refer to the degree of closure of an
articulator.
For example, although [fsonorant] entails a certain lack of
~onstriction among non-nasal, non-lateral consonants, nasal consonants may
be both [-cont] -- i.e. fully constricted and [+sonorant], as may
laterals. And [-sonorant] entails not only a certain minima! constriction
for either labial, coronal, or dorsal, but also entails [-nasal). Thu~,
sonorant should not be represented with [continuant] and [consonantal] on
the Toot node, because features on the root node are interpreted as
specifying the degree of closure of the maior articulator, and [sonorant]
does not simply specify degree of closure. Rather, it corresponds to a
disjunction of properties. That is, [+sonorant] corresponds to either (i)
having degree of closure for a maior articulator not so radical as to
impede spontaneous vibration of the vocal cords in neutral position or (ii)
regardless of the degree of closure of the major articulator, allowing
spontaneous vocal cord vibration by (iia) opening a secondary air passage
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through the nose or (iib) allowing sufficient air to pass around the sides
of the tongue de~pite radical degree of closure of the major articulator.
[-sonorant] corresponds to both (i) having degree of closure for a major
articulator radical enou9h to impede srontaneous vibration of the vocal
cords in neutral position and (ii) having no secondary air passage either
through the nose or around the sides of the tongue.
[lateral] has traditionally been supposed ~~ apply only to coronals.
See, for example, Steriade (1986) for arguments to that effect. If it were
true that only coronals could be lateral, then we could represent [lateral]
under the coronal articulator in the hierarchy. However, non-coronal
laterals have been attested in certain languages, for example Zulu and many
New Guinean languages (Ken Hale, p.e.). These non-coronal laterals are
formed with a dorsal constriction which is released laterally. Thus, since
[lateral] may a,ply to either coronals or dorsals, it cannot be repr~sented
under the coronal node. Rather, it should be represented under either the
place node, the supralaryngeal nodes or the root node.
FinallYt [strident] is clearly a feature referring to certain acoustic
properties -- i.e. -greater noisiness· (SPE p.329).
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ASSOCIATION LINES
In this chapter, I argue for the assumptions made in Chapter One that
association lines represent the relation of overlap in time, and that the
ill-formedness of crossing association lines derives fyom that and other
relations amon9 the elements in a phonological representation, rather than
being stipulated as a well-formedness condition in UG. Thus, I show that by
taking factors external to language intc account -- i.e. knowledge of the
world -- we can not only simplify the representation of OUT knowledge of
language (by removing the well-formedness condition from UG), but we can
explain why representations in phonology must be such that association
lines do not cross. It is not an arbitrary aspect of language.
5.1 Introduction
The introduction of autosegmental levels of repre~entation in Williams
(1971) and Goldsmith (1976) made necessary a formalism for representing the
coordination in time of the units on the various levels. The formalism
chosen was to link the levels together with "association lines·, as in (1):
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(1) level n
association lines
level m
Association lines, like syntactic indices, are not linguistic
objects. Rather, like indices, they serve only as a convenient way of
representing a certain relatIon between the units that they linko 1
However, except for Gold~nith/s (1976) statement that association lines
represent ·simultaneity in timeD (p.42), most phonologists assume the
formali~ of association lines without making explicit what relation they
consider association lines to represent.
It is also assumed in most current work (eag. Pulleyblank (1983),
Archangeli (1984» that Universal Grammar (UG) includes the well-formedness
condition on association lines proposed by Goldsmith (1976):
(2) Association lines do not cross. (p. 48)
However, given that association lines are not themselves linguistic
Dbjects, it is undesirable for UG to contain any well-formedness condition
like (2) which specifically governs the distribution of association lines.
If a well-formedness condition is necessary, it should be stated on the
linguistically real relation, and not on th~ conventional forrnalism for
representing that relation. Furthermore, to state (2) as an independent
1. Chomsky (1984 class lecture.) discusses this point with respect to
syntactic indices. Given that association lines are relations, not
objects, a rather questionable use of association lines is the one cownon
in tone rules, but used also in many segmental rules, of referring to
-rightmost link-, Wleftmost link-, ·only link-, etc., by symcols such as
I~
x
~I
x
~11-
x, respectively.
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principle of UG is to claim that the fact that association lines do not
cross is an arbitrary aspect of UG, and that UG would be simpler if
association lines could cross or n~t cross at will.
In this chapter, I define the relation that association lines
represent, and I show that no well-formedness condition like (2) is
necessary in UG. The fact that representations involving crossing
association lines are always ill-formed is not arbitrary and need not be
stipulated, because it derives from basic, independ~ntly necessary
assumptions about the properties of the relations encoded in a phonological
representation.
5.2 Relations and Representations
5.2.1 Precedence
An idiosyncratic property of every word is the order of its segments;
therefore, one of the relations encoded in a phonological representation
must be precedence in time. 2 Phonologists, by convention, represent
precedence relations by left-to-right order on a single line. The
2. It has been proposed (Goldsmith (1976), Clements (1986» that a primary
relation in phonology is adjacency. However, whether adiacency is
available for phonology or not s ph~nolo9Y must make use of preceden~e.
Words are memorized in terms of the order of their segments, not only their
adjacency, and most rules take place if something precedes or follows
something else; mirror image rules, which are concerned only with
adjacency, are rarer. Thus, most of the cases in which Clements or
Gold~nith would use adjacency may be covered by iromediate precedence: a < b
and there is no c such that a < c and c ~ b.
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introduction of multiple levels, or tiers, of representation is simply a
way to allow some parts of a representation to be unordered with respect to
other parts. Lack of ordering is represented by placing the unordered
elements on a ~.eparate tier, as in (3a) below. In (3a), there is an
ordering among F,G,H,J and a separate ordering amung x1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ' but there
is no ordering between {F,G,H,I} and <x1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x4}. The representation in
(3a) encodes only the precedence relations given in (3b).
( 3)
a. F G H tier n
tier m
b. F < G, G < H, H <
Precedence in time is a general concept, i.e., it applies outside of
language, also. Thus, its properties, given in (4), need not be defined in
UG, because they are part of our knowledge of the world.
(4)
PRECEDENCE «) a.
b.
c.
Transitivity:
Antisymmetry:
Antireflexivity:
if A < B, and B < C, then A < C
if A < S, then NOT 8 < A
NOT A < A
5.2.2 Association Lines
Consider now the relation that is encoded by association lines.
Association lines were introduced originally as a representation for
coordination in time. Thus, the simplest assumpti~n would be that
association lines represent simultaneity in time, as proposed by Goldsmith
(1976). Under thi!~ assumption, when we draw association lines between the
two levels as in 1:5a) , we add the relations of simultaneity given in (5b):
(~) a. F G H I
I I I I
xl x2 x3 x4
b. = x4
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Since simultaneity in time is, like precedence, a general concept, its
properties aTe included in our knowledge of the world. In particular,
simultaneity is transitive, symmetric, and reflexive, and if two elements
are simultaneous, then substituting one element foy the other in any
statement of precedence will not change the truth of that precedence
statement. Formally:
( 6)
SIMULTANEITY (=) a.
b.
c.
d.
Transitivity:
Symmetry:
Reflexivity:
Substitution:
if A = Sf and 8 =C, then A = C
if A = B, then 8 =A
A = A
if A = S, and B < C, then A < C
For example, substitution derives from (5) the precedence statement: F <
The assumption that association lines represent simultaneity leads to
two problems when it is applied to multiply-linked structures such as
(7a,b):
(7) a. F G
\ /
x
b.
(7a) is a contour se~nent, e.g. an affricate. A contour se~nent is
represented as in (7a) to capture the fact that, phonologically and
phonetically, it is a sequence of articulations (F and G) within a single
segment (x). (7b) is a geminate: one articulation (F) with the length of
two segments (xl and x2). Among the motivations for representing geminates
as in (7b) are (i) to allow the characterization of geminates as single
units for quality-sensitive rules (referring to the feature tier), but as
tw~ units for prosody-sensitive rules (referring to the skeletal or
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x-tier); a~d (ii) to explain the inalterability effects which geminates and
assimilated clusters show (failure of epenthesis rules to split geminates,
failure of otherwise applicable rules to apply to only half of a
gerrainate).3 (7a,b) encode the precedence and simultaneity relations in
(8a,b), respectively:
(8)
a. F ( G, F = x, G = x b. F =
The first problem that simultaneity leads to is that by substitution
we may derive from (8a,b) the reflexive precedence statements in (9a,b),
respectively:
(9) a. x ( x b. r < F
Sinca precedence is antireflexive (~!C' x < x), (9a,b) aTe impos5ible: they
contradict an inherent property of the pr~cedence relation.
The second problem is that since simultaneity is transitive and
symmetric, we may cerive from (Sa) the statement in (lOa) that F is
simultaneous with G (since F = x and x = G)a But F and G are not
simultaneous -- F precedes a, so we have derived a contradiction.
Similarly~ (Bb) leads, through transitivity and sy~netry, to the
contradiction in (lOb):
3. See H~yes (1984), Steriade and Schein (1984), McCarthy (1985) on
inalterability. The correlation between quality and prosody rules and the
behavior of 9~ninates as one or two units, respectively, was first noted by
Kenstowicz (1970). Note: in this paper, when F, G, etc. are on the same
tier, they stand for different values of the same feature, e.g. [-cont] and
[+cont]; when F, G, etc. are on different tiers, they stand fer different
features, e.g. [-cant] anG [+voice].
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(10) a. F = G b.
A third problem for simultaneity is presented by discontinuous
multiply-linked structures like (11a) in the non-concatenative morphology
of Semi tic or (l1b) in the long-distance vowel harn,ony of Yawelrnani:
(11) a. k t b
I I I
xl V'X4 Xs
b. [+round]
/ \
V C V
In the structure in (lla), the features for each morpheme are entered on a
separate tier and linked, sometimes discontinuously, to the skeleton. Such
structures have been motivated for languages with non-concatenative
morphology, e.g. the S~nitic languages, based on (i) cooccurrence
restrictions within roots, (ii) across the board applications of
quality-sensitive rules, and (iii) OCP-antigemination effects.
Discontinuous multiply-linked str~cture~ also arise in long-distance
harmony, as in (lib), where they may show the same across-the-board
results. 4
Among the precedence and simultaneity relation~ encoded by (11a) are
those in (12):
(12) a. b. fa/ =
However, from the relations in (12), antisymm{~try and substi tution derive
the contradiction in (13):
4. See McCarthy (1985) and references cited there for discussion of these
motivations wrt. non-concatenative morphology; see Archangeli (1984) on
lon9-distance harmony.
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(13) (by substitution into x2 < xa)
NOT fa/ < x3 (by antisymmetry on x3 < x4 ' followed by substitution)
These contradictions in contour, geminate, and discontinuous multiply-
linked structures show that association lines do not represent simultaneity
between features and x-slots.
What, then, is the relation that association lines do represent?
Consider a9ain the contour and geminate structures in (14a,b) (= (7a,b».
(14)
a.
= =
Besides the contradictions noted above, there is a basic problem with
simultaneity in (14a,b) that has until now gone unnoticed. This problem is
simply that, in fact, F is not simultaneous with x in (14a) because F and x
are not coextensive in time: x continues in time after F stops. Simil~rly,
in (14b), F is not simultaneous with Xl because F continues after Xl
stops •. Rather, the relation between F and the skeletal slots in such
structures is one of partial simultaneity, or overlap in time. I propose,
therefoTe, that overlap in time, not simultaneity, is the relation that
association lines represent. Overlap is consistent with F and x not being
coextensive in time in (14), while still capturing the fact that
association lines imply some de9ree of coordination in time. Furthermore,
as I will show below, overlap avoids the contradictions that simultaneity
leads to.
First, what does it mean for a feature F and an x-slot to overlap? It
means that some part of the feature and some part of the x-slot are
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simultaneous. However, which parts are simultaneous, and how large tho.
parts are, are left undetermined: all that overlap requires is that at
least one instant of time be shared between the feature and the x-slot.
When F overlaps x, th~t means that at least one point P(F) in F and one
point P(x) in x are simultaneous. Thus, the overlap between F and x that
is represented by the association line in (15a) is equivalent to
simultaneity between P(F) and P(x), as represented in (15b).5
(15) a. F
I
x
b. ~s I (F)
-i (x)
The simultaneity in (15b) differs from the simultaneity proposed by
Goldsmith which led to the problems above in that it links, not features to
x-slots, but points within features to points within x-slots.
This interpretation of association lines requires a level of detail
b~low the feature and x-slot level. Features and x-slots are no longer
unanalyzable units, as in (16a), but instead are made up of points of time,
like sections of a time line, as in (16b):
(16)
a. Xl x2 x3 x4 Xs c. 1---.....1 -- --+-----+---+-0----1
Xl x2
An advantage of viewing features and x-slots as in (16b) is that it
captures the fact that features and x-slots are not instantaneous, but
occupy some amount of time. For x-slots, this fact follows from their role
as timing units, but even features, which might seem to be independent of
5. I am grateful to J. Higginbotham for suggesting I reex~nine overlap aod
for his suggestions regardin9 its formal implement~tion.
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timing, still require certain minimal durations for their pronunciation
(see section 1.2 above on inherent durations and MincompTessibility" of
articulations).
Thinking of features and x-slots as made up of points of time will
require a redefinition of how precedence and simultaneity apply in
phonological representations. ·x1 precedes x2• will now mean ·all the
points in xl precede all the points in x2•• Similarly, ·F is simultaneous
with ~. will now mean -every point in F is simultaneous with some point in
x, and every point in x is simultaneous with some point in FW , i.e., the
set of points in r and the set of points in x are coextensive in time.
Precedence and simultaneity among features and x-slots I will call -total
precedence- and -total simultaneity·. In addition to total pre~edence and
simultaneity, there exist precedence and simultaneity relations among
points of time. The latter are simply the relations whose properties were
given in (4) and (6) (and in terms of which total precedence and
simultaneity are defined),
It was assuming association lines to represent total simultaneity that
led to the three contradiction~ abova. These contradictions disappear if
we instead define association lines as representing overlap among features
and x-slots (equivalent to simultaneity among points of time within the
features and x-slots being linked).
The first problem with total simultaneity was that with the contou~
and geminate structures (7a,b), it led to the reflexive precedence
statements ·x < x· and ·F < F·, respectively. Thi~ problem no longer
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exists, because (7a,b) (equivalent to (17a,b» now encode the relations in
(18a,b), respectively:
(17)
a. t G
'-S2~
x
b.
(18)
a. All P(F) < all peG)
Some P(F) = some P(x)
Some peG) = s~me P(x)'
b. All P(x1 ) < all P(x 2)
Some P(F) = some P(x 1)
Some P(F)~ = some P(x2)
In (17a), points within F and G are both simult~neous with points within x,
but '~hey need not be simultaneous with the same point within x. As 1009 as
they are not simultaneous with the same point, substitution will flot yield
a reflexive precedence statement. The same holds for (17b). Rather,
substitution derives the statements in (19a,b), respectively:
( 19) a. P(x) ( P(x)" b. P(F) < P(F)'
The second problem, that of deriving the false stat~oents MF = G· and
·X l =x2", is similarly solved. These contradictions were derived by
transitivity (if f = x and x = G then F = G). But since now the points ~n x
with which F and G are simultaneous are not identical (and the points in F
with which xl and x2 are simultaneous are not identical), transitivity does
not apply. (P(F) = P(x) but P(x)' = P(G).) Another way of looking at this
·is at the level of features and x-slots (rather than points), where overlap
is not a ~Tansitive relation: F overlaps x and x overlaps G but that
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doesn~t derive that F overlaps G since overlap is not transitive. 6
The third problem with total simultaneity, that of the discontinuous
multiple linking, is also solved. The discontinuous multiple linking in
(11), equivalent to (20), now encodes the relations in (21):
a
(21)
Some P(a) = some P(X 2),
Substitution yi~lds:
some P(a)' = some P(x 4).
(22) pea) < all P(x 3>, all P(x 3) < pea)'
Since P(a) need not be the same point as P(a)', there is no contradiction.
This view of features and x-slots as made up of points of time, and of
association lines as specifying merely overlap, not simultaneity, has
interesting consequences for issues such as the relative timing of the
different articulations in a segment. The view of x-slots and features
have proposed provides a framework on which such timing relation5 may be
represented, at the level of phonetic implementation. I assume that the
points of time within a feature or x-slot are accessible only at the late
level of phonetic implementation, where quantitative rules may apply, and
that they are not manipulable or accessible by phonological rules. This
6. The properties of overlap are reflexivity and symmetry, but not
transitivity.
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proposal is discussed further in Chapter Six.
5.3 Eliminating the Well-Formedness Condition
Consider now a representation such as (23a) (equivalent to (23b) ) , in
whi~h the association lines cross. (23a) encodes the precedence and
simultaneity relations in (24a-d):
(23) F G
a. F G b. 1-%-1
·X
~- fr---Ixl x2
xl x2
(24) a. All P(F) < all peG) c. Some P(F) = some P( x2 )
b. All P(x 1) < all P(x 2) d. Some peG) = some P(x1 )
By substi tution of (24c,d) into (24b) ,,,e may derive (25):
(25) Some peG) < some P(F).
But (25) contradicts (24a), which states that every P(F) precedes every
peG). Therefore, since we know that substitution preserves truth
conditions, it must be that the original set of precedence and simultaneity
relations in (24) contains internal contradictions. Thus, the
representation in (23), which encodes that set of relations, is ill-formed
-- not because of any physical or geometric property of the representation
itself, but simply because the relations it encodes are contradictory.
thus account for the ill-formedness of (23) without using any explicit
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well-formedness condition, much less one referring to association lines.?
Consider now the Well-Formedness Condition that I have eliminated.
Assuming that association lines represent overlap in time, the
Well-Formedness Condition in (2) could be paraphrased as "relations of
overlap in time do not cross.- But what would it mean for overlap
relations to cross? Cross relative to what? Outside of the context of
certain assumptions about the representation of precedence and overlap, (2)
is meaningless. Only if we assume that (i) precedence relations are
represented by left to ri9ht order on a single line, (ii) absence of
precedence relations is represented by placing elements on a separate line,
and (iii) relations of overlap in time are represented by association
lines, is it true that in a representation that encodes a coherent set of
relations, association lines will not cross. If any of these assumptions
is dropped, then association lines may cross without causing a logical
contradiction. If, for example, in (26),
(26)
we assume no ordering between F and G, but do between xl and x2 ' then (26)
simply encodes [GF]~ It is not an inherent, geometric property of
association lines that they can't ·cross· -- only of association lines as a
7. Not all -lines· in phonological representations are association lines.
I have derived here that association lines. which encode overlap in time,
do not cross. However, there also exists metrical structure, whose lines
encode dominance rather than overlap. The ill-formedness of crossing
metrical lines must be derived separately, possibly from a prohibition
against overlapping domains. Whatever the derivation, it will have to
allow ambisyllabicity, where one segment belongs to two domains.
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formalism for overlap in time, together with left to right order as a
formalism for precedence. 8 Once the assumptions on which the
Well-Formedness Condition depends are made explicit, it becomes clear that
the proposed condition is equivalent to ·overlap relations may not
contradict precedence relations·. But this is jlJst a special case of the
general (cognitive) requirement that the set of relations associated with
an utterance be coherent, and not contain internal contradictions. Thus, I
have not simply replaced the Well-Formedness Condition by introducing some
other Well-Formedness Condition into UG. Rather, I have eliminated it from
UG altogether, because the r~quirement it derives from is extralinguistic,
and so need not be stipulated in UG.
8. Note that ·crossing- lines are now considered well-formed in some
syntactic analyses, although for a long time, syntactic trees such as (i)
were considered ill-formed because Ithe lines crossed l •
( i ) S ( i i ) S dominates VP
\ s dominates NPl
VP VP dominates V
VP dominates NP2
V precedes NPl
V NPl NP2 NPl precedes NP2
By factoring out of tree structures the relations they encode, as in (ii),
Higginbotham (1983) (citing earlier work by McCawley) shows that if the
subject NPl and the VP are not-ordered, a tree like (i) is perfectly
well-formed, and a previously unavailab~e analysis of VSO languages becomes
possible. (In a language like English, the subject NP and the VP must be
ordered, so a structure like (i) is impossible.) The line~ in a syntactic
tree are not linguistic objects -- they are merely encodings of the
dominance relation. And as long as the set of dominance and precedence
relations is well-formed, the tree specifyin9 those relations is also,
whether the lines Icross· or not.
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5.4 Comparison with Goldsmith's Formalization
I have argued above that the widely adopted Well-Formedness Condition
(WFC) in (2) is not necessary in UG. However, Goldsmith does not propose
(2) as the final version of his WFC. In this section, I will compare my
analysis with Goldsmith's final WFC to see whether his formal version
avoids the unnecessary stipulation of (2)"
Gold~nith's entire WFC, of which (2) is a part, is (informally):
(27) a. All vowels are associated with at least one tone.
All tones are associated with at least one vowel.
b. Association lines do not cross. (1976:48)
(Only (27b) is currently assumed, since Pulleyblank (1983) has shown that
(27a), which causes automatic tone spreading and creat\on of contour tones,
is incorrect.)
The reader may consult Goldsmith (1976:50-53) for a complete
explanation of the final, formal WFC that he proposes. What concerns us
here is that the formal WFC rests on the assumption that in addition to the
elements on each level being ordered, the association lines between those
levels themselves form an ordered sequence:
Each autosegmental level is a totally ordered sequence of
elements, a. i , [where a. i ] is the jth element on the ith
J J
level •••• In addition to these two sequences of segments,
there is a totally ordered sequence of pairs -- essentially the
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association lines, from the geometric point of view: (a11 ,a12)
1 2 1 2 1(a2 ,a2 ) (a3 ,a2 ) •••• (Go dsmith (1976:50» [where these
ordered pairs refer to the structure:
a 1 a 1 a 1
1
1 V 3
a 2 a 2]
1 2
Thus, Goldsmith has just replaced the stipulation that association
lines do not cross with the stipulation that the sequence of association
lines is totally ordered. In addition, Goldsmith introduces a projection
function1r and an inverse projectionn-1 , with an explicit WFC statement
1 1
in UG that ~ and~-l preserve connectedness" (p.51).
1 1
Goldsmith's formalism is intended to account for both clauses of (27)
with a single requirement. However, the formali~n that Goldsmith proposes
does not have exactly the same effects as the informal statements in (27).
Rather, as Goldsmith notes, it has the effects in (28):
(28) a. unattached elements are allowed at the periphery
b. association lines may cross in a structure like
A B{><b (cf. Gold~nith, (1976:93-4)
In footnotes, Goldsmith chooses (28a) over (27a),9 and he maintains
that the difference between (27b) and (28b) is moot because Min every
possible linguistic case, there will be at least three se~nents on some
9. Recall that Pulleyblank has shown (27a) to be incorrect anyway.
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line, and there [the formal version of the ~FC] works correctly·
(1976:94).10 However, structures with just two elements on each level do
occur, as in (29), so the fact that Goldsmith's formalism does not prevent
crossing association lines in such structures is a problem.
(29) " /[lgba] 8 gar den egg- (Pulleyblank 1983:123)
Moreover, even where there are at least three el~nents on each line, there
~re cases of crossing association lines that Goldsmith/s WFC cannot rule
out. For e~ample, (30a,b) are not ruled out by the formal version of
Goldgnith's WFC, for the same reason that (28b) is not ruled out.
(30) a. ABC
>K
abc
b.~
abc d
Goldsmith"s formalism will allow (30a) because (30a) has the "ordered
sequence of pairs· (A,c) (B,b) (e,a), the ·projections· of which are
·connected".
Goldsmith doesn't specify how his formalism would apply in cases of
three levels. However, since he requires every (nonperipheral) element on
every level to be linked to something, disallowing, e.g.,
(31) H
I
V v
L
I
V,
10. Goldsmith also says that in order to rule out the structure in (28b),
we would have to assign an -inherent sense to each level, not just total
orderin9· (1976:94). It is unclear what Goldsmith means by an -inherent
sense 8 • In any case, I have shown above that total ordering (= precedence)
on each level is sufficient to rule out (2ab).
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then a structure like (32) for [k~tab] would necessarily be ruled out
because of the non-peripheral elements which fail to be linked on certain
levels (x 3 on la/'s level, and x2 and x4 on Iktb/'s level).
(32) k t b
I I
xl ~;/4 Xs
a
In summary, Gold~nith's formalization of his WFC cannot deal with
discontinuous multiple linkings like those in Semitic, and it contains a
serious loophole which allows structures like (28b) and (30a,b).
Furthermore, it relies on several assumptions not needed in my analysis,
including an assumption of total ordering of the association lines, thus
begging the question of whether association lines mayor may not cross.
Finally, it still requires an explicit Hell-Formedness Condition in UG.
5.5 Conclusion
I have shown in this chapter that the ill-formedness of a
representation involving crossing association lines follows from (i) what
our knowledge of the world tells us about the properties of precedence 3nd
simultaneity, (ii) the precedence relations of a given form, which must be
learned in any case, and (iii) the proper definition of the relation
represented by association lines (overlap, not total simultaneity), which
definition is necessary in any analysis. Thus, lack of crossing
association lines is derivable from knowledge of the world together with
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independently necessary aspects of words, and it need not be stipulated in
Universal Grammar •
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Chapt@T 6
PHONETIC REPRES~ATIONS
It is a common argument in phonological analyses, and a proper one, to
disTegard aspects of phonetic realization which aTe predictable (within the
language). For example, in English all vowels preceding nasal consonants
are sli9ht1y nasalized. Because this nasalization always occurs in the
nasal environment and hence is totally predictable, it does not constitute
part of the phonology of English (i.e. there are still no phonological
nasalized vowels in English), but rather part of the phonetic
implementation system for English (in the sense of Liberman and
Pierrehumbert (1985)). Processes which occur at the level of phonetic
interpretation have certain defining characteristics. They are usually
variable in effect, rather than binary. The nasalization in the English
example may be of varying degrees, for example. Also, phonetic
interpretation processes are automatic in the sense that speakers of a
language find these processes much harder to supress than phonological
processes. It would be very difficult for an English speaker to pronounce
a totally non-nasal vowel before a nasal consonant. Thus, the distinction
between phonological processes and phonetic interpr@tation is a valid one.
Nevertheless, the fact that phonetic interpretation can be demonstrated to
occur in a different level, or even a different component, of the grammar
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6does not absolve phonologists from accounting for its effects. Too often,
characterizing a process as occurring in phonetic im~lement'tion serves as
an excuse fOT ignoring the process altogether.
In this chapter I discuss the representation )f certain processes that
occur at the level of phonetic interpretation. I argue that
representutions at the level of phonetic interpretation differ in
significant ways from the phonolvgical representations we have examined up
to this point. One contrast betwpen phonetic and phonological feature
representations concerns the representation of degree of closure. I have
shown above that in phonolo9ica1 representations, there can be only one
specification of degree of closure per root node, which must be repre~ented
outside the place node. However, at the level of phonetic interpretation,
there can be several specifications for degree of closure -- one for each
articulator -- and those specifications may be represented inside the place
node, on the relevant articulator node.
Another difference between phonological and phonetic representations
concerns the specification of relative timing relationsG I have
demonstrated in the previous chapter that because association lines
represent the relation of overlap in time, which is definable only over
non-instantaneous units, x-slots and features which are linked by
association lines must have internal duratio~. 1 have represented them as
being made up of points of time, like intervals of a time line. However,
that internal structure is not accessible to phonological processes.
Rather, x-slots and features behave with respect to the phonology as
unanalyzable units. It is at the level of phonetic representation that the
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6internal durations of x-slots and features first become available fOT
manipulation. In the following sections, I discuss some processes of
phonetic interpretation which crucially require these enrichments of
representation: degree of closure features for each articulator, and
sub-segmental duration.
6.1 Degree of Closure of Minor Articulators
In Chapter Three, I argued that separate degrees of closure for
individual articulators are not needed in the phonological representation
because whenever the degrees of closure of two articulators in a segment
differ, one of those degrees of closure is always predictable (the de9~ee
of closure of the minor articuator), and hence need not be phonologically
specified in the language. However, the degrees of closure of minOT
articulators are not universally predictable. On the contrary, we find a
continuum from Nupe, which has the universal default of [-consonantal]
degree of closure for minor articulations; to Shona, whose dialects show
either [+cont] degree of closure or free variation ranging between
[-consonantal] and [-continuant] for minor dorsal articulations; to
Kinyarwanda, which has [-cont] de9ree of closure for minor dorsal
articulations regardless of the phonological degree of closure of the
segments they occur in.
Although these predictable (within a language) degrees of closure are
rightly excluded from the phonological representation, which exclusion
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allowed us to avoid the creation of a new typological category for
languages -- i.e. having or not havi~9 degree of closure for each
articulator, the fact remains that languages differ as to th~ phonetic
degree of closure of minor articulators. Thus, at some point it needs to
be specified that in Kinyarwanda the minor dorsal articulation is [-cont]
whil~ in Nupe it is [-cons]. The proper level at which to represent these
differences is at p~o~etic interpretation.
In Kinyarwanda, for example, it must be represented that the minor
dOTsal articulation in [skw] is phonetically [-cant], and the minor labial
articulation [-cons], while the major coronal articulation retains the
phonolog;cal specification [+cont]. Representing these facts will require
a modification of the feature geometry at the phonetic interpretation
level, to allow for exactly the structure have argued is not needed
phonologically: separate degrees of closure for each articulator. It makes
sense that at this late level, which is closer to the representation
forming the instructions to the articulators, the articulators should take
on more independence. Ultimately, i.e. in terms of possible physical
movements, the articulators are totally independent regarding degree of
closure. For the later levels of phonetic representation to allow degree
of closure specification for each articulator is simply a reflection of the
fact that the degree of closure of the lips is not articulatorily dependent
on the degree of closure of the tongue front, etc.
Thus, I propose that the phonological structure for Kinyarwanda
labio~elarized lsI, in (la), is converted into the phonetic structure (lb)
by two processes of phonetic interpretation. First, a language-specific
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Kinyarwanda process assigns [-cont] to the mino~ dorsal articulator.
Second, the universal default assigns [-cons] to th~ minOT labial
articulator.
(1) a. root
I \
sup [+cont]
I
place
/ I \~cor dorsal
lab
I
[+round]
b. Toot
/1 \
/ sup £fcont]
/ 1
~ place
~~co~ I ~OTsal
lab \
I \ [-cont]
[+round] [-cons]
The phonological structure (la) is a segment with phonologically [+cont]
coronal articulation and minor labial and dorsal articulations unspecified
for degree of closure. The phonetic structure (lb) is simply a segment
with [+cont) coronal articulation, [-cons] labial articulation, and [-cont]
dorsal articulation.
I will assume that in all languages, even in simpl~-segment languages
like English, the process of converting the phonological representation
into instructions to articulators (via phonetic representation) involves
relativizin9 degree of closure features to each articulator, percolating
the phonological degree of closure features from the root node to the
relevant articulator node, and specif~in9 phonetically the closure features
for each articulator on the articulator node itself. The de9ree of closure
of minor articulations would under this view be specified at the phonetic
level in exactly the same manner as the degree of closure of phonologically
maior articulators, i.e. also on the articulator nodes themselves, and
(lb) would instead be represented as (2):
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(2) root
I
sup
I
place
/ I \
cor dorsal
/ lab \
[+cont] / \ [-cont]
[-cons]
[+round]
The representation at the level of phonetic interpretation of all
degree of closure features on the articulator nodes they apply to, and,
correspondingly, the phonetic representation of all articulators with an
accompanying degree of closure, is a reasonable move, given the inherent
interdependence between degree of closure and articulator features: degree
of closure features cannot be executed except by a particular articulator,
while articulator features cannot be executed without being executed to
some degree. Thus, at some level between the phonological representation
and the instructions to the articulators, it must be true that degree of
closure features are specified separately for each articulator. 1 propose
that that level is the level of phonetic representation, derived by rules
of phonetic interpretation.
In addition to the relativizing of phonological degree of closure
features to the maior articulator, the phonetic interpretation of degree of
closure occurs in all languages whenever the phonological output involves
an articulator with unspecified degree of closure, i.e. a minor
articulator. The only difference between languages like Nupe and Shona on
the one hand, and languages like English on the other, is that Nupe and
Shona happen to allow multiple articulators under the place node in
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phonological representation, whereas any coarticulation effects in English
requiring multiple articulators under the place node occur only in phonetic
r~presentation. There is no typological distinction in representation of
degree of closure features. All languages are allowed only a single
phonological specification of degree of closure, and are allowed phonetic
specification of de9ree of closure independently for each articulator.
What about the arguments against specifying degree of closure for each
articulator phonologically? Do these apply at the level of phonetic
interpretation? The main argument against specifying degree of closure for
each articulator phonologically was that it would make it impossible to
assimilate place of articulation features independently of degree of
closure features. Do place features assimilate independently of degree of
closure phonetically?
Actually, it seems to be the case that phonetic assimilation~ of place
also invol'Je assimilation of degree of closure. For example, low-level
assimilations of r.asals to following labiodental fricatives result in
labiodental nasal fricatives, without complete closure. That is, [+cont)
assimilates along with the labial articulation. This occurs in a possible
pronunciation of the English word informal, in which the assimilation would
be represented as in (3), in phonetic representation:
~ 3) supra
/ 1
[fnasal] T
place
I
coronal
supra
I
place
I
labi al
I
[+cont]
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To see that the place assimilation in informal is phonetic, rather
than phonological, compare the derivations of informal and impossible. It
is possible to pronounce informal with an alveolar nasal, and it is
impossible to pronounce it with a bilabial nasal <*imformal). These two
facts show that it has not assimilated phonologically to [fl. On the other
hand, impossible must be pronounced with a bilabial nasal, having
assimilated to [p] phonologicallyu Furthermore, recall that we have
limited the feature [distributed] to the coronal node. Thus, there is no
place of articulation feature to distinguish between a bilabial and a
labiodental. Rather, the distinction between bilabial and labiodental
articulation is in the feature [continuant], the [-cont] being bilabial and
the l+cont) labiodental. This means that in the assimilation of /n/ to [~]
in informal, the only way to get labiodental articulation in the nasal is
to assimilate, not only labial, but also [fcont]. Spreading just labial
would result in a bilabial nasal.
Also, the phonetic assimilation of In/ to a following glide in English
necessarily assimilates the [-consonantal] degree of closure of glide. For
example, in the English phrases £in ~ and £in ~, either no place
assimilation occurs, the In/ remaining coronal and [-cont], or degree of
closure is assimilated along with place, as in [kae9 yu] and [kaeQ wil.
This assimilation is shown in (4) for Iny/, at phonetic representation:
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oorsal
\
[-cons]
~oot root
I I
supra supra
/ T-------Jplace place
soft-pal I I
I coronal
[+nasal] I
[-cont]
(4)
Contrast this example with the phonological assimilation of /n,~,m/ to
following Iw/ in Sierra Popoluca, which results in a complete velar [-cont]
nasal, because it spreads just the place features of /w/ (foster and Foster
(1948:10):
(5) I?an - wih/ [?aQwihl
/?iff - wi!i/ [?iQwisil
Ida - m - wa?a/ [daQ wa?a]
'1 untied it'
'your beard'
'he could no longer'
Thus, the phonetic representation of degree of closure features for
each articulator, which predicts that phonetic assimilations of place will
always assimilate degree of closure in addition, seems to be borne out by
the evidence.
6.2 Subsegmental Timing
I argued in the previous chapter that the relation that associa~ion
lines represent, overlap in time, necessarily entails that the units they
link (x-slots and features) have internal duration. This may be
represented by each x-slot or feature being made up of a sequence of points
of time, like an interval of a time line. This structure is not available
for any phonological processes. Phonological process deal with x-slots and
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features as unanalyzable units, linking and delinking only whole x-slots or
features. Phonologically, a link between a feature and an x-slot is no
more specific than overlap in time. Neither relative order nor
simultaneity between two features linked to an x-slot may be specified
phonologically.
However, although the multiple articulations in a complex segment must
be phonologically unordered, as demonstrated in Chapter Two, the fact
remains that their phonetic pronunciation, either simultaneous or ordered,
is not universally predictable. Rather, just as we saw in regard to degre~
of closure for m~nor articultions, each language interprets the ordering or
simultaneity of multiple articulations in its own way at the level of
ph~netic interpretation. These differences in segment-internal ordering
must therefore be specified in the phonetic representations.
The internal structure within x-slots and features that was argued to
be independently necessary for the proper definition of association lines
and for the explanation of why they do not cross provides us with a
framework on which we can specify the phonetic subsegmental timing
relations among the articulations in a complex segment. That is, I propose
that this subsegmental structure, although not accessible phonologically,
becomes available for manipulation at the level of phonetic
interpretation.
Consider, first, the timing relations among the articulations in a
complex segment. Recall that two features linked to the same x-slot are
not necessarily simultaneous. Rather, the association lines specify only
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that each feature will overlap with the x-slot -- there is no specification
regarding ordering or simultaneity between the two features themse!ve5. If
the two features are unordered, i.e. on separate tier~ as in the complex
segment in (6) (ignoring intervening structure),
(6) F
I
x
I
G
then they may link to the x-slot in phonetic representation in either
order, or simultaneously:
(7) a. ~I--t (F)
,-o-y-i (x)
H-t (6)
b. t-o-t (f)
ry-~ (x)
t-!--t (6)
c. (F)
(x)
(6)
The association line itself does not specify either (7a), (7b), or (7c).
Linking two features to a single x-slot in a complex segment no more makes
those articulations simultaneous than such linking makes the articulations
in a contour segment simultaneous.
The fact that the features in a complex segment are not phonologically
specified as either simultaneous or ordered explains the somewhat random
timing behavior across languages of the articulations within a complex
segment. In some languages, the unordered articulations are pronounced
simultaneously (or as near to simultaneous as physically possible), e.g.
[tkw) in Kinyarwanda [tkwaanga] I we hate l • In other languages, they may be
pronounced always in a particular order, e.g. (tz?] in Pedi [tz?~na]
Wenter l • And in still other languages, there is free variation in th~
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ordering of the articulations, e.g. [Qw] vs. [mQ) in Venda [luQwa) -
[lumQa] "be bitten·. These inter-language variations arise through
different phonetic interpretation processes. Some languages impose regular
interpretations on the linkings in (6), e.g. Kinyarwanda interpreting it as
in (7c) and Pedi as in (7a,b). Other lan9uages impose no regular
interpretation, allowing free variation in the choice of (7a,b,c) as
int.erpretations of (6), e.g. Venda.
A language which orders the labial closure in /kp,gb/ after the velar
at phonetic representation is Dan (Santa), discussed by Bearth and Zemp
(1967). There are two pieces of evidence for this ordering. First, /kp,
gb/ have bilabial implosion. This means that the velar closure must be
released before the labial closure; otherwise, the rarification of air
produced by the glottis could have no effect on the labial release. (I
assume the implosion described is glottal, not velar, i.e. that these are
not clicks.) The other evidence for /p,b/ following Ik,g! is that /kp,gb/
are partially nasalized before a nasal vowel, and that that nasalization
shows up on the labial articulation rather than on the velar one: /gb~1
[gmll 'leg'; /kpl/ [km~] 'basement' (p.14). This would be represented as
in (8):
( 8) [-nas] [+nas]
nasal
supralaryngeal
place
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The aspects of phonetic representation discussed in this chapter --
independent degrees of closure for each articulator and subsegmental timing
-- provide independent support for the phonological representations argued
for in the preceding chapters. The need for independent degrees of closur'e
supports the articulator constituents in the hierarchy: labial, dorsal, and
coronal. Without the structural representation of different articulators,
it would be impossible to specify two degrees of closure within a segment
and specify how those de9re~s of closure should apply to the place of
articulation features. The need for a representation of subsegmental
timing supports the argument in the previous chapter that association lines
represent overlap in time, for only entities with internal duration may
overlap.
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